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FOREWORD

Through the many centuries of earth’s history
leading to space travel and then the capability to
travel at the speed of light to visit new civilizations in
the twenty second century, the population of earth
was never alone. The Galaxy Police Federation
had been around for thousands of years gradually
expanding as new civilizations reached the age of
light speed and aware of its existence. This new
scientific age classed as Ratio-Five came into being
and before that time only invisible observation was
accepted. Some planetary cultures caused their
own self-destruction in the incredible advancement
of technology. Others struggled and were set back
a century by the quest for individual power and
territory. Many planets never survived their own
planetary environment and although earthquakes
wiped out the surfaces of these worlds including
meteorite bombardment and destructive weather,
after several thousand years the survivors were
ready to start again.
The speed of light signified an advancement of
such magnitude that allowed a single spacecraft
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and crew to travel to the nearest star systems in
order to visit other civilizations. At this point, the
Galaxy Police Federation would openly visit and
initiate diplomatic relations in the form of a Galaxy
Police Embassy. A signed charter then protected
the planet and its inhabitants from being an
aggressor to another civilization or falling prey to a
high technological advanced group of predators.
Police Federation Headquarters currently
based in a small solar system near to the very centre
of the galaxy incorporating two suns and five planets.
Three of the planets were full life supporting and the
principal Krakor specially manufactured and
landscaped by the ancient ones of light, primeval
creatures of the spirit and guardians of the galaxy.
Krakor was a place of great beauty with oceans,
rivers, lakes, streams and waterfalls viewed
throughout the landscape.
Recruitment for the
federation was from every life-bearing planet in the
galaxy above ratio five and the other two planets
were living quarters for five million members and
their families.
The transport for the federation consisted of
Inter-galactic craft (IGC’s) that travelled at light
speed and then switched to an alternate dimension
that diverted the craft out of time allowing it to travel
ten thousand light years in just twenty-four hours.
Travel from one end of the galaxy to the other and
back could be attained in twenty days in the same
time continuum allowing the occupants to arrive back
at Krakor with only normal time loss.
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In some areas of the galaxy, inter-dimensional
problems were now causing anxiety and the ancient
ones of light had introduced two new computers of
immense size and power positioned at the centre of
the planet Krakor. The CTD computer (Coextensive
Transcendent Dimensions) allowed its recipient’s
unlimited travel to other realities of time co-existing
alongside our own, allowing inter-dimensional
transportation. The second computer TC (Telepathic
Computer) permitted the spirit to travel out of body in
astral flight in the domain of the spirit world. Only
two men had the knowledge and operation of the
computers activated by their own brains and
engaged by bracelets operating on their wrists.
Jim Long was one of a few specially trained
space agents a man of high integrity and moral
standards but with normal human instincts. He had
human vulnerability, always trying to attain a higher
level of understanding.
UPDATE SPECIAL MISSION - DATA
REPORT SOLAR SYSTEM 4G/2 – CODE RATIO 3
– INVISIBLE OBSERVATION ONLY.
Special detachment of Inter-Galactic-Craft 10
with crew of Assistant Chief Space Officer Germain
(Commanding)
- Space Officer 2 Ridgeway and
Space Officer 3 Turnton.
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS - TO INVISIBLY
OBSERVE A SPACE CONFLICT BETWEEN TWO EQUALLY
MATCHED WARRING FACTIONS. TO REPORT AND
RECORD ALL INCIDENTS AND ACTIONS.
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CHAPTER.1

The huge cross-shaped battle cruiser stood
impassively as the smaller fighter units moved in
and out of its bulky frame. The manoeuvres
seemed meaningless with no ulterior motive or
action. The small craft were circling in formations
of ten, moving in strict alignment. On the other
side of the picture was a large craft of circular
design with a similar flotilla of small fighter craft
moving in unison. Their positions were irrelevant,
their purpose, war! This war was not for territory
or ethical matters, but for power and superiority.
The background was a small solar system with
one sun and five planets. Two of the planets were
close together and inhabited by the two
antagonists.
The crew were surveying both sides of the
conflict on a split hologram viewer aboard intergalactic craft number ten of the police space
federation. In command was assistant chief
space officer Germain, a very experienced man
of thirty-two. He sat gazing passively at the scene
before him, trying to understand what was
happening. The computer was carefully
monitoring each of the mother ships'
communications and in the background the
voices and sounds of the two space fleets, a
nonsensical gibberish thrusting backwards and
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forwards through the airwaves. He was tired from
boredom, unable to interfere in any way with the
ongoing conflict. Germain had always been a
man of action always quick to respond and do
his duty. All duties differed, but observation was
tedious and yet there was an underlying
awareness that the unknown could suddenly
surprise.
He leaned forward as he spoke, grimacing
at the tirade of languages. "Augur, translate." He
wanted to hear what they were saying and why.
In his own mind, he was trying to relieve the
monotony for both him and his crew of two.
His navigator, space officer two, Doug
Ridgeway, smiled then turned to Germain. "This
should be fun," he said, turning to the third
member of the Ship’s Company, space officer
three, engineer Marie Turnton. "What do you
think Marie?
She looked up from the panel she had
been observing with a surprised look on her face.
"Think of what?"
"We're going to hear what the other two
parties out there are actually saying."
"Oh," she said disinterestedly, gazing back
at her panel. "I'm getting strange energy readings
from sector D."
However, nobody took any notice because
Augur
chose
that
moment
to
speak.
"Translating, I will break you, I will smash you, I
will kill you all. You will be wiped out
completely."
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"Cease translation," Germain said as he
turned to Douglas. "Shall we move a little closer?
I feel that we are too far away." The inaction was
intolerable and both men needed to do
something -moving nearer was just that.
Douglas nodded. "Augur, what is our exact
position set by standing orders in relation to
observation of conflicts?” He knew the answer
but needed confirmation. The response came
within five seconds.
"A minimum limit is placed on the observer
of five thousand miles, only if the observed are
not capable of light speed. The two cultures
observed are class three, which comes under
sub light category. Our present position is two
hundred thousand miles from the conflict, end of
report."
Germain shrugged his shoulders as he
turned and looked at the screen. “We are on
maximum perimeter," he stated, then after a few
seconds thought, "Augur, move us to an eight
thousand mile perimeter."
The eerie silence that followed turned into
a gentle throbbing noise as the computer
brought the four huge engines into power. Marie,
seemingly unaware of what was happening
because of her deep concentration with the D
sector, suddenly spoke. "The engines are
working and we're moving,” both men laughed
out loudly.
"Thanks for the engineering report, Marie,"
Germain teased as he stood up and walked
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around the flight deck speaking to the computer
again. "Augur, explain weaponry of the two
factions."
The computer complied within seconds.
"Explosive missiles and mines."
Douglas spoke to Germain. "Very
primitive; Augur, are there any mines in our
vicinity?"
"Negative," Augur curtly replied. "Both
large ships are now on standby-alert and moving
towards each other. Weapons are being primed."
Marie looked up from her consul. "Hell, it's
starting," she exclaimed.
Germain nodded as he rapped out an
order. “Augur, standby force field, monitor
visually and record."
The picture faded on the viewer and a
camera logo appeared for a few seconds, then
the picture returned. All that now occurred would
be on a visual copy transmitting to the ship’s log.
Germain walked up and down studying the
images before him, trying to understand the logic
of the battle before it began. "Augur," his voice
hesitated for a moment then continued. "Ship
status report required." He needed a current
reminder as to the ship's readiness.
Augur obliged in a slow matter-of-fact
manner. "Inter-galactic craft ten, status report,
standby force field, visual monitor and record. All
sensors and scanners working one hundred
percent. Ship now stationary. Eight thousand
miles from conflict, end of report.”
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The engines changed pitch as the huge
craft came to a halt in its allotted position at eight
thousand miles distance. Germain looked
puzzled as he turned to Marie and his
subconscious reminded his conscious of a
remark made moments ago by his engineer. "Did
you say strange energy readings from 'D'
sector?" he said warily.
Marie looked up as if trying to remember,
as her voice caught up with her thoughts. "Yes,
'D' sector, it’s not localised, the signal is coming
from another galaxy; A kind of energy reading,
very strong then very weak."
Douglas walked to a position behind her
and gazed down at the console. "Why should we
be concerned about an energy source?" he
stated blandly.
Marie blinked and looked up at him as she
replied. "It is not light, sound, heat or anything
known to us."
"That’s impossible. Augur, analyse energy
source sector 'D'."
Around the flight deck, a series of panels
lit up in sequence, showing a huge power output.
Augur then replied. "Analysis complete, energy
source categorised, 'U.P'.
Douglas grunted back sarcastically. "So
there's nothing in your little memory banks that
will explain what it is? Shame, so you come up
with Unknown Phenomenon." He turned to
Germain. "Why worry, everything in this galaxy is
probably unknown to us."
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"You're probably right, Doug," replied
Germain with a hint of humour. "Augur, record
and analyse for reference."
Without warning, the central holo-viewer
came on, showing a picture of one of the large
craft. The scanners had picked up a signal that
something was about to happen. Within seconds,
two bolts of light left the craft and hit the other
one, crashing into its side with such a force that
large particles of matter flew outwards into
space. Here there was no sophistication, no
defence, only brute force. The other craft then
fired and the computer showed a close up of two
large holes appearing, ripping the sealed
pressurised compartments and their contents
into the vacuum. Particles left floating in the
soundless area of space were human and
machine debris. The war had begun.
It was no easy task, sitting, waiting, and
recording all the events and disasters of each
strike without emotion. The conflict could last for
weeks or months. Marie stared at the visions on
the screen her face grimacing at the loss of life.
This was the first time she had witnessed such a
barbaric conflict.
Germain moved closer placing his hand on
her shoulder. “I forget this is the first time you
have seen such carnage,” he said trying to
understand her feelings. “If we had a choice we
could neutralise all their weapons but we don’t.
They have to develop in their own way as we had
to.” Germain knew it would not last a year
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because neither side had the resources.
Meanwhile, the two mother ships continued to
attack one another, each trying to weaken the
capabilities of the other.
Augur spoke again. "The two large craft
have ceased fire."
"Good heavens, are they having a tea
break?" Douglas muttered. Germain smiled, he
knew that the second phase was imminent, a
battle involving the smaller fighter craft now
massing into formations. There were flashes of
light as the two armadas met head on; some of
the small craft disintegrated into pieces as others
limped home to their mother ship for repairs and
fuel. This was a head-to-head confrontation, each
hitting the other hard with no planning or battle
strategy, a fight to eliminate the weakest, a
pugilistic
space
battle
between
two
inexperienced foes. There could never be any
real winners, only one side growing weaker, both
sustaining terrible damage and loss of life.
Marie’s alarmed voice broke their
concentration. "The UP force is stronger. I'm
getting vivid readings going off the scale."
Douglas rushed over to verify the situation
and nodded to Germain. “I don’t like the look of
this,” he said, checking the monitors “There is
something coming this way-and fast.”
"I thought this source was from another
galaxy?" Germain said.
"It is,” said Marie pointing to the screen.
“It’s coming from another galaxy.”
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"It can't be.” Germain shook his head in
disbelief. “There are thousands of light years
involved. Even the light source-no it’s
impossible."
"I did say, sir that it wasn't sound or light,
just an unknown energy," she said, shaking her
head in annoyance.
Germain nodded, torn between the conflict
and the UP. "Keep a watch on it, Marie. Doug
and I will continue to monitor the conflict."
"As you say, sir," she replied, glancing
down at the strange readings on her screen. "I
will inform you of any further developments.
Germain did not answer as he was
observing another clash between the small
fighter ships approaching each other head on.
Marie gripped the side of the console with both
hands, the whites of her knuckles showing.
"Sir!" was all she could utter as an intense
white light lit up the viewer screen for a few
seconds, blinding all three crew.
It was five minutes before they recovered.
Germain spoke first as he checked the viewer
screen showing that the small craft had all
disappeared. "Augur, where are the small fighter
craft? Please locate."
There was a silence, and then Augur spoke
rather slowly like a tape at the wrong speed. "No
small fighter craft, only the two large ones."
Germain was stunned; it was now eight to
ten minutes since the incident. He gave an order.
"Augur, re-run the UP incident and shield the
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light source." A re-run commenced showing the
small fighter craft about to engage, then the
blinding flash, this time dampened down to
facilitate vision. Within two seconds it was over,
nothing left but the two large craft.
Germain did several re-runs; unaware of
the time involved. "Augur, re-run visually in slow
motion-standard ten." The re-run occurred with
nothing but a blinding flash. "Re-run standard
five." Five was supposedly a very slow action
but all they saw was a blinding flash as Germain
ordered again. "Re-run standard one. Darken
screen."
The flash came with a resemblance of form
as Douglas spoke. "There is no indication as to
what it is, "he said with a puzzled frown on his
face. "Standard one is nearly a still frame."
Germain nodded as he gave further orders.
"Re-run at standard one dark screen and freeze
frame." Augur obliged and a hazy beam of
intense light in circular mode formed as Germain
continued. "Verify size dimensions of UP."
The three dimensional screen became alive
with animated cubes and spheres, moving into
and around the beam of light as Augur spoke.
"Length of UP undeterminable because of speed
ratio. Diameter approximately fifty miles." Augur
spoke again at normal speed. "Danger, danger,
missiles approaching."
Germain cursed. "Damn!" Then he rapped
out an order. "Augur, raise the force field." He hit
the table in front of him with his fist in the
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sudden realisation that the time spent on the UP
had wasted vital seconds to the safety of the
ship. The A and Z mother ships obviously
blamed him for the disappearance of their small
craft, had moved closer and opened fire.
"Force field in position in ten seconds."
The countdown ensued, causing Germain the
longest ten seconds of his life. "Ten, nine, eight,
seven, six, five-"
A tremendous explosion
caused the craft to shake down the centre
throwing them onto the floor. The countdown
continued. "Two, one, force field in position."
Several more less severe explosions
occurred as Germain re-seated himself. Smoke
appeared from the doorway. "Augur, damage
control."
"Five hundred missiles attacking, fifty
direct hits, one engine under power, spares and
weaponry decks loss of life support, shuttle bays
one and two damaged. Officers’ quarters on
fire."
Germain shouted an order. "Augur, seal
all decks, standby engines."
He was thankful that he only had three
crewmembers on board and that he could seal off
the compartments damaged without loss of life.
The three main secondary doors on the flight
deck closed, shutting off life support systems on
all decks. The officers’ quarters would now be in
a vacuum and the fire extinguished.
He sat back in his chair, breathed a sigh of
relief, and spoke slowly. "Everyone all right?"
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"Well I'm fine," said Marie. She smiled as
she stood up, her eyebrows raised. "Augur
didn't respond when we were attacked, there
were no warnings."
Doug grunted in agreement. "That’s true
and all the sensors were working at one hundred
percent."
Augur’s voice boomed aloud again as a
picture of the two mother ships appeared on the
viewer.
"Hostile approaching, danger.
Two
hundred missiles targeted on IGC 10. Time of
impact six minutes."
"It’s time we weren't here," retorted
Germain. "Augur, light speed in reverse."
"Negative, one engine damaged sub-light
speed only.”
"Agreed, actuate."
The huge structure shook a little as the
engines gained power and within five seconds,
the two hostile craft had disappeared from the
screen. Twenty seconds later, they were so far
distant that the two craft were no longer on the
viewer. There was a lot going on in Germain’s
mind as they climbed into the space-time warpdrive containers ready to transfer into the
dimension of fast travel, a strange UP causing
unusual behaviour to the computer and the
damage to IGC.10, for which he felt responsible.
"Let's go home." He said, smiling at Marie.
"Augur, operate dimension change in one
minute." The three capsules slowly closed and
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after sixty seconds, IGC.10 disappeared from
known space.

In four days, the voyage to krakor ended and
their mission was over. IGC.10 secure in space dock
waited for repairs and servicing for a future mission.
Germain, clutching his triangular flight box under his
arm, entered the court of enquiry. The room was of a
rectangular design, forty feet in length and thirty feet
in depth. The walls were of a glasslike structure, ten
feet high and topped with a domed roof. A simple
variety of bench seating decorated the room facing
three large tables of circular design.
The triangular log received by the clerk of the
court locked into a computer terminal. The clerk then
spoke. "This is an official enquiry into incident
453/21Z. Please rise for enquiry officers."
The public observers stood up as the clerk
continued.
"The chairman, Special Agent Chief
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Officer Ben Carlton, Special Agent Jim Long and
Solar System Controller for that area Tom Craig.” The
three men entered and moved toward the centre table.
Carlton thickset and greying at the temples led the way
followed by Jim and Tom. Carlton and Jim walked
distinctly with presence and command, Jim being the
taller and slightly more muscular. Tom in contrast was
very thin with a small moustache and a receding
hairline.
“Please be seated, the enquiry will now
commence," said the clerk.
Everyone sat down as Tom Craig spoke to
Germain. "As controller for the area involved do you
agree that you were there to observe an escalation of
conflict between two warring factions, A and Z.”
Tom Craig sat down and Carlton looked
around the room and into the eyes of Germain. "Mr
Germain, do you agree with those instructions?"
Germain stood up as he answered. "I do, sir,"
he replied. "There were no other actions taken by my
command."
Carlton leaned forward as he spoke again. "I
think we can now see the recorded events from the
IGC.10 log." The clerk operated the controls linked
into the Krakor computer as he sat alongside the vocal
analyser. "Augur, proceed with the re-runs from the
log from point 357." The computer obliged as a
hologram picture unfolded in the centre of the room,
first showing the two large ships and then the smaller
ones moving to attack, then the white flash and
aftermath.
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Carlton decided to halt the log. "Augur, cease
transmission." The picture faded as he turned to Tom
Craig. "Have we established what the white flash
was?" .
"Indeed, yes sir.
According to computer
recognition it was a UP."
Carlton nodded as he spoke again. "Let it be
recorded that it was an unknown phenomenon that
caused the disappearance of the two fleets,” he stated
then turning to Germain. “The second matter to be
addressed is the extensive damage to IGC.10."
Germain tensed as he stood up again. "After
the U.P the sensors and scanners seemed to
malfunction, causing the computer to delay in its
operations. We were unprotected against incoming
missiles. This is confirmed by the engineer’s report."
Carlton stared hard at the young officer and
nodded as he turned to Craig. “Should not the force
field have been in position by that time, set by the
commander?” It was a leading question, making
Germain look a little ill at ease.
Jim Long broke the
silence giving him a hint as one of the leading IGC
commanders. “I believe in standing orders that, if the
craft has been placed on standby, it is the computer’s
duty to initiate the force field.”
Germain gave a sigh. “Yes that is so,” he said
nodding towards Jim in acknowledgement.
Tom
Craig nodded in agreement, as he spoke. “The
engineering report corroborates that statement.”
“Very well,” replied Carlton as he quickly
shuffled through some papers in front of him and then
briefly spoke to Jim and Tom, before turning back to
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Germain. “Let it be known that the enquiry places no
blame on the commander of IGC ten, ACSO Germain
and his crew. The enquiry is now closed.”
The clerk of the court shook Germain by the
hand and returned the log to him. Jim nodded
towards Germain. The officer had been let off lightly,
and rightly so. Carlton was a fair and just man. He
could have said that the commander of an IGC should
have reacted faster and given him a small caution, but
he knew that Germain would never make an error like
that again, no matter what the circumstances.
Carlton stood up and thanked Tom Craig then
turned to Jim. “Jim, I’d like you to come with me
immediately to the UP library.”
Jim raised his eyebrows. “As you wish, sir," he
said, picking up his hat and moving towards the door.
Carlton bade his goodbyes to the court and both he
and Jim continued out of the courtroom and into an
elevator, which proceeded to the very top of the large
building they had entered.
Stepping out into the library Carlton broke the
silence. “Everything now, Jim, is top security.” Jim
nodded and followed the mysterious Carlton. An
elderly man met them in a grey, tight-fitting suit. He
was about six feet tall, had grey hair and a matching
moustache and was wearing glasses.
Carlton
continued, “Jim meet Reg Folsh, our civilian expert
and advisor on UP’s. Jim and Reg slowly shook hands
each looking deeply into the others eyes.
“Pleased to meet you, Jim,” Folsh offered, “I’ve
heard so much about you.”
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Jim smiled, nodding as he replied. “I am
pleased to meet you Reg. I believe correct me if I’m
wrong, that you were the senior scientist on the space
time warp drive?”
“You’re correct, yes I was,” he said in
amazement. “But that was a very long time ago.”
Carlton cut in to the conversation. “When the
latest incident happened I asked Reg to match up all
UP files of a similar nature.”
“Well, gentlemen,” replied Folsh, “with the help
of our new computer, we should have a clear picture of
any recent sighting.”
The large holoscreen in the centre of the room,
which to that moment had produced a single line of
light between its two orifices, started to work. The
lines that moved slowly outwards formed a spherical
shape and a three-dimensional picture emerged. It
showed two large freighters travelling side by side
enveloped by a blinding white flash, which when
dissipated showed that they had mysteriously
disappeared. Several similar images where shown,
including the final incident from the inquiry.
Carlton spoke to Folsh. “Reg…is there a
pattern? Is it natural or contrived?”
Folsh thought for a moment before replying.
“There is no pattern. Nevertheless, it does seem to
travel in straight lines for long distances. My personal
opinion is that it is completely natural; however, it
could also be contrived.”
Jim was trying to weigh up Folsh the scientist
and collator of facts and he knew from the start that
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this was a discussion without end. “Debris?” Jim said,
changing the course of conversation.
“Debris,” exclaimed Folsh. “Good question.”
Then he proceeded to talk to himself from his own
thoughts. “Is there or isn’t there?” Then he faced the
computer.
“Augur, previous selections one to
six…U.P…post analysis report.” He turned to face
Jim and Carlton again, waving his finger in the air.
“Good point, Jim.” For ten seconds Folsh was agitated
and restless, the computer could not work fast enough
for him as he waited for a result.
After fifteen seconds it spoke. “Post analysis
complete. There are no signs of any debris. Physical
masses atomised or vaporised - complete clean yield.”
“So whatever has been lost has been taken not
destroyed,” said Carlton looking apprehensive. “Reg,
send a completed file report to Supreme Chief Officer
Vanders.” Then turning to Jim, he completed his
instructions. “It’s time you took that well-earned
holiday.” Then they both left as Folsh tied up the loose
ends.
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CHAPTER.2
IGC twenty-four was now in a speed retard
phase as it reached the periphery of the Zillihion
system, quadrant four/H/three/zero/one. Two
solar systems flashed by, their suns casting
specs of light on the hologramic area at the
centre of the control room. Speed reduced to a
mere hundred miles per second as they moved
towards the third sun. On board was Special
Agent Chief Officer Ben Carlton.
He was
standing on the mezzanine floor of the flight
deck, his hands clasped behind him as he gazed
through the large viewing portal. His visit was of
a routine nature, a mere look and listen and
inspection, but his thoughts were somewhere
quite different.
Strange occurrences were happening in the
area, of which both he and the Police Federation
were completely ignorant. He needed answers to
many unsolved problems, thus the tour of the
outer limits of the galaxy. The portal in front of
him reflected a shimmering light from below. As
he gazed downwards, the hologram projector
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showed in detail a huge circular Space Station
and the vocal computer announced their
position.
“Stand by for embarkation – approaching
Station five hundred and one.
Deceleration
complete-on phase two manoeuvring.” The crew
watched intently as a huge portal became visible
in the side of the space station and cubic
trajectory lines appeared in vision, showing in
graphic steps the movement of the IGC into the
cavity. It stopped, leaving half of its volume
protruding, and the front of the craft engaged an
airtight door on the Station itself. Several other
links occurred at the same time, each one
showing on the screen. Life support systems,
fuel, energy and weaponry, all became as one
with the giant Space Station. Galaxy Space
Stations were small operative planets ten miles in
diameter two miles in depth, generating their own
food and life support systems.
The large door slid open allowing the
occupants of the IGC to enter the Space Station.
First through were two armed space officers who
stood on either side of the door, next came Ben
Carlton pausing slightly as he stood between
them. A Chief Space Officer moved forward,
saluting.
Ben Carlton reciprocated. “I should like to
see
Solar
System
Controller
Beldan
immediately,” he said.
“If you would follow me, sir,” replied the
Space Officer. The two men walked onto a
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moving floor that propelled them down a corridor
and into an elevator station. The two elevator
points were of a circular transparent tube design,
each linked with the other, being able to move
both horizontal and vertical. The horizontal tubeways moved in a circular direction slowly
spiralling to the centre of the Station on each
level. The vertical tube-ways left the horizontal
on a by-pass tube at each elevator station.
They both entered the elevator capsule and
the CSO set their destination on the wall panel.
The capsule moved at a remarkable speed, and
then slowing down entered a by-pass tube and
moved swiftly upwards twenty-five floors.
Slowing once again into a by-pass tube, it
continued the rest of its journey horizontally into
the very centre of the Space Station. The door
opened onto a large circular room; coming
towards them was a young woman who bore the
rank markings of a CSO.
She saluted smartly. “Chief Space Officer
Rivers, sir, I am the controller’s secretary. Would
you follow me?” Carlton and CSO Rivers walked
to the centre of the room as it darkened and a
beam of light moved downwards until it reached
them. They moved slowly upwards into the light
as an aperture opened, and upon passing
through found themselves in a circular control
room. At the centre stood a large hologramviewing machine, encircled by an array of soft
furnished seating, interrupted at various intervals
by control desks, seating several officers of
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differing ranks. On the walls were two large
circular orifices.
The woman spoke. “I’ll leave you here, sir,
Controller Beldan is on his way down.”
Carlton replied as he sat down on one of
the comfortable chairs.
“Thank you, CSO.”
Carlton was not on an official visit and was
playing a hunch, and nothing was clear in his
mind as yet.
The sound of the side doors opening made
him turn as George Beldan entered, his deep
voice piercing Ben Carltons ears. “Ben! You old
devil, I haven’t seen you in years.” Carlton,
standing up, embraced the slightly smaller man.
“To what do we owe the pleasure of this visit?”
Ben smiled, deciding to play official. “I
had a re-direction, George, I was on my way to an
outer sector of the galaxy when I was instructed
to travel here immediately, to try and rationalise
any phenomena or disturbance that might
occur.”
“Good heavens, this is one of the quiet
parts of the galaxy, nothing ever happens here.”
Beldan laughed out aloud. “I’m glad to
hear it, but orders are orders. Oh! By the way,
Chief Vanders sends his regards and hopes you
are well.”
Carlton shrugged his shoulders and
laughed. “Thank you, Ben, please send my
regards back.
Now let’s have some
refreshment.”
“No, no thank you, I’ve just eaten.”
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They both sat down and became serious.
Beldan opened the discourse. “So basically
neither of us knows what we are supposed to
witness?”
“Quite, George, quite, what do you
suggest?”
“I suggest I inform headquarters of your
arrival.”
“That I’ve already done from the IGC.”
“Good, then there should be some
information due at any moment.”
“Correct.”
“Damn, I hate all this sitting and waiting for
something that might or might not occur.”
Ben decided to avert the conversation.
“According to my information schedules,
weren’t you chosen for the new telescope project
about two years ago?”
Beldan raised his eyebrows, “You
remembered about that?”
Carlton started laughing. It amused him
that Beldan thought he had a good memory. “No,
George, when I was diverted here I took the
opportunity of checking all the files, standard
procedure.”
Beldan then became serious as he leaned
forward slightly speaking slowly and quietly.
“We’ve had a lot of problems in that area and a
couple of deaths. I suppose when you are
pioneering it’s to be expected, but it still hurts.”
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The sudden statement from Beldan
surprised Carlton and he became intrigued as he
waited for an explanation.
Beldon continued. “As you know, normal
telescopes are adequate for viewing a Galaxy
from a distance, and even if you were on the
edge of it, like we are, you wouldn’t be able to
see very far. The technicians and scientists
involved in the project came up with a startling
proposal. We travel down the space-time warpdrive in another dimension, so using the same
principle, why not a telescope?” Carlton blinked,
trying to take in the implications as Beldan
continued. “What was finally developed was a
viewer here, a transmitter in space-time warpdrive and a scanner wherever you wished it to be.
As you know, the slightest movement in that
dimension can throw you thousands of miles in
any direction. The problems were enormous,
linking up between two dimensions is not the
easiest of tasks, two men moved slightly and
were lost forever in deep space. However, we are
now all linked with scanners at four points to the
Silus Galaxy where we have pin-pointed a Solar
System with three suns!”
Carlton was astonished and rather taken
aback that such a telescope was in existence no
longer just a theory but actually working.
Beldan sensed his friend’s amazement as
S.O Rivers came through on the console in front
of them. “Sir, a standard decoded message for
all stations from Krakor.”
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Within a few seconds the computer’s voice
came through. “Reports from the Silus Galaxy
indicate intense UP activity. All stations capable
to observe.”
Beldan spoke to an operations controller
to his left. “Acknowledge.” Then he turned to
the computer terminal in front of them. “Augur,
activate telescope.”
The lights in the control room dimmed as
the power packs began to drain under the
enormity of its task, and then Augur spoke.
“Bringing into action the space-time-dimension
telescope.” Beldan blinked as the hologram
viewer came into life showing a huge threedimensional picture filling half the room with its
vision of the space-time-dimension spiral, slowly
pulsating and turning.
The scene gradually
dissolved from the spiral into one of many suns
and planets, an immense glowing aura of light.
The computer spoke again. “I am relaying
information from central Headquarters and
linking it with the telescope. The present view is
one of our own Galaxy from Scanner four, the
scanner is now turning in the opposite direction.”
The picture slowly moved, showing first the edge
of the Galaxy and then emptiness until a lone
glowing tiny spot of light appeared and
centralised. The computer resumed. ‘The Silus
Galaxy, two hundred thousand light years in
distance.”
The picture transformed as the computer
linked from scanner four, five, six and seven,
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each one enlarging on the other, to scanner eight
on the edge of the Silus Galaxy. In the centre
was an eerie glowing light of great brilliance,
which seemed to be moving slightly every
minute.
Beldan spoke to the computer.
“Augur… Information – is that a Super-Nova?”
The computer replied. “Negative – it is a
UP – unknown phenomenon. The scanners have
been placed on its trajectory so that we can
observe its movement and construction." A
large white hole appeared in front of them,
brilliant light in the middle, fading towards the
edges. "Fifty miles in diameter, quarter of a mile
in depth – everything passing through
disappears, this includes life forms but excludes
planets or stars. Its speed is incomprehensible."
The energy form as seen with the naked
eye, moved through the galaxy.
The computer spoke. “Five power packs
now in use. One on life support only.”
Beldan spoke. “Move from its trajectory to
a side elevation.” The picture faded as the
computer moved to another scanner showing a
small ball of light moving across the hologram
screen.
Ben Carlton delivered another instruction.
“Go back to the front trajectory camera.” A small
glowing circle of light appeared. “Magnify!” The
scanner zoomed straight into the centre of the
form. There was a blinding light and then normal
space.
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Beldan blinked as he looked at Carlton.
“We’ve passed through it!” Carlton replied, “Or
it’s passed through us.” As he instructed the
computer again, “Go back to a long projection at
least ten light years.”
The scene changed back to a side
projection as Beldan shouted a command,
“Augur, I asked for a front projection, not side.”
The computer replied, ‘The energy form
has changed course onto our trajectory.’
The message received in a stunned silence
as both men sprung to their feet. “The damned
thing’s locked onto us, and its light years away,”
said Carlton.
Beldan
answered.
“Augur,
dispatch
message to Krakor H.Q as follows, UP locked
onto us,
starting immediate evacuation of
Station Five Hundred and One.” He turned to
Carlton. “It will take thirty minutes to get
everyone off the Station Ben; I suggest you move
to one of the exit zones.”
Carlton smiled and sat down as he spoke.
“Only the shuttles will get away, it would take
half an hour to get the I.G.C out.”
“It must be hours before it gets here, its
light years away”
“I doubt that, it’s moving too fast, it’s
moving faster than our space-time warp-drive.”
“There isn’t anything faster than that.”
“There wasn’t, there is now.”
“Augur, what is the time of impact?”
“Fifteen minutes.”
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Beldan could not believe what he was hearing.
“Fire I.G.C engines.”
Ben Carlton spoke.
“It will take ten
minutes to full power and then probably fifteen
minutes to get out of this zone. With only one
I.G.C to power us we could go into a spin.”
“I’ll have to take that chance, Ben, I’ve no
other options.” Beldan thumped the table with
his fist in frustration. “Why didn’t I think to make
us mobile before I started scanning?”
“We’re dealing with something beyond
comprehension or imagination. According to the
rules, we are not supposed to move the station
unless two I.G.Cs are locked in. If that be the
case then Krakor H.Q are to blame for not
sending two I.G.Cs.” He paused. “Augur - time
period involved to completely evacuate?”
“Thirty minutes. Evacuation now in
progress.”
Space Officer Rivers suddenly appeared,
looking a little flustered but with no signs of
panic as she addressed the two senior officers.
“Sir, the executive shuttle is ready for departure.”
Beldan spoke to the computer again.
“Augur…approximate
evaluation
of
crew
dispersal. How many will clear a fifty mile
radius?”
“Fifty percent.”
Beldan turned to Rivers. “There’s your
answer, S.O - when everyone has left, then we
go.” She nodded with the realisation that they
would never leave.
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Beldan again spoke, this time quietly
looking at Carlton as he did. “I suggest, S.O, that
you take the executive high speed shuttle with as
many people as you can and get the hell out of
here.”
Carlton smiled and nodded in agreement.
“That’s an order, S.O, MOVE!”
She quickly saluted and ran towards the
dispersal bays with the other officers. Beldan
addressed the two remaining senior officers Lain
and Merson in the control room. “There is a
remaining shuttle if you wish to take a chance.”
“It’s too slow. I’ll take my chances with
you, sir, if you don’t mind,” said Jane Merson.
Lain and the others nodded in agreement.
Beldan smiled and acknowledged their
decision. “Augur, show the progress of the U.P.”
A huge three-dimensional graph filled the screen;
from nought to two hundred thousand light years
with a disappearing line showing the U.P’s
progress.
The line was disappearing at an
unbelievable rate, its speed even faster than
before. The throb of the I.G.C engines heard
throttling and cutting out, trying to stop a spin,
vainly trying to move the station out of its
location. After thirteen minutes had passed it
slowly began to move.
Carlton addressed the remaining officers.
“I can only wish you good luck and sincerely
hope that we all survive.”
Both men stood up as Beldan spoke.
“Augur, container – courier to Krakor H.Q send
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by space-time warp-drive. S.O.S with Station log
up to date and a final message - U.P imminent little time for any action - this is Beldan and
Carlton still on board - U.P travelling at - ”
Carlton interjected.
“Time speed!”
Beldan continued. “TIME SPEED - Augur
send.” A panel six foot square in the wall glowed
and disappeared as the automatic emergency
beacon left the space station. Forked lightening
filled the compartment, then a blinding white
light, and all was gone, personnel, ships and the
space station itself.
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CHAPTER.3

Jim opened his eyes and gazed out of the
hotel window at the beautiful Krakorian sunrise.
He was in Capalius, one of the beauty spots of
Krakor, on the fifth day of his well-earned
holiday. He rubbed his eyes and placed both feet
firmly on the floor proceeding to the dry shower
cavity in the wall. The shower activated and
dancing speckled lights moved around his tall
frame. The hologram viewer on the far wall
energised and a picturesque scene from the
restaurant visualised with a young woman in the
foreground and a running caption underneath
that read – Your breakfast now served. He moved
from the shower, and after quickly dressing, into
the elevator and down to the restaurant.
There was the usual hubbub of various
conversations drifting through the air as he sat
down and helped himself to a glass of fruit juice
from the centre of the table.
A hologram of a girl’s head appeared in the
middle of the table and spoke to him. ‘What
would you like for breakfast?’
“I prefer pancakes with a touch of syrup,
please.” Jim replied.
The woman smiled and her image
dissolved.
The middle of the circular table
disappeared inwardly and after five seconds
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returned with a large plate of pancakes and a jar
of syrup. He heartily dispatched the food and
started to leave as the empty plate and jar moved
internally into the table.
He pressed the
communicator on the bottom of his jacket sleeve
and the digital time appeared for five seconds. It
was nine-o-nine and he remembered that he was
to meet Gail and Norman at nine fifteen.
He turned as he heard a woman's voice
from behind. “Well! What a surprise to find you
here, Jim,” she said coyly.
Turning quickly, he found he was facing
Elaine McGuire, a Solar System Controller from
the Bendana system.
“Elaine!” was all he
managed to say as he took her hand and kissed
her cheek. “Are you on holiday too?”
“No, I’m here for a meeting of all the
controllers in sector four.” Jim nodded, it would
be the annual Controllers’ meeting, which
although conducted on a business format, was
somewhat of a holiday and social event. He had
met Elaine ten years ago when they were both
aspiring S.O.2’s, and her beauty masked a hard
driving personality, which could not accept
second best. She smiled as if recalling old
memories. “If I remember well you used to enjoy
a good swim, even a race. It was here on Duck
Island wasn’t it?”
“That was a long time ago. We were both
so young.”
Still smiling she blushed slightly with her
lips trembling. “That was a lovely island.”
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“Are you still as competitive as you were
then?” enquired Jim.
She laughed loudly, throwing her head
back, her long hair spraying out in the warm
breeze. “I’m always in competition Jim; you
know that better than anyone.” Her eyes turned
to look behind him. “Hello, Gail, and how are
you?” Jim turned to his right to see a smiling
‘Frosty’ Farmer, which was indeed unusual, as
she did not smile very often.
She returned the welcome. “Nice to see
you again Elaine,” she purred putting on a front
to disguise her real feelings.
Another voice
joined them from the left side; it was Norman
Clark. “Hi, skipper, what are we doing this
morning?”
Jim was relieved as he swung his head
from left to right. “Lets all go for a swim.” He
then had an afterthought of introductions.
“Elaine McGuire, this is Norman Clark.”
They shook hands and all four headed for
the beach where there were five hover-boats
moored, each with seating for five people. Jim
beckoned the others in as he started the engine.
The craft rose three feet in the air and then
moved forward across the beach and then the
sea. He headed for a group of islands two miles
away and wondered in his own mind whether he
had done the right thing.
That the two women disliked each other
was an understatement, and Jim needed no
reminding that Elaine had pulled rank on Gail
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twice, just to prove that she was the senior
officer.
Elaine laughed, shouted, and then
pointed to where they were heading. Jim smiled,
she had realised it was Duck island bringing back
memories of ten years ago. He slowly brought
the boat to a halt on the white sandy beach. They
moved from the beach and around the cove to a
lovely inland waterway fed by a fifty-foot
waterfall. Jim threw off his top clothes and dived
in, followed quickly by Elaine, as Norman and
Gail watched.
The swim was short-lived as a hover-boat
with a Chief Planetary Officer on board sped up
the waterway towards them. He stared at the two
and spoke.
“I’m looking for Solar System
Controller McGuire.”
“In the water,” replied Norman, nodding in
that direction. The CPO set the boat down and
waved at Elaine.
She emerged from the water. “Gavin, why
are you here?”
The CPO looked worried as he spoke. “I’m
sorry to trouble you but an emergency meeting
has been called immediately.” He then turned to
Jim. “SA Long?” Jim nodded. “I believe there is
a call out for you, sir.”
Jim moved across the beach for his coat,
the bottom of the sleeve half buried in the sand
as he lifted it out to see the flashing light. He
touched a panel on the cuff and a visual message
ran from left to right – Please report to nearest
holoviewer communicator - Throwing the coat
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over his shoulder, he joined the others on the
hover-boat.
Upon reaching the hotel, Jim had managed
to change into his working uniform as the
hologram viewer politely told him of the meeting
in the hotel lounge.
As he walked into the room, a Solar
System Controller approached him and spoke.
“As you are the senior rank here sir, would you
like to chair the meeting?”
Jim shook his head. “No, controller, carry
on as you are.”
The young man addressed the meeting.
“Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to make sure
of one thing before we start – there are four
Controllers here from the Zzillihion System – am I
correct?” Four controllers stood up in varying
parts of the room as he continued. “A special
briefing is now coming through from the Control
Centre, Krakor.”
The head and shoulders of Special Agent
Chief Officer Rilton appeared on the viewer.
“This is a short special briefing announcement.
The four Controllers from the Zzillhion sector are
to leave immediately for IGC Forty-Two. SA Long
and his crew are to report immediately to IGC
Pathfinder – end of announcement.” The room
buzzed with nervous excitement as everyone
began talking at once.
Jim felt a hand on his arm; it was Elaine
McGuire.
“Do you know what’s happening?”
Jim shook his head, as she looked round
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furtively. “There is a strong rumour that a space
station has completely disappeared from the
Zzillhion system”.
“Are you sure?” Jim frowned.
“Almost positive. It’s from a very reliable
source and of course highly classified.”
This was astounding, something unheard
of in his experience and that of the Police
federation.
“Thanks, Elaine, until we meet
again,” he replied leaving abruptly to inform
Norman and Gail who were sitting in the nearby
bar. Soon, the three of them were aboard the
shuttle and heading into space. Jim was trying
to recall information to his mind when Norman
broke his thoughts.
“What the devil is an IGC Pathfinder?”
“A special kind of craft built for scientific
study with a team of five scientists and an
operational crew,” replied Jim. The shuttle flew
in to the cavernous bay of the Pathfinder and
came to a halt as the huge doors closed behind
and the bay re-pressurised. After two minutes, a
green light flickered on the dash and the shuttle
doors opened automatically.
Outside to meet them, dressed completely
in white, was a tall man who extended his hand to
Jim as they approached. “Mr Long, pleased to
meet you. I’m Derek Jones in charge of the
scientific crew on board. I’m to take you up to
the control room to meet Chief Space Officer
Longhurst, our ship’s commander.”
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Jim smiled and nodded as they followed
Jones. “Is that Brad Longhurst?”
“It is he’s been with us now for over a
year.” Brad was an old friend of Jim's; they had
been together on a mission two years previous,
which had taken three months. He knew he was
a very capable officer and good to have around in
a crisis.
The control room door opened and Jim
smiled as Brad turned and raced towards him
shaking him warmly by the hand. “Good to have
you aboard, sir, welcome to the Pathfinder.”
Jim introduced his two companions; Gail
immediately took up her crew navigational
position as Jim and Brad moved down the
elevator to conference room one on deck two.
Brad indicated towards the drinks as they
entered the room and Jim nodded. As Brad
poured, he spoke. “This is some ship, Jim. It
has all the normal weapon and defence systems
and a few things more. It was brought into
service last year.” He handed Jim a drink and
carried on. “The trials finished three months
ago. Since then we’ve witnessed a super-nova
and a U.P. Rilton has carried out the briefing as
best he can – no time to get a briefing disc I’m
afraid.”
Jim took a large sip of his drink as he
pondered on Brad’s words. “I hear there’s a
space station missing?”
Brad placed his glass upon the table and
stared hard at Jim.
“That is correct, a whole
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space station, there one second, gone the next.
Two IGC’s are in attendance and a third on the
way, including this one for observation duties.
The first craft was there within five days. We
need to evaluate their instrument readings as
soon as possible. It’s a terrible loss, and even
more so, because Ben Carlton was aboard.”
Now Jim knew why Rilton was involved.
Carlton was in charge of Jim and nine others,
Rilton in charge of the other ten Special Agents.
There was no more to say, space-time warp-drive
was imminent leading them to unanswered
questions on arrival in two weeks time.

Three IGC’s were now in position at the
point of disappearance of Station Five-0-One,
trying to piece the mystery together, as the
Pathfinder joined them. The computers all linked
and the information started to flow into the
Pathfinder’s memory banks. The space station
log dispatched before the incident replayed again
alongside other reports and interviews from the
survivors.
The whole picture of what had
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happened was now complete and available for
analysis.
The control deck door aboard Pathfinder
opened and the CPO spoke quietly. “Attention.
Assistant Supreme Chief Officer Gray.” Jim and
Brad stood to attention and saluted as Gray
stepped towards them.
“At ease, gentlemen, good to see you.
Jim, we have four craft tied up here now. Do we
still require them?”
“We now have all the relevant information,
sir,” replied Jim. “We just need another day to
monitor the area. The other craft can now leave.”
“Good. I need two IGC’s to bring another
space station into location.
When you feel
you’ve done all you can, contact Supreme Chief
Officer Vanders via the special link.”
Brad
looked puzzled by the order, but Jim knew what
he meant. It would take a month to send a
message, even by special communication as
Gray moved to a viewing portal, beckoning Jim to
follow. “You are in absolute command, Jim, put
your findings and plan of action direct to Chief
Vanders, he will be waiting.”
“Yes, sir.”
Gray turned and headed towards the door.
“Good luck, everyone, SA Long is now in
command.” Everyone saluted and he made his
exit.
Jim watched the five scientists at work
fascinated by their rigid attention to detail.
Several interviews were shown of survivors who
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had managed to escape the fifty-mile-wide,
circular aberration.
Everything was being
prepared for the computer input with some extra
information that Jim required. The computer
would then give its own report, linking everything
together quickly and systematically.
After two hours, the chief scientist
reported to Jim. “Report now ready, Mr Long.”
A picture began to unfurl from the
hologram viewer, showing the new telescope in
its varying stages of development, including the
space-time warp-link. The sudden locking on of
the telescope to the U.P, and the U.P changing
trajectory towards the space station and the final
moments on board with Beldan and Carlton, a
chilling series of events. The computer then
finalised and presented the conclusions.
‘U.P locked on to space telescope base coordinates – Space Station Five-0- One –
evacuation set in progress – unable to complete.
Final disappearance of station from known
universe – no
sign of atomic particles or debris. Conclusion –
space station has been removed as a whole from
this time and space.’
For himself, Jim had dreaded this final
report; the only redeeming feature was one of
optimism for the crew of the station, their
whereabouts still unknown.
Brad spoke to Jim. “What do we do now,
sir?”
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“I’ll make a decision in a few hours, when
I’ve contemplated the full facts,” Jim replied, not
wanting to sound negative, but needing to use
the psychic link.
“I’ll be in my quarters.”
Norman and Gail looked up at him as he strode
towards the elevator; they had a hint about what
was on his mind. He reached the door and
turned. “Please go through the sensor and
scanner reports again and contact me in three
hours.” He then disappeared from view and into
the elevator. He entered his cabin, laid down on
the recliner and concentrated on the dimension
bracelet as numbers visualised in his head.
His body, slowly and completely, dissolved
and he found himself on the dimension plane
thirty, which he called the rainbow experience.
He had hoped that, before reporting to Vanders,
there would be some way of linking the
disappearance of Five-0-one with another
dimension of time. There were thousands of
dimensions, and even if he looked through them
all, he would probably be unable to pinpoint their
location. The dimension prognosis put to one
side as he returned to his bunk bed.
Concentrating on the other bracelet, he
projected from his body in ethereal form, moving
upwards and through the hull, with his thoughts
firmly fixed on Krakor and Vanders. Within
seconds, there was a great rushing noise in his
head and space disappeared in an aura of white
light. The white light immediately cleared and he
was there in the centre of Krakor in the huge
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control room with floating floors that he knew so
well. He propelled himself upwards and saw
Vanders sleeping on a large couch ten feet
below. Vanders’ ethereal form rose up to meet
him and they shook hands. It always amazed Jim
how solid they were to each other, complete
sexless energy forms, and yet to the normal
world, just mere shadow with no substance.
No words spoken but each one’s thoughts
entered the other’s mind. Vanders pronounced
his up to date facts. “The U.P is commonly
referred to as a ‘White Hole’ as opposed to a
‘Black Hole’, and I believe is linked to another
dimension. Unfortunately, there is no way of
defining its location. The facts lead us to believe
that physical matter is not destroyed passing
through the hole, but that does not mean that
transmutation or transmigration has not taken
place.
What are your conclusions, Jim, your
plan of action?”
“To take Pathfinder through the ‘White
Hole’ and try to bring everyone back.”
“It’s a big risk, but I agree; then with our
psychic link we can determine its exact location.
Very well, carry on, and be careful.”
They shook hands once more and Vanders
floated calmly down and into his body. Jim's
thoughts transferred to the Pathfinder, and within
a fleeting moment, he was back in his own body
on the bunk bed.
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Resting for a few moments, he then
opened communication to the control room, and
spoke to the chief scientist.
“I need to know the U.P’s co-ordinates and
position as quickly as possible,” he said
urgently.
The scientist frowned, before replying. “I’ll
do my best, but at that speed it’s almost
impossible.” Jim thanked him and turned the
intercom off. He was not sure whether he was
asking for something that could not be
determined but they must try all the options.
He was getting restless and needed some
quick answers as he spoke. “Augur, try to trace
U.P from your memory bank.”
The computer confirmed the command.
‘Acknowledged, searching now.’ There was a
tremendous surge of power as the IGC power
packs came into use, attempting a maximum
scan in all directions. The activity continued for
ten or more minutes and then stopped abruptly
as the computer reported. ‘Scan completed to
maximum periphery – negative U.P search.'
Jim lay back on his bunk bed, his hands
clasped behind his neck, as he pondered the next
move. The IGC Pathfinder was packed with new
research instruments and technology, all geared
to seeking out the unknown, but all studiously
and without time limits or schedules. The final
decision affirmed by Vanders was a calculated
risk in itself they could be facing a cataclysmic
death, but the major fact of finding the U.P was
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seemingly impossible. An annoying point in all
this was that if the crew were in another
dimension of time even with all the special
powers attributed to him, he could not identify it.
He concentrated his thoughts on the
imagery he had seen on the hologram viewer
over the past few days, to see if his own memory
could find an answer. His psyche shot out of his
body and into deep space within a split second,
surprising him. He had invoked the psychic
bracelet unintentionally and he felt a great
exhilaration. Within eight seconds of him
standing in space, an explosion of intense light
enveloped him followed by the darkness of space
once more, and he knew that his ethereal body
had passed through the white hole.
Obviously, the hole only took solid matter
and therefore he was none the wiser from his
experience. Using the powers of the bracelet
again, he was flung into another part of the
galaxy. On one side the complete blackness of
deep space and on the other spotted masses of
white stars and solar systems. Again, for a few
seconds, the intense light surrounded him and
was gone. He was elated to feel that he could
find the U.P at any time he wished. Then could
he identify its position?
He was soon back in his body aboard the
Pathfinder and starting on another plan of action.
This time, moving out in psychic form, he started
to expand at a fantastic rate. As he grew, the
galaxy became smaller, until both it and his head
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were the same size, moulded into one. Then
stepping sideways, he gazed inwardly, as one
would read a book, cradling a galaxy, a hundred
thousand light years in his metaphysical hands.
Now he was searching for any movement,
which could indicate the position of the U.P.
After a few moments, he caught a glimpse of a
small white moving spot on the outer rim of the
galaxy. Within approximately thirty minutes, it
had completed a full oval cycle and had then
moved down slightly in trajectory. He now knew
why Beldan on his last transmission had stated
that the U.P was travelling at ‘Time Speed.’ It had
just traversed three hundred thousand light years
in thirty minutes, incredibly faster than light, so
fast that it was moving against time, ignoring it.
It was apparent that the U.P had entered
the Galaxy at an angle, which it now perpetuated
and would probably do so until lured out, by
some other known energy source. He now tried
to memorise a sketchy picture of the U.P to take
back with him for the flight deck, and seemed
clearer in his mind as to the course of action
needed.
Returning to his body, he leapt from his
bunk, sprang across the room and into the
elevator moving in great haste to the flight deck.
The automatic door opened, and he strode in and
sat on the commander’s chair. All eyes were
upon him as he spoke. “Augur, show a picture
profile of our galaxy.” The computer complied
and a large picture of the galaxy appeared on the
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hologram viewer in the centre of the flight deck.
“Augur, plot our position with a red marker.” The
picture swung around and a small pulsating red
dot appeared on the outer rim.
Everyone on the flight deck watched him
with puzzled expressions. He instinctively knew
that he had to appear more scientific than
psychic in his future deliberations. He believed
that the next set of instructions should clarify the
situation, now he had to find the explicit verbal
commands to initiate the prognosis.
“Augur, plot the course of the U.P from its
source into our galaxy. Then plot its course
within our galaxy, using the assumption that it
travels elliptically, never moving back on its own
trajectory.”
A red line appeared on the hologram from
deep space, moving into the galaxy to their
present position, and then continuing around the
perimeter, stopping after one full cycle and upon
reaching the beginning line.
The computer
needed guidance on its direction. The picture he
had seen in ethereal form returned from memory.
“Augur, traject downwards, and carry on the
sequence.” The red line moved onwards creating
a sophisticated geometrical pattern of intense
intricacy. It was basically what he had seen and
memorised, although the co-ordinates could be
slightly out by one to two light years. The
scientists stared at the picture in amazement
unable to take in the strange configuration of the
galaxy that they beheld.
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Jim smiled at his own thoughts as he
began to talk, computers were excellent in
collating and producing instant facts, but it all
relied on the human mind to innovate. “Augur….
Memorise all trajectories.”
The computer answered the instruction.
‘Trajectories memorised.’
Jim sat back in his chair and relaxed,
aware of five pairs of eyes staring at him. Gail
and Norman carried on as normal as Jim
addressed them all. “Gentlemen, from the basic
facts we should now be able to trace our U.P or
White Hole.”
Derek Jones nodded in agreement
stuttering his words out. “Very good, excellent,
superb thinking….”
Jim leaned forward once again grasping
the arms of his chair. “Thank you, Derek, do you
wish to continue?”
Derek smiled, nodding profusely. “Thank
you, Jim. Augur place a letter ‘A’ on our present
position: a letter ‘B’ on the start of the deep
space source; and a letter ‘C’ at the end of the
first full cycle around the galaxy.” Immediately
the letters came up on the hologram picture.
“Calculate speed and time from ‘B’ to ‘A’ and
from that calculate the ‘A’ to ‘C’.”
After a few moments the computer
responded. ‘A to C time speed thirty minutes,
earth time.’
Jim sighed; both Derek and the computer
had done what he had wanted them to do. Now
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the next logical step would be to pinpoint the
position of where the U.P would pass close by.
Derek scratched the back of his head and
proceeded. “Augur, plot a course from where we
can observe the U.P.”
The computer steadfastly replied. ‘Course
plotted space-time warp-drive for one hour.’
Jim stood up, the basic problem
concluded. “Let’s go to the capsules, one hour it
is.” Within five minutes, they were all in the
capsules and had disappeared into Time Warp
Drive.
After one hour, they re-emerged from the
containers and resumed their duties. Jim sat
down as he spoke. “Augur, all scanners and
sensors and surveyors at full maximum
distance.” If the computations were correct the
U.P should pass within range of the craft, and in
doing so would have its true course trajectory.
The scientists were all busy with the instruments
as Jim paced up and down the flight deck.
Augur broke the silence. ‘U.P located, will
pass approximately half a light year away.’ Jim
thumped the table in front of him in jubilation.
“Augur, re-define trajectories of U.P.”
The hologram viewer flickered into life and
the picture of the galaxy with all the red lines
showing slowly changed, as the new routes took
shape.
Jim sank back into his chair as Derek
clapped his hands together. “We’ve got it!” he
exclaimed. “Well done, Jim.” They were filled
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with elation as a buzz of conversation swept
around the room. The scientists came to life,
checking and re-checking all the data revealed
and gazing at Jim intermittently with amazement.
Norman smiled and nodded towards Jim, who
acknowledged with a big grin, while Frosty raised
her eyebrows.
Jim stood up. “And now we shall take the
IGC Pathfinder to within seventy miles of the
radius of the next passing point of the U.P in the
hope of gaining fresh information as to its
composition.”
As the scientists busied themselves, Jim
set the ship on the next co-ordinates. No one
had yet realised that seventy miles from the
radius was only forty-five miles distant.
Within thirty minutes, they were in position
and awaiting the arrival of the ‘White Hole’. Jim
swung around in his chair as he spoke. “Augur,
IGC on full alert. Force-field in position - matter
transmit a camera onto the U.P trajectory.” In
just a minute, it was all completed. “Make
camera operational.”
The picture from the
camera appeared on the viewer and there was
silence as they all sat and waited. The audible
alarm actuated for a split second before a great
white blur illuminated the craft and dissipated.
Brad let out an exclamation. “Hell! That
was close!”
“Yes, and we could be closer yet,” said Jim
smiling.
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The chief scientist frowned as he turned
and spoke. “We have a lot of new readings here,
Jim.”
Jim nodded realising that the computer
now had astounding visual shots that he wanted
to see. The scientists busied themselves with
the new information as Jim talked, stopping
them. “We are all here to collate facts and
findings of the unknown, but the direction of our
mission is to find out where a space station has
disappeared to; and if possible to rescue the
personnel aboard. I think we all would benefit
from watching a few replays, from a practical
point of view.” The scientists all nodded in
agreement. “Your observation and contribution
would be most welcome. Augur, show a re-run of
the U.P, dark screen five, slow speed three.”
He had remembered how Beldan and
Carlton had viewed for maximum effort on their
final encounter.
The recording showed a side vision effect,
it looked like a huge white wall of smoke,
pulsating through space, evaporating at each
end. Jim watched several re-runs of the side
elevation before stopping. “Augur, rerun the
probe camera records of front elevation and
standby to freeze frame.” The scene changed to
one of tranquil space, the stars blinking with a
far-away luminosity. In the distance, a bright
white light approached like the creation of a new
star in the heavens. There was a blinding white
light, within five seconds it had passed taking the
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camera into the unknown. “Augur, re-run and
freeze frame at approximately fifty miles
distance.” An erie picture froze in front of them,
filling the viewing screen with a fifty-mile-wide
circle filled with intense light, pulsating and
shimmering
around
the
circumference.
“Gentlemen, your comments, please.”
Doug Rimmer, an expert on the elements,
stood up and walked over to him. “Jim, we do
have a special data machine aboard, and already
it has discovered four new elements. This is
amazing. Also, we are nearly positive that a
vacuum does exist within the white hole.”
Jim paced up and down finally turning and
facing Doug. “There are no signs of any density
problems that would be associated with a black
hole?”
The scientist shook his head. “Definitely
not.”
“Then it would be plausible to pass
through to the other side in one piece?” The
scientists all looked up, startled by the comment.
Derek Jones replied. “Yes, but we would
be in the unknown and whether or not we could
return would be in question.”
Jim stared hard at the men in front of him
including Brad. “We are all under Space Police
Federation command, whether in uniform or not.
Our orders are to find the crew of Space Station
five-0-one, and return them here. Are there any
questions?”
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There was an ominous silence and Derek
Jones spoke. “I’m sure as scientists we have
been into the unknown before, and will again. I
feel that this is not a foolhardy, but a calculated
risk.”
“Good,” concluded Jim. “Anyone who
wishes to leave can do so.” No one protested or
answered negatively. “Now, gentlemen let us
plan and work together.”

Within four days they were in position on
the trajectory line of the white hole. Everyone
was moving about and talking with an air of
apprehension and excitement as Jim sat and
watched from the commander’s chair. “Augur,
place force field in operation now.”
There was a delay of ten seconds as the
power built up to its operating level and the
computer spoke. ‘Force field now in operation.
Strength: nine point eight.’
“Augur, time of impact of U.P?”
‘Two point three minutes.’
“Augur, craft analysis.”
‘Force field in operation, all weapons ready
to fire, all scanners and sensors working. Copy
of up-to-date log dispatched to Krakor, analysis
complete.’
Jim bit his bottom lip. “All crew to make
secure.” The automatic seat fasteners moved
from out of the chairs, clamping each human
frame firmly but gently. The IGC was now ‘nose
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on’ towards the white hole.
Jim once again
instructed the computer. “Augur, operate the
hologram viewer.” A stream of light joining the
two orifices together, top and bottom, expanded
into an oval-shaped picture from the front of the
craft. Suddenly a bright star appeared, gaining in
brilliance; an alarm sounded for one second as
the craft became encased in a blinding white
light.
Something was wrong; the whole craft was
shaking, jarring and shuddering, moving along in
the orifice, rather than passing through.
“Augur,
show
view
from
astern,”
commanded Jim. The picture changed to a most
amazing visualisation. They were travelling as
one with the hole through time. Solar systems
flashed by within a few seconds, a supernova,
followed by debris hitting the force field and
disintegrating. Travelling past several suns so
fast they never felt the heat.
Brad shouted over. “We’re not going through.”
Jim realised that it must be the force field
and shouted an instruction. “Augur…release
force field.”
‘Force field released.’
Within seconds, the blinding light came
back and their heads were flung back against the
chairs as the ship responded to mass vibrations,
putting the whole scenario into double image.
There was a strange contraction of the craft
followed by an expansion, then silence. The
whole crew was in a dazed state as Jim realised
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that they were on emergency power. He released
his seat harness and slumped forward slightly,
then standing up, he walked towards Brad and
spoke.
“Everyone alright?”
They all
acknowledged slowly. “Augur, analysis report.”
Nothing happened as Brad gazed at the
instrument panel in front of him. “Repairs now in
progress, safety circuit breakers blown on all
power packs. I’ll move down to deck three and
initiate repairs.”
He left the flight deck as Jim spoke to the
scientists.
“Check all your instruments,
gentlemen, let's try and find out where we are."
He turned to Gail. “Is there damage to the
computer, Frosty?”
“No sign of damage, only loss of power,”
she replied. “I’ll report back when normal.”
They were still in the red emergency
lighting as Jim turned to Norman. “Have you
noticed anything unusual?” Norman shook his
head as Jim continued.
“Well, we’re on
emergency settings, yet there is white light
coming in through the portals.”
Norman swung his head around and
looked. “My goodness, you’re right skipper.” A
stream of white light had issued through the
portals in the nose of the craft. They both walked
over and gazed out, everything was intensely
white, there were black spots scattered all over
with dark clouds, some concentrated and others
in the format of a spiders web.
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Both gazed in awe as Derek Jones joined
them, his face filled with amazement at the sight
before him. “This is like being in a scientist’s
utopia, a whole new dimension of time,
completely different to ours.” Jim chuckled to
himself as he turned away from the portal in the
realisation that this was a completely alien
environment probably containing unknown
terrors of an unbelievable nature.
He placed his hand on Derek's shoulder as
he spoke. “Enjoy yourself, Derek, I’m sure you’re
right.”
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CHAPTER.4

Jim’s own thoughts centred on the
different dimensions that he had already seen,
some of them completely hostile and obnoxious.
He moved from the portal slowly and in deep
thought as he seated himself in the controller’s
chair and swung round towards Derek.
“Have we any idea what the atmosphere is
out there?”
Derek glanced down at the instrument
panel. “The readings here indicate a vacuum,
just the same as our own universe.
“So we are still physically in space.”
“Yes, a sort of negative replica with
unknown components. The planets are all dark
in nature space is white, the suns are black.”
As they spoke, the emergency lighting
switched to normal and Norman’s voice filtered
through the holoviewer.
“Back to normal
skipper, stand by.”
Jim wondered in his thoughts what the
computer’s reaction would be. Now was the time
to find out. “Augur, give verbal craft analysis.”
The computer’s voice slurred into action,
the voice was neither male nor female, but
somewhere in between.
‘Main power feeds
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interrupted, emergency power in use, now back
to normal, loss of space communication. All
functions are good. End of analysis.’
The computer seemed to have retained all
its circuits, including logic, as Jim tried again.
“Augur, where are we?”
There was a strange silence of ten seconds
before the reply. ‘Location unknown, trying to
verify. New readings and information is
extending and overloading memory banks, new
report later.’
“Augur, how many memory banks are clear
of information?”
‘Thirty out of one hundred with twenty in
reserve.’
Jim drummed his fingers on the panel in
front of him as he replied. “Augur, fill forty
memory banks with new information and leave
ten in reserve-end of message.” He then turned
to Gail. “Frosty, we are stationary, I presume?”
She gazed down and then up in surprise.
“Stationary we are, sir.” She replied.
Jim moved over behind Derek and put his
hand on his shoulder. “Alright, Derek let’s have
a look around. All instruments please verify
computer analysis.”
He then faced the
holoviewer.
“Augur, holoview cameras to
transmit, three hundred and sixty degrees.”
The beam of light transmitting between the
two orifices widened into a large spherical threedimensional picture of very white light, not the
darkness that normally prevailed.
To the
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immediate front was a cluster of small planets,
and in the distance a small black shimmering
sphere. The picture now moved to the right and
a large black band appeared in the far distance,
obviously a cluster of stars from the galaxy they
had now entered. The vision slowly moved to the
rear of the craft following the black band of light
as it slowly dissipated from view.
The image of where they had just come
from was startling in its reality, a huge circular,
and black, gaseous pulsating cloud.
Jim realised in a second that this was the
counterpart of the white hole in their own
universe, a doorway between the two, and egress
back to normality. Derek broke into his thoughts.
“Obviously the orifice we’ve just passed
through, a doorway to our own universe.”
Norman entered the control room moving
over to the engineering control panel, he checked
a few readings and spoke. “Everything is back to
normal skipper, no damage to power packs.”
“Thank you, Nobby,” replied Jim, his eyes
scanning the holoviewer picture once more as
Gail interrupted.
“Fast fluctuation of power, the computer
input of information is too great, it could crash.”
Jim acted quickly standing up as he did so.
“Augur, limit the intake of information to a cubic
radius of two parsecs.”
The answer was immediate. ‘Compiled two
parsec limit.’
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The power build-up stopped as Jim moved
over behind Gail, checking with her all
instrumentation. She gazed up as Jim spoke.
“There’s a lot of new information out there, and
even with pathfinder we only have limited
capacity. We still have to retain all information
from our own universe. I’d hate to be on manual
navigation when we return.”
He moved over to his chair and sat down
as
the scientists
continued
with their
deliberations. On his mind was the need to test
the bracelets on either wrist, to see if he could
reach Vanders. Relaxing back in the chair, the
numbers started off at eight hundred and fifty;
which he knew were the computer’s numerical
code for this universe, then they tumbled through
his mind back down to zero, to their own
universe and point of time. He caught a glimpse
in his mind of the dark space and white stars
once again, but before he disappeared from view,
he started the count foreword, not wishing to
materialise in a vacuum and instant death. The
count again finished at eight – five – zero
corroborative proof of their present destination.
He then tried to invoke the telepathic
computer in order to try to verify with Vanders
the progress up to date. Nothing happened. His
own thoughts bombarded him with questions.
Did this mean there was no spiritual dimension
or, was there a different trigger in this
environment?
The inter-dimension computer
worked: it would have to, because of the links to
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all other dimensions, but he had no experience in
operating telepathically in any dimensions other
that his own. If this was a negative image
dimension or galaxy to their own, then if he
found a planet, which sustained life on this side,
then it was reasonable to assume that the same
existed on the alternate realm. Therefore, he
could materialise on that planet and use the
telepathic computer to link with Vanders. He had
reasoned it out with logic for future reference and
now he had to get back to normality.
As he had been so deep in thought, an
awareness of his surroundings suddenly came
over him. “Augur, find the nearest life-sustaining
planet and plot a course there, at maximum
speed.”
The computer was instantaneous in
response. ‘Will comply, course set in at coordinates five stroke four, four, zero planet ratio
five, life supporting, seventy percent oxygen,
fifteen percent nitrogen, fifteen percent carbon
dioxide, oxygen thin on surface.’ The I.G.C’s
engines roared into power as the computer
spoke again. ‘Craft in orbit around the planet,
now projecting onto holoviewer.’
A picture
appeared showing the dazzling white space, the
dark planet and the white craft in orbit.; the huge
circular design of the station very apparent. It
was Space Station five hundred and one.
Jim nodded to Derek as he spoke. “We’ve
found them. Augur, open to magnification five of
Space Station.” A close up picture emerged,
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scanning the large craft in detail.
Jim
rationalised his thoughts. The IGC still clamped
into the station and somehow Beldan and Carlton
had managed to use its engines to negotiate an
orbit.
Jim spoke quickly to Gail.
“Open
communications.”
Nothing happened. Gail stood up and
looked towards the computer. “Augur, we are
not transmitting or receiving on communication
channels, please verify.”
"Communication frequencies will not work
in this environment," replied the computer. Gail
gestured to Jim with her hands open in front of
her, indicating she had nothing more to say. Jim
nodded, and smiled in acknowledgement, he did
not know why, for without communications life
would be very difficult.
Jim initiated a course of action. “Augur,
standby to dock in Space Station five hundred
and one.”
‘Docking numerates complete; ten minutes
to finalisation. Procedure in operation now on
standby.’
On the holoviewer came the familiar
docking markers, showing a visual lined
structure of the IGC into the docking portal.
Pathfinder came slowly into dock at a hundred
and eighty degrees to the other IGC. Once
docked, the space station manoeuvred without
problems. Yellow lights on the corners of the
viewer flashed on and off as the computer spoke.
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“Docking complete.”
The two IGC’s and space station were now as
one, as Jim moved through the inter-linking door
at the side of the control deck and the elevator,
turning briefly as he walked.
“SO’s Farmer and Clark handguns only,
follow me.” His eyes met Brad’s for a second.
“Brad please stay on alert and be ready to move
Pathfinder immediately.” Brad nodded as Jim
moved from view with Gail and Norman behind.
The elevator door closed behind them and a door
on the other side opened, leading them into the
space station.
Moving down the corridor they reached the
station’s nearest elevator from the docking
complex. Upon entering, the door shut and a red
flashing light came on.
Jim knew that the
computer intruder alarm was in operation and
that he had fifteen seconds before they were all
put to sleep. “Augur, identification code B, Jim
Long S.A four two four one two five one.”
The light immediately changed to green, as
white streamlets of light cascaded down from the
wall on to Jim's face and that of Gail and
Norman.
‘Identification correct; also in attendance
Norman Clark SO1 and Gail Farmer SO1,
destination required.’
Jim smiled at the expression on Norman’s
face as he answered. “Control room.”
The normal lighting ensued as the
computer spoke. “Access granted.”
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The
elevator
moved
upward
with
remarkable speed, pausing for a moment at the
midpoint junction, progressing horizontally to the
stations centre.
The doors opened on to the large control
room, which was empty except for a rather
unshaven Chief Space Officer who gazed at them
in awe. He stood up and saluted Jim clumsily.
“Sir!” he managed to gasp out, as Jim
reciprocated.
Jim gazed into his eyes speaking quietly
and sitting the man down. “Take it easy, Chief
Space Officer.”
It was a few moments before he started to
converse. “I thought I was on my own for ever,
Mr Beldan and Mr Carlton and the rest of the
crew took Probe fighters to investigate the white
universe. Upon entry, Carlton had tried to take
them back through again, but for some
inexplicable reason, had failed.
The probe
fighters had left eight days ago.”
Jim asked a question. “When you tried to
get back, were you under computer control?”
“No sir. Mr Carlton took command.”
“Was the force field initiated?”
“Yes sir, all the time.”
Jim nodded and then turned to Gail. “Frosty,
make sure that the three computers are now
linked, I’m going to need all their power to try and
sort this out.”
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Gail nodded as she spoke. “Augur, link
IGC Pathfinder and IGC twenty-four together with
yourself and report.”
Augur complied and the link was
immediately established. There were several
priorities buzzing around in Jim's thoughts. He
needed to contact Vanders in order to identify the
dimension numerals that he now knew were eight
five zero. Presently this could not be achieved,
maybe on the planet it could. He knew that
somehow he had to use the dimension computer
to re-enter zero: their own dimension, and then
project himself by telepathic means to inform
Vanders. In order to accomplish this he would
probably need a space environment suit so
sudden death would not be waiting when his
physical form changed dimensions. Now he
needed to contact the four officers who had
travelled down to the surface of the planet.
Jim gazed towards the holoviewer his
thoughts broken by the scene before him. The
orbit had now taken them to the other side of the
planet and in the distance was a black
shimmering ball.
“Augur, analysis of this solar system.”
There was a short silence before Augur replied.
“Still collating information, planet class not
yet available, surface life sustaining for short
periods, oxygen content low, two black moons
and a black sun. Sun emanating black light and
heat from the ultra and unknown infra spectrum
emanation. End of report.”
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“Augur, how many operational probe
fighters aboard?”
“There are three armed and ready.”
Gail moved from her console and seated herself
next to Jim who turned and looked as if in
anticipation. “Preliminary reports are still not
fully ready; however, one thing is perfectly clear,
we have to change all our operational sequences
and wavelengths, as they are non operational in
this dimension.”
“Augur should automatically compensate
and make any necessary changes.”
“Normally yes, but at the moment it would
be unwise to use the computer in any command
decisions, until its data banks are filled with the
new information.”
Jim nodded as he turned towards the
holoviewer. “Thank you, Frosty.” Then, standing
up, he walked over to one of the giant viewing
portals and gazed out, his thoughts centred into
the dazzling white universe pictured before him.
The information from Gail was quite alarming.
This was a completely different environment, if it
contained atoms like their own, then they
probably had different structures and meaning. It
would take days, maybe weeks, before all
information finished processing by the computer.
Without realising, the normal physical body
could be in mortal danger. Their visit kept as
short as possible, with a minimum exposure
time. Communication was vital; the problems
needed addressing immediately.
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His thoughts came to a sudden halt as the
computer interrupted them. ‘Danger, unidentified
object approaching - danger.’
Jim looked
towards the holoviewer. The outline of the planet
was clearly visible with the gleaming white of
space all around it and nothing apparent on the
screen.
Gail spoke. “Augur, magnify danger area
to co-ordinates.” Two red beams of light came
into sight on the viewer and then moved into
perspective, on a point some thirty miles away.
The computer spoke again. “Objects thirty
miles and closing.”
Jim gazed hard at the viewer, but could see
nothing as he spoke. “Augur, force field in
operation.”
The loud humming sound confirmed that
the force field was in construction and within
eight seconds completely formed as the
computer concluded. “Force field in position.”
Jim slowly sat down; wondering whether
the force field would work. “Augur, identify area
of impact.” The picture changed on the viewer to
a side cutaway projection of the space station. A
red dot appeared, flickering on and off, indicating
the point of impact.
The computer’s monotonous voice broke
in once more. ‘Point of impact; decks sixteen
and seventeen.’ Jim knew it was impossible to
manoeuvre, as the two ICG’s were locked into the
station and time would not allow.
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Norman looked up and caught Jim's eye.
“According to instrumentation the object is a
solid, transparent meteorite. Since the force field
was initiated, it’s moving faster - ”
The computer broke into the conversation.
“Impact thirty seconds.”
Jim stood up, looking straight at Norman.
“Size, how big is it, Nobby?”
Norman gazed at Jim, then down at the panel,
then up again.
“Approximately fifty feet in
diameter.”
The computer relayed its last message.
‘Impact imminent, impact imminent!’
Jim gripped the side of his chair as a
thunderous jolt shook the station. “At least it
was reduced by the force field.”
Jim smiled at Norman’s irony as he spoke.
“Augur, damage control.”
“Large ten-foot hole in outer hull, object
embedded in deck seventeen. All areas sealed,
severe structural damage, end of report.”
A hollow creaking sound reverberated
through the control room, a sound of metal in
stress. Gail and Norman checked the consoles in
front of them as Jim gazed at the ceiling. Gail
then addressed Jim.
“Structural failure of
sections fifteen, sixteen, seventeen and eighteen
will occur in seventy-two hours.
The main
structure bar is out of alignment, causing life
support leakage on all decks on the starboard
side. The impact has caused a lower orbit of the
station around the planet, which means that five
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0 one will burn up in the planet’s atmosphere
within four days.”
Jim acknowledged and then uttered a
command. “Augur, fire engines in Pathfinder to
gain a higher orbit, then give me an internal
communication line to Pathfinder.” The engines
came into use and the control room shook as
they moved orbit, the metal now shrieking with
the stress of movement against gravity.
“Orbit achieved, internal link secured to
Pathfinder,” stated the computer.
A flashing light appeared on the console in
front of Jim and he spoke into it.
“Brad, are you receiving?”
“Loud and clear, sir.”
“Take command of IGC Pathfinder and
leave station five 0 one immediately, we’ll try and
salvage later. We will rendezvous in a higher
orbit in IGC twenty-four after a quick inspection
of the station. Do you understand?”
“Loud and clear, sir, will comply.”
Jim then turned to Gail. “Frosty, you and
the chief take command of IGC twenty-four,
whilst Nobby and I check the extent of the
damage.” Gail and the chief left the control room
as Jim and Norman opened a large locker
encased in the wall. Hanging inside six space
suits made out of lightweight cloth metal, flexible
as normal material yet strong enough to
withstand a knife thrust. Donning two suits
between them Jim paused before putting on his
helmet.
“Have we got a portable scanner
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available?” Norman held up his gloved hand
with a scanner in it. “Fine, then here we go.”
They moved down the corridors to level
sixteen and Norman stopped outside a lift. Jim
shook his head and waved his hand in a ‘no go’
fashion. He did not wish to be trapped in a lift
with no help available. Moving down a stairway
on to the lower passageway, they encountered a
floating wall of dust particles. Further on were
twisted metal beams hanging in the air. Turning
the next corner a blinding white light shone down
on them on the left from a ten-foot wide hole with
jagged edges looking out into space. On the
right, embedded in the wall, was the ragged tenfoot lump that had pierced the outer skin. It was
glowing with a slow pulsating hypnotic light that
held them both in awe. The effect was like gazing
at a huge glass prism where they could see
through to deck eighteen.
Norman placed the portable scanner in
front of the object trying to get some form of
reading.
He ran through thirty different
programmes, but nothing registered. Jim heard
him gasp. “No readings at all, it's as if it doesn’t
exist.”
Jim tapped him on the shoulder and spoke.
“Our suits are suddenly transmitting and
receiving. What’s happening?”
Norman looked down and turned the
pocket scanner off and the communication
ceased. He then turned it back on again and
gazed at Jim incredulously. “It’s working off the
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pocket scanner, skipper. That means that sound
travels in this dimension in SUHF. Super Ultra
High Frequency the same as the scanner
wavelengths. It’s unbelievable; it means we can
rig up normal frequencies.” By a freak chance,
they had recovered their communications.
Jim again gazed through the object from
different angles, although clear, it had a hazy
emanation of diffused light that from certain
viewpoints changed colours. Five minutes later
it started to glow intensely, the pulsations
increasing. Jim talked through the intercom on
the suit.
“It’s as though it's feeding on the
metal. Let's get out of here Nobby, I don’t like
the look of this.” Norman nodded in agreement
and they both headed toward IGC twenty-four. It
took an hour and a half before they moved
through the airlock and into the IGC and removed
their space environment suits.
Gail reported. “Glad to have you back sir,
Pathfinder is now in free orbit.”
Jim grinned as he sat down looking
intently at her. “It’s nice for the three of us to be
back together again, Frosty.”
Norman chuckled as she raised an
eyebrow quizzically before replying. “You mean
four, sir. Chief Space Officer Briant is checking
engine efficiency on deck six.”
Jim sat down in the control chair his mind
now concentrating on the tasks in hand. “Augur,
release IGC and follow Pathfinder into orbit.”
The reverse thrusts on the giant engines fired, all
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the unlocking procedures already finalised by
Gail and the large craft slowly moved from its
confinement in the space station and into a
corresponding orbit. Pathfinder was in orbit
three quarters to a mile above the station as the
IGC changed to forward thrust, then it moved
rapidly to a position alongside.
Gail sat back in her chair and muttered to
herself. “What now?” She then spoke in a
normal manner. “We are now in orbit alongside
Pathfinder.”
Jim gazed over towards her, grinning as he
spoke. “Frosty, can we use the Techno-Umbilical
Chord?”
An eyebrow rose again as the information
left her lips. “Techno-Umbilical Chord is to be
used only in emergencies. The chord carries all
electrical sequences and scanner transmissions,
life support, power support and computer
integration. The complete systems support from
one craft to another, can be very dangerous if
both craft are working at full power.
An
emergency situation does exist because of our
location so it would be feasible to use under
strict guidelines.”
Jim nodded. “Thank you, Frosty, Augur,
standby to engage the Techno-Umbilical Chord
phase one and two in operation, only links to be
made are computer audio and video.” A large
cable some six feet in diameter left the side of
IGC twenty-four and moved slowly towards the
other craft. A twelve-foot square panel opened
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on Pathfinder and the cable moved inside to
connect.
Augur spoke. “Chord engaged with audio
and video computer link only.”
Pictures started to emerge on the
holoviewer - first scrambled lines then a black
and white intermittent picture, slowly dissolving
into a perfect hologram of Brad Longurst's head
and shoulders.
“Welcome back, sir, excellent idea using
the chord. Re there any further instructions?”
Jim moved into the range of the holocamera. “Good work, Brad, I’m leaving the CSO
in charge of twenty-four whilst Farmer, Clark and
myself make a trip to the planet. Carlton and
Beldan are somewhere down there; I have to find
them.
If you have any serious problems,
disconnect the chord, so that you can manoeuvre
separately. We can communicate on scanner
level; computers are linking the information now.
We will contact you next from the Probe Fighter,
end of communiqué.” He then turned to the CSO.
“Take command of IGC twenty-four and look after
her; it’s the only hope we have of getting out of
here.”
The CSO smiled as he saluted. “We’ll be
here waiting for you, sir.”
The computer’s voice broke into the
conversation. “Space Station Five-0-one now
becoming unstable in orbit.”
Jim turned suddenly with a response.
“Augur, close up of station, intensification six.”
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The two white lines formed into an instant picture
of the station in its entirety. One half of it was
now completely transparent and showing clearly
through it the planet below. Somehow, the
translucent meteorite had affected the metal
structures of the station. Four red lights started
to flash on the perimeters of the hologram cube
and the picture changed to one of the planet’s
dark moons as Augur spoke.
“Meteorite storm, course four three four
six X, imminent.”
The picture intensified with the moon
filling the whole area.
Clearly seen in the
silhouette of the dark moon were long streams of
white fragments moving towards them. Jim
cursed as he looked at the CSO. “Damn, they
must not touch us under any circumstances, or
the IGC will be rendered as useless as the space
station. Augur, disconnect chord and get us out
of range of the meteorites.”
As he gazed out of the side portals the
chord disconnected and started to retract slowly
back towards IGC twenty-four, the Pathfinder
engines fired briefly in a four second burst as the
two craft pulled away from the danger area. They
moved into a large elliptical orbit that covered
both planet and moon. Jim sat and observed the
meteorite storm moving in a steady stream about
five miles in width. As it hit the planet’s outer
atmosphere it disintegrated into a white powdery
substance forming a small cloud, which slowly
dissipated into the lower atmosphere.
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Once again, Brad’s face appeared on the
viewer. “Open communication restored, sir.”
“Brad, have we any idea what those
particles contain?”
“Sorry sir, nothing for the moment.
However, the computer and scanners have
identified it as substance Z that is also coming
from the dark sun. It affects all molecules and
turns them into a glass like substance.”
“We must take samples of materials
including our own human form. We need to
know its full effects. Get the scientists working
on it Brad, our survival may depend on it. We’re
off to the planet, maybe there’s some answers
down there.”
Brad nodded as transmission
ceased. Jim beckoned to Gail and Norman as
they walked to the elevator turning to the CSO as
he did. “Look after the IGC, we may need her.”

Stepping off the elevator on deck fourteen
into a huge cavernous dock, Jim cast his eyes
around the area. To the left were five shuttles, to
the right five Probe fighters.
They moved
towards the largest one marked 1X and climbed
aboard. The PF’s were masterpieces of modern
micro technology, shaped like a dart with a
pointed nose and a flat under belly the crafts’
bulk being fifty-percent engines with built in life
supports, force field and weaponry. Inside the
small cramped cabin were six swivel seats
arranged in pairs from the front control panel.
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Jim seated himself in the front left whilst Norman
sat to his right and Gail took the navigational
seat behind Jim. The PF was about fifty feet long
with four engines, two set internally and two
externally to the rear. The engines operated both
in forward and reverse thrust. Two internal
engines linked to complicated ducting that
traversed between an external and internal
structured skin, with orifice outlets placed
strategically in the outer skin.
The manoeuvring controls for the craft
were operated from either side of the front left
seat, two complex spherical orbs with a built in
heavy or sensitive handling control.
Norman glanced towards Jim as he spoke.
“All systems go, sir.”
Jim nodded as he tested the new communication
systems.
“Testing communications, are you
there, Brad?”
Brad responded, his voice carrying around
the small cabin. “Your Audio transmission is
loud and clear.”
Jim started the IGC dock’s depressurising
procedure, the green light above the huge door
turned to red and the door opened sideways.
The probe moved slowly upwards and then in a
forward motion through the giant dock door and
into a dazzling white vacuum. Jim spoke to the
computer. “Augur, take control of the craft, plot
a course for nearest planet, standard low orbit
and transmit front holo-camera.” In between Jim
and Norman, a miniature hologram viewer
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flickered into life showing the moon and the
planet at their present position. A red trajectory
line appeared, showing their course and speed.
The PF moved past the space station in its
decaying orbit and circled the planet in less than
thirty minutes. Half the station’s density was
now transparent and the planet’s surface clearly
seen through it, the other half had a strange glow
around it, as though the meteorite that had
crashed into it was eating away at the structure.
Jim spoke to the computer. “Augur, open
outside viewing portal.” A large rectangular
window appeared in front of them as the outside
armoured skin opened, revealing a forward view.
“Augur, transmit rear view holo-camera.” A rear
view of the craft materialised on the viewer as
Jim continued. "Plot a course into planet’s
atmosphere, circling at twenty thousand feet.”
Augur replied. ‘Course plotted, initiating.’
There was a ten-second delay and then the
engines fired as the PF began its descent into the
outer atmosphere. Within thirty seconds, the
craft was at twenty thousand feet.
Jim issued another directive. “Augur, scan
for any power or energy readings.” Beneath
them was a layer of different cloud levels, all
glowing incandescently with an ultra violet
luminosity. The surface was mountainous with
long lines of ridges moving for thousands of
miles.
Gail gazed intently at her computer
control panel watching the never-ending
compilation of data.
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Jim turned towards Norman as he spoke.
“I’m going manual, everyone strap in.” As the
clamps on the chairs came around them, Jim
spoke again. “Augur, return to manual.”
“Manual returned,” replied Augur as Jim
grasped the two orbs on either side of his seat
and moved the nose downwards. The clouds
came rushing up towards them, within seconds
they were through, leaving behind them a vapour
trail for several thousand feet. The cloud layer
now seemed miles above them whilst below they
could see the mountain ridges through another
layer of clouds. Jim levelled out at ten thousand
feet and gazed in admiration at the scene before
him. Above at fifteen thousand feet the clouds
were moving in one direction whilst below they
moved in the opposite. They were actually
moving in a sandwich of clouds.
The computer shouted a warning. ‘Danger,
danger,
planet’s
atmospheric
pressure
changing.’
Jim felt the turbulence through the orbs
and into his hands as the PF started to shake.
Through the front portal, they could see ahead of
them what seemed to be solid lines of jagged
light moving from high cloud base to low. One of
the beams of light started to recede from lower
cloud base to higher, turning into a sphere of
pulsating light blue energy, slowly increasing in
size. At the terminus of their growth in the upper
cloud layer, they were approximately a hundred
feet in diameter. The shimmering balls then
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floated gently down reaching low cloud level and
returning to a solid line of light, at which the
procedure started again.
The whole scene seemed very calm as Jim
spoke. “Augur, initiate the force field.” A red
beam of light on the control panel moved across;
not unlike a thermometer in detail, and a flashing
red light on the end became permanent.
Augur duly replied. “Force field is now in
operation.”
Jim slowed the Probe down as they
approached the huge shimmering spheres. Gail
leaned forward as she spoke, as if in anticipation
of Jim's next thought.
“The energy force
radiating from them has electro-magnetic plasma
content with ingredient ‘Z’ mixed in. Suggest we
leave this area as quickly as possible.” Jim
nodded and started to move the craft towards the
lower layers of cloud.
The balls of light were almost hypnotically
tranquil as Augur shouted a warning. “Danger,
danger, large sphere now locked on to rear
energy output.” From the corner of his eye Jim
saw the huge spherical object appear on the rear
view vision of the holoviewer.
He spoke again as if giving himself
instructions. “Now increasing speed standby.”
The roar of the engines pounded in their ears as
the Probe moved away, distancing itself from the
sphere; within seconds, it was back in the same
threatening position.
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Norman spoke the inevitable. “We’re not
shaking it, skipper, it’s on our tail and holding.”
The computer interrupted with a more
pertinent message.
‘Danger!
Sphere now
gaining in speed.’
In an ultra calm voice, Gail broke in to the
conversation. “It's locked on to our energy
source, reaching forward out of shape trying to
absorb us.”
Jim grimaced, raising his eyebrows.
“Thanks all, I knew it was trying to do something
to us.”
He plunged the nose of the craft
downwards and fired the engines again, putting
the craft in an ultra fast diving trajectory. They
passed through the lower cloud layer in five
seconds, the sphere still close behind as he
levelled out at two thousand feet traversing down
a deep canyon with a mountain at the end, some
eight thousand feet in height.
The sphere was now only fifty feet behind
and closing. Jim accelerated, as all the audio
and visual warning devices came on together
because of the large mountain they were fast
approaching. The sphere was now only about
thirty feet behind and closing as Jim trimmed the
probe to a sixty-degree incline, the airwaves now
screaming around the probe’s airframe. Just
when it seemed that they were going to plunge
into the mountain, Jim released the trim and
pulled the orb back at the same time, proceeding
vertically up the mountain side, whilst the
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sphere, unable to stop its momentum, crashed
into the mountain.
Rocks and debris spewed out in all
directions as the probe by this time was
penetrating the lower cloud layer. Jim levelled
and flew just under the cloud base watching the
terrain below as he turned to Gail and voiced his
thoughts. “I wouldn’t like to meet many of them,
Frosty,” he said, grinning broadly. “That is far
too much excitement for one day.”
Gail gazed up staring at him with an
expressionless face.
“Why not, it would have
been far more interesting with two on our tail.”
Jim grinned as he retorted back.
“Touché.”
Norman swung round as he interjected.
“First plain ahead showing definite power
readings, about eighty miles away.”
Jim replied as he squinted through the
front portal and the rear holo-viewer. “We seem
to be all clear now, let’s go and investigate.” He
throttled back and relaxed, taking in the
panoramic view to the front. The landscape was
full of long crevasses with sharp spiky
mountains protruding above.
Some of the
mountains even disappeared into the cloud layer
at five thousand feet. It was a very dangerous
environment for flying through. Jim addressed
the computer. “Augur, lock on course of power
readings then stay in hover position at four
thousand feet height.”
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Augur replied as Jim released his grip on
the orbs and relaxed. “Course plotted, ETA three
minutes.”
Jim relaxed in the large pilot’s seat turning
his head to the right and gazing at the vista
through the front portal. For a split second he
was tranquil, the right bracelet on his wrist
glowing as the numbers appeared in his mind,
taking him to another dimension. He stopped the
procedure at once, not wishing to materialise in
inhospitable surroundings. Unlocking the swivel
control on his chair, he turned to Gail behind him
before speaking. “Frosty, have we any idea of
what we are dealing with?”
She took her eyes off the various changing
panel readings in front of her as she replied.
“Very difficult to pinpoint, the power is coming
from a very large area, could be a thousand, two
thousand miles square.”
As she finished
speaking the Probe Fighter moved sharply
upwards over a mountain peak and onto a large
plateau that seemed to stretch into infinity.
At four thousand feet, the view was quite
spectacular; there were no mountains, no valleys
or crevasses, just a flat surface. Across the
surface were roadways or runways, intercrossing each other at quarter mile intervals, in a
carefully prepared square matrix. They were
viewing thin bridge-like structures made of a
shiny substance placed at certain intervals along
the pathways in a logical sequence, proving the
existence of intelligent life. As the craft passed
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over the first section of the structures, the engine
became intermittent, stopping and starting with
an alarming frequency.
Norman looked grimly at Jim as he spoke.
“Augur, engine synopsis.”
The computer immediately answered. ‘Electromagnetic disturbance below-.’ The voice ceasing
abruptly as the engines stopped and the Probe
went into a steep dive.
Jim fought to control the descent as he
heard Gail's voice from behind. “There is a huge
power surge from the pylons below, which is
affecting our electrical system through the ship’s
force field.”
Jim nodded as he corrected the dive to
thirty degrees. “Augur, release the force-field.”
The red light on the panel receded as the
computer obeyed the instruction and the engines
fired back into life. He put a three quarter reverse
thrust into operation and pulled the nose slowly
upwards.
The craft trimmed to horizontal,
skidding between two bridge sections at five
hundred feet in height, travelling in level flight at
two hundred feet above the giant pathway.
‘DANGER!
DANGER!
Sphere storm
imminent.’
The computer relayed in a dull
monotone phrase. Jim gazed anxiously through
the portal, looking for cover of any kind, but none
could be seen as he stopped the craft under one
of the large pylons, then gave out an instruction.
“Augur, transmit holo-camera midsection,
topside.” The transmitted picture changed from
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rear view to the skies above and the lower cloud
layer. Through the clouds came blue pulsating
spheres of varying sizes, plummeting down
towards them. The first sphere, then others in
ready succession, exploded above them,
dissipating in a fantastic display and disarray of
colourful explosions of light and sound.
Gail glanced up from the holo-viewer as
she spoke. “The bridge structures are some kind
of a power earth device, neutralising electrical
high power energy. That’s what affected our
force-field; we’re quite safe staying under the
pylons.”
Jim sighed and nodded at the same time.
“Well, we’re safe and sound, at the moment.”
The sphere storm continued for a further five
minutes with a magnificent pyrotechnic display
seen above them, stretching for as far as the eye
could see. The Probe moved steadily forward,
reaching an area filled with dome-like structures,
and then came to rest. The structures encircled a
huge area some two hundred feet in diameter,
leaving a gap where the runway entered the large
circumference.
Above, was one of the large bridge
constructions, half the height of the others at two
hundred and fifty feet in length. Jim noted that
the lower bridge formation occurred at quarter
mile intervals across the matrix indicating some
kind of pointer for the inhabitants. He gave an
order to Norman who shut off the engines; an
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eerie silence followed as the three of them gazed
out onto the alien environment.
Jim stood up and issued an instruction as
he moved to the rear of the craft. “Frosty, you
stay in command of the Probe whilst Nobby and I
investigate.”
She nodded, gazing once again at the
console in front of her. “Oxygen content very
strong could damage the lungs if over exposed,
suggest use of bio-filters.”
Norman reached upwards and opened a
small compartment taking out two small suction
masks that covered the nose and mouth. As they
both proceeded to the rear airlock, Norman
opened another compartment and took out a
large backpack. “I’m taking the Scrutiniser,” he
said, relaying to the other two. “It may be able to
define what’s out there.”
The Scrutiniser was a very complex box of
tricks, powerful enough to relay to and from
Augur using the two IGC’s in orbit plus the huge
memory banks of the translator, a major part of
the computer network.
The rear airlock opened and the two men
stepped out onto the planet’s surface. It was an
incredible picture in reality, the structures
stretching outwards in perspective and then into
infinity. The clouds above rippling across the
sky in a never-ending movement the occasional
sphere crashing into the pylons above, releasing
a fountain of light and then the tranquillity below.
Jim spoke gazing into the sky as he did so.
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“Do you get the feeling I do, that this is some
kind of staging area protected from the elements
above possibly a departure or landing point?”
Norman nodded in agreement turning
slowly in a circular direction a meter from the
Scrutiniser in his left hand. “There is no sign of
any electro-magnetic energy underneath these
pylons,” he replied speaking into the hand-held
meter. “Augur, scan for all known elements.”
There was a small humming sound as the
power packs of the Scrutiniser came into
operation as they both walked towards the dome
structure in front of hem. Norman frowned as he
directed his meter towards several rock
substances on the floor.
“Anything wrong Nobby?”
“Nothing registers, skipper, the only thing
that registers is the oxygen and that's not really
oxygen, but we can breathe it. That rock, the
planet, is all unknown.”
Jim gazed towards the horizon. “What
about atomic structures and molecules etc?”
“There aren’t any, skipper.”
“There must be counterpart elements of
the same properties.”
Norman shook the meter slightly. “We’re
registering some kind of complex crystal or
crystallisation.” Norman placed the rock on the
ground and brought out his hand weapon. He
fired a short burst of thermo-laser light into it.
The rock shot off the ground and into the air,
landing a hundred yards away. “This crystal90
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formed matter can absorb or resist energy what
you saw was a rejection.”
Jim nodded and laughed. “This would be a
scientist’s
paradise
under
normal
circumstances.” They walked and stopped at the
nearest domed building as Norman tried to take a
reading with the meter. Once again, the readings
did not make sense. The Scrutiniser did indicate
that the building was manufactured rather than
natural. They both circled the dome looking for
an opening or orifice, but none was visible. Jim
tried to touch the surface of the dome, but no
matter how he tried, an invisible force made
contact half an inch above.
There seemed to be some transparent
solid structure above the surface. He looked
towards Norman, speaking his thoughts aloud.
“The ‘Z’ element?”
Norman checked the meter again and then
looked at Jim. “There are traces but this is not
natural, it's manufactured.”
The two observations came quickly
together in Jim's mind as he spoke the obvious.
“Nobby, there has to be intelligent life on this
planet.”
Nobby nodded in acknowledgement and
then gazed up at the clouds. Where it had once
been a bright day, over the past few minutes it
had become slightly darker. “I think night time is
approaching, skipper,” he said nervously.
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“I think you’re nearly right, Nobby.
Actually its daytime, the sun’s just beginning to
rise.”
Norman stood unblinking trying to take in
what Jim had announced and after three or four
seconds a realisation. “Of course, night time is
light; day time is dark because of the ultra violet
sun.”
Over the next period of fifteen minutes, the
whole scene darkened into a deep blue colour
and yet, the colours were all vivid and bright.
The red, blue and yellow segments all shone with
ultra violet luminosity.
“The entire planet’s a black light theatre,”
Norman exclaimed, his eyes and mouth wide
open in amazement.
The domed structures had turned into a
sparkling, glowing yellow colour; the whole
landscape was visually awash with breathtaking
colours, astounding ultra-violet spectra. The
planet’s surface was showing a white, red and
blue speckled aura.
Some of the bridge
structures were emitting a shimmering green and
yellow effect. The clouds, ever moving across
the landscape created an aurora in the sky,
sharply contrasting with the lustrous events at
ground level.
Abruptly and without warning, a loud voice
became audible all around them in a language
they could not understand. Jim turned in several
directions trying to pinpoint the source without
success.
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Norman spoke into the hand-held control
of the Scrutiniser.
“Augur, translate.”
A
sequence of lights on the backpack started to
function as the translator section of the computer
initiated.
Augur spoke. “Key words translated, now
placing in immediate mode.” The voice seemed
to be repeating a phrase or sentence as Augur
interpreted. “Yourselves identify property Kalar
on intruders are you.”
Norman looked puzzled as Jim spoke
again. “Augur, supply a print out of message.”
Within seconds, a slip of paper appeared and Jim
looked at the printed message, smiled and
nodded as he turned to Norman. “Whatever
language this is, it’s back to front to ours. Augur,
reverse sentence structures as you translate.”
The computer had identified the key words
but obviously, its structure was in complete
reverse. Augur translated again as the voice
spoke.
“You are intruders on Kalar property,
identify yourselves.”
Norman held the hand control to one side
as he turned to Jim.
“It looks like we’re
trespassing.”
Jim took the handset and spoke into it his
words amplified from the backpack a split
second later in the strange language. “I am Jim
Long from the Space Police Federation, I come in
peace, please explain your requirements.”
After a couple of minutes, Norman became
agitated. “Do you think they heard us, skipper?”
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he retorted, looking up at the pylons.
Jim
shrugged his shoulders and gazed towards the
horizon.
Without warning, Jim and Norman
started to float. Norman shouted as he started to
turn upside down. “It’s some kind of antigravity
beam, skipper.”
They both started to levitate, rising slowly
upwards. Jim became alarmed. “If we move over
the top of these pylons we become vulnerable to
the electro-magnetic forces and those huge
thunderbolts.” As he spoke, the Probe’s engines
fired. Augur had started the engine sequence to
counteract the antigravity situation and it started
an idea in his mind. “Nobby, use your hand gun,
fire it into the air, short bursts.”
Both men did likewise and the small power
thrusts from the weapons propelled them back
towards the ground. Using the guns like small
thrusters, they moved sideways towards the
Probe fighter, hovering two to three feet in the
air. The antigravity ceased and both fell to the
ground, creating a cloud of dust. Jim stood up
dusting himself down as Norman began to speak.
“I wonder what all that was about, skipper.”
Jim shook his head, smiling grimly as they
walked towards the craft. “A warning, a means of
communicating that they heard us."
Norman broke into the conversation as he
adjusted the Scrutiniser. “Large power readings
all round us, mainly from the domed structures.”
Jim moved in the direction of the nearest
dome with Norman close behind. He walked
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slowly around its circumference, patting the
surface with the flat palm of his hand, when
unexpectedly his hand and arm disappeared
within the construction. He pulled it out again
quickly and then plunged in again. Although the
structure seemed solid there was obviously a
hidden entrance, the like of which he had never
seen before.
Norman directed the handset toward the
hidden opening trying to obtain a reading of
some kind. “It's just reading solid with high
energy output,” he said glumly, adjusting the
settings over and over again.
“Then it must be solid,” Jim articulated.
“But I don’t think the inside is.” He tried again,
plunging his fingers into the dome and then his
full arm; there was no suction or pull, just a
strange sensation.
He grasped Norman’s
forearm, as Norman grabbed his, and then he
leapt into the dome, completely disappearing
except for the clasped arms.
The visualisation outside was of a solid
entity completely dissolving into a solid
structure, as though solidity no longer existed.
The image delivered to the eyes was completely
at odds with the laws of physics as known to
them. Jim reappeared out of the object smiling
as Norman gazed at him in awe trying to speak at
the same moment. “What was it like inside the
dome, skipper?”
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“I don’t know, I wasn’t in there,” he replied,
making Norman's face blanker than ever. “I was
in some kind of terminal, underground.”
“Is it some kind of matter transmitter?”
“No, I don’t know how to explain it, some
kind of inter-dimensional travel.
These are
instant transporters to anywhere on the planet.
Don’t you see, Nobby, there’s no one living on
the surface, so everything must be underneath.”
The logic of the remark was lost on Norman as he
scanned the dome and Jim continued. “Numbers
are very similar and seem to follow in sequence,
even in this dimension; I think through this
transporter terminal I reached seven zero. That
could be the number of the terminal or its
destination here.”
Norman looked up, unaware of his own
intense concentration, and started to converse.
“I can’t communicate with Pathfinder or Twenty
Four, these towers are acting as some kind of
shield. Shall I send an informer missile into the
upper atmosphere?” Jim nodded as Norman
issued the command. “Augur, all relevant planet
information accumulated, dispatch an informer
missile, immediate.”
A small panel at the rear of the Probe
opened and a missile appeared, two-foot in
length containing a memory bank that would
start to transmit information, which Augur would
translate in seconds aboard the two IGC’s.
Within twenty seconds, the missile fired,
and five seconds later had vanished into the
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lower cloud area. Jim walked towards the Probe,
beckoning Norman to follow, and as they reached
the outer door, it opened and Gail gazed out.
“Energy readings are increasing all around
us.”
“Arm yourself, Frosty, and put the Probe
on intruder code three,” Jim said urgently. She
acknowledged, moving swiftly inside and then
returning to climb out through the door, which
closed behind her. The intruder code three
setting meant that Augur would not act unless
there was a deliberate attempt to gain access to
the probe craft.
As the three of them moved to the rear of
the Probe, to their left a beam of light came down
from the nearest pylon, closely followed by
another three, focusing and forming on the
ground in a huge square of light. Beneath their
feet to the top of their heads, they could feel
immense air pressure building up. All three of
them, including the Probe, floated into the air to a
height of four to six inches and moved slowly
towards the area.
There did not seem to be anything they
could do, their arms were pinned to their sides in
a straightjacket of air. They were floating in the
middle of the area of light when the ground
beneath started to move downwards, taking the
probe with it, but leaving them suspended in the
air. The scrutiniser was flashing; showing signs
of great energy fluctuations as the square area
disappeared at great speed, like a piston moving
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down a cylinder. For a moment, all they could
see was an apparently bottomless pit, one
hundred and fifty feet on each side. Then before
their eyes could adjust, the illuminated surface
rushed back up at them, minus the Probe fighter.
The lights on the tower cut off and the air
pressure ceased, dropping them gently to the
ground. Norman turned to Jim and Frosty, his
eyes and mouth wide open. “Where the hell’s the
Probe gone to?” he exclaimed, holding his palms
upward in front of him.
“I don’t know,” said Jim thoughtfully. “We
now have no options. We have to use the
domes.”
Norman nodded in agreement, looking
rather uneasy at the prospect of disappearing
into one of the alien structures.
Gail addressed the Scrutiniser. “Augur,
locate present position of the Probe fighter.” A
hologram, projected from the centre of the pack
on Norman’s back, displayed a cubic picture
approximately six feet square some fifteen feet
above them. It showed a matrix of the planet in
x-ray spheroid configuration, its form slowly
rotating. A white flashing light indicated their
position, whilst a red light inside the planet’s
structure did likewise for the Probe fighter. Gail
stared intently for a few seconds, then curtly
requested Augur’s dismissal of the picture before
turning to Jim. “It seems that our probe is ten to
twenty miles below us in a static position.”
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“Well, dear friends,” Jim stated “There
seems to be more going on under this planet
than on its surface. I think that it is time to
investigate. Augur, transmit to IGC’s-.”
His message stopped immediately by the
voice of Augur.
“No transmission possible
because of electro-magnetic disturbances in
atmosphere.”
Jim closed his eyes and nodded. He
walked over to the dome followed closely by Gail
and Norman, trying to remember the point of
entry. He looked at the structures behind, then
moving to the left he chortled to himself as he
stepped into the dense outline of the dome,
completely dissolving into the seemingly solid
profile.
Norman turned to Gail shaking his head,
looking rather agitated. “It may be just a form of
travel, but it doesn’t look natural from here.”
Gail grinned, which was quite unusual
from her normal icy stance. She was enjoying
herself. The unknown was a challenge to her
complex mind, unlike Norman who preferred a
more natural environment. “Oh, I don’t know,”
she said teasingly. “It might be fun moving
through solid objects.”
“Fun,” retorted Norman. Then gazing at
her expressionless face he grinned, beckoning to
the dome entrance. “How about, ladies first.”
Jim's head suddenly appeared out of the
dome startling them both. “Frosty, Nobby, follow
me through here.”
There was a moment’s
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hesitation as they both moved together into the
solid structure. They reappeared out of a solid
door, which was approximately eight feet tall by
four feet wide. They had entered a huge cavern
of rock that seemed to stretch for miles in both
directions. At about a quarter of a mile distance
there was a giant cylindrical object joined by two
stems, top and bottom, to the floor and roof.
Underneath to one side stood two Probe fighters
and a strange saucer shaped craft.
Norman pointed to one of the probes.
“Well that’s ours skipper, but I don’t know who
the other two belong to.”
As they approached the three craft, Jim
spoke to the Scrutiniser. “Augur, deactivate
intruder alarms.”
The door to the second probe slid open
and they all entered. Gail immediately activated
the ship’s log. The holoviewer sprang to life and
Beldans face solidified in front of them. He
looked calm and his voice was quiet as he spoke.
“It has now been ten days since we came
through the white hole and into this strange
world and environment. Due to an unknown
substance, the space station had started to
decay into a glass- like texture. Two probes we
sent encountered spheres of Electro-magnetic
energy and had to land on the planet to avoid
them. We are now a party of four, me, Ben
Carlton, Roger Lain, and Jane Murson.” The
picture then dissolved.
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Norman brought Jim's attention to the
other alien craft, which was starting to glow, first
a dull yellow then into red. Jim looked upwards
and saw a red light that had just actuated in the
cavern roof. “Augur, local area synopsis,” he
commanded.
A few seconds later Augur responded.
“High power readings above and below would
suggest some form of transport station.”
Jim nodded to himself as Gail spoke.
“Augur, can you pinpoint a control area?” Augur
transmitted a hologram picture above them of the
spherical shaped object that was down the
cavern to the right. Moving along the cavern the
three of them gazed in awe at the structure in
front of them. A large glass-like tube some six
feet in diameter stretched upwards from the floor
onto the large sphere and then outwards from the
top and into the roof of the cavern. Jim stretched
out his hand into the structure and then followed
with his whole body.
A floating sensation
enveloped him as he moved slowly upwards,
stopping and gazing into the interior of the
sphere.
He beckoned to Gail and Norman to follow
as he slowly stepped out into the sphere. As
Norman reached Jim's side, his loud exclamation
echoed around the circular environment. “Don’t
they know how to build doors down here,
skipper?”
Around the internal surface were panels
set at different levels with many colours, some
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flashing some not.
One panel was square,
another round, and yet another diamond shaped,
none the same size. To the side was some kind
of visual hieroglyphics. One picture showed the
sphere and glass tube on several differing levels,
one of them lit up, as if to show a present
position.
Jim turned to Norman and Gail opening his
palms in gesture. “Well there’s nothing else for
it, but experimentation.”
Jim grinned,
acknowledging Norman grinding his teeth and
sensing because they were in the grips of the
unknown that Jim was enjoying every minute of it
and could press a button to send them all to
oblivion. Placing his finger on to one of the small
circular buttons, Jim gasped as it passed
through. Along the cavern to their left, a beacon
appeared in the roof, directing a red light below
onto the floor. Ten seconds later the light
ceased. Jim raised his eyebrows as his finger
entered another button to his right. Within
minutes, he had found the control button for the
red light above the probe fighter.
The probe fighter glowed red for a few
moments and the light went out. Jim frowned,
why had nothing happened? He beckoned to
Gail who was standing by one of the large
circular buttons.
“Try that, Frosty,” he said
pointing to it.
She placed her hand on the centre of the
circle and it disappeared inside. There was a
loud rumbling noise immediately to their left and
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a large circular orifice appeared in the roof
above. Below, a circular floating piston head
moved out of the floor, upwards.
Another
floating piston came downwards out of the roof
orifice and the two dissolved, passing above,
below, and through each other. The rumbling
noise stopped as the roof orifice disappeared,
showing a normal cavern roof and floor.
Norman stood aghast.
“Talk about
engineering. How the devil did they do that?”
Jim turned to Gail. “I presume that the
piston from the floor goes to the surface, and the
piston from the surface goes to the floor in a
passing through interaction.”
Gail nodded in acknowledgement. “It does
seem that way,” she said.
“Operate it again, Frosty,” he said,
touching the small button as she did.
The rumbling noise started and the red
light above the probe fighter came on, lifting it in
the air and moving it swiftly under the orifice.
The piston emerged from out of the floor carrying
the Probe upwards with it, passing through the
other one coming down, and within seconds,
everything was as it was, minus a probe fighter.
Norman shook his head. “This is against
all the known laws of science,” he retorted.
Jim replied, smiling. “To their science all
this could be just basic engineering.”
Gail looked at the two of them and nodded.
“At least we have our means of transport on the
surface again, if we ever return there, “she said
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practically and without emotion.
Jim
concentrated on the panels before them and the
large graphic design of the different levels. At
the bottom and top of the diagram was a single
button, three inches in diameter. He suddenly
placed his finger on the bottom one and
tremendous vibrations occurred around them.
The sphere containing them moved
towards the ground slowly and then picked up
momentum, plunging into the seemingly solid
floor. Darkness was all around except for the
flashing lights on the control panels as they
travelled through solid rock. They suddenly
came out into the open again into another
cavern, moving down the tube and disappearing
into the rocky floor in a matter of seconds. This
happened fourteen times until the sphere started
to slow and the interior was flooded with lights
as it came to rest. Down below them was one of
the most spectacular sights that Jim had ever
seen. Above, for miles and miles there seemed
to stretch the hard rocky under surface of the
planet.
Below, glowing in what seemed, as strong
sunlight was a cloud layer, some two to three
miles distant. Instead of looking up at the sky,
they were gazing downwards on it, a complete
reversal of the planet above. To the left and right
of them stretched many passageways with
buildings hanging downwards from the surface.
There were many walkways and larger roadways
sealed in and covered with a glass like substance
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all inter-linking the huge inverted skyscraper
structures.
As Jim moved towards the door to their
right, it opened revealing two beings of
humanoid form. They had two arms and two
legs, a large head with no hair, two eyes and a
circular mouth with no ears or nose apparent,
and a yellow glow emanated around them. The
yellow glow seemed to be their clothes, as
normal vision could not penetrate the aura.
Norman reached for his handgun as Jim moved
his hand gently stopping him. One of the beings
started to talk in an alien language, his mouth
vibrating in an iris type movement.
Jim spoke to the Scrutiniser. “Augur, do
an immediate translation both ways.”
The being spoke again, this time his
translated voice instantly heard through the
scrutiniser. “I am Grall, head of security. I
request your names and your reason for being
here.”
Jim returned the conversation, his voice
instantly transposed into the alien language. “I
am Jim Long from the Space Police Federation.
These people are two companions, Gail Farmer
and Norman Clark. Greetings, Grall.”
Grall’s head moved to one side,
inquisitively. “Police? What is Police?”
“We are security operators-,” replied Jim.
“AH!” Grall exclaimed. “Please follow me.
Do not touch any weapons.”
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The three of them followed Grall through
the door and into a transparent circular corridor.
Above them was the jagged rock of the interior of
the planet whilst below the clouds shone with a
glaring luminosity. They were heading towards a
huge square-shaped building some fourteen
storeys in height hanging below the planet’s
interior.
Entering through the door into the
building, they proceeded through another
archway and arrived in a square-shaped room.
There was a large diamond shaped orifice on
each of the four walls and in each one, a bubbleshaped craft.
Grall beckoned with a hand
towards one of the transporters, and once again
they moved through a solid object to gain
access, although this time it was transparent.
The craft started to move, first very slowly, and
then began increasing in speed. Jim looked
downwards though the seat and floor, it was as
clear as looking through a glass window. It was
spectacular, the clouds were moving in the
opposite direction to them, with varying displays
of light and colour.
Occasionally, there were small breaks here
and there and Jim thought he saw a blue image
below. He was fascinated and more than curious
to know what existed beneath the thick cloud
cover. They were now moving in the direction of
a huge inverted building and soon had moved
into its very centre. They emerged from the
bubble, through a large room into one of smaller
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dimensions. Around the perimeter were small
moulded seats on which they sat. Grall walked
towards a corner displaying a platform built in a
pulpit-style structure, four tiers in height, each
tier exhibiting four seats.
Grall sat down on the lower tier and spoke,
the strange sounding language instantly
translated through the Scrutiniser.
“You are visitors from above. Visitors sit
here,” he said his finger pointed towards them.
He then pointed to himself. “These seats are for
security.” He then pointed to the second tier.
“These are for District Controller.” He then
waved his hand haphazardly towards the third
tier. “For Regional Controller.” His arm then
pointed to the top seat. “The Grand Ruler.”
Jim
smiled
and
nodded
in
acknowledgement. “Thank you, Grall, for your
explanations,” he said, looking at both Norman
and Gail.
Standing up, Grall spoke again, this time
bowing slightly. “Regional controller Varnier.
Varnier startled them all by walking out of
the solid wall and sitting down. He was slightly
taller than Grall, had a high collar indicating his
rank, and had obviously travelled through the
inter-dimensional transporter. Moving to the
third tier, he bowed slightly and sat down and
Grall did likewise on the bottom row of seats.
Grall opened the conversation to Jim.
“Varnier wishes to address you personally.”
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Jim looked up at Grall as the Regional
Controller spoke. “Mr Long, welcome. You are a
security man from the Police federation?”
Jim stood up as he replied. “Yes, Regional
Controller, that is correct. That is, as much as
the translation will allow.”
“What is your purpose here, Mr Long?
How long do you intend to stay?”
“We are here to find four of our missing
officers.”
“These four, they have come from the
same place as you?”
“That is so. Do you have any idea of where
they are?”
“Unfortunately, yes. They arrived on the
planet and by-passed us completely by using one
of our travel-ways to the inner core of this
planet.”
“Can we reach them and talk to them?”
“That is more difficult. We will explain as
we travel.”
Varner stood up and beckoned the three of
them to follow. As they approached, he gave
each of them a small disc, some two inches in
diameter. On it was a cross with a black dot at
each of the four points.
“This is a travel disk,” he said, pointing
upwards, downwards and across “Allowing you
to travel in any direction.”
Jim suddenly understood the meaning.
The disc allowed travel from the surface
downwards but not everyone had access to the
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horizontal travel. Varnier and Grall stepped into
the wall as the three others followed. Although
they had now done it several times, it was still an
astounding experience to step from one part of
the planet through solid structures, into another.
They entered into a small square room with
a doorway on each wall and above each door had
the markings inscribed on their discs. Two doors
had a horizontal line marking, one door with a
black dot on the left and one with a black dot to
the right. This was likewise marked on the two
vertical doors. Varnier beckoned them to the
door supporting the vertical line with the black
dot at the bottom. Jim realised that they were
obviously travelling downwards. He stepped
through into a large rectangular room some
hundred feet in length, looking like a carving out
of the rock surface. The right hand wall of the
room had what seemed to be a glass panel fixed
from waist height up to the roof, in front of which
ran a desk-like console with arranged seating
facing the window.
Varnier talked to one of the many
operatives seated at various intervals along the
row and then sat down beckoning the others to
do similarly. He then slowly moved his extended
arm through the air above the console from left
to right. Twenty points of sharp light moved
upwards from the desk into the air to a height of
ten inches. He then manipulated each light beam
to different heights as though he were playing a
piano keyboard.
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Once he had reached the required
combination, a startling metamorphosis occurred
to the cavern wall facing them from the console.
It gradually disappeared completely leaving an
open plan view to the outside showing the
underside of the planet with its ragged contours
stretching for many miles in a seemingly endless
pattern. The view perceived downwards was
quite breathtaking, some several thousand feet
below was a cloud base, swirling and moving in a
left to right motion. A feeling of exhilaration
overcame Jim as he gazed at the strange vista
before him.
It was not unlike being in a spacecraft
gazing downwards at a planet, but the irony was
that this time they were on solid ground gazing
downwards at the sky.
The other astonishing factor was the total
evanescence of a rock cavern wall by light
manipulation. Varnier turned and spoke to Jim
the Scrutiniser instantly translating again. “The
Phibions are down there,” he said his finger
pointing towards the clouds. Jim nodded with
only a limited understanding of who or what the
Phibions were.
Norman interrupted, leaning forward over
the console. “What is that down there?”
Jim smiled as he answered his
companion’s sudden exclamation. “This is the
inner world to the one we landed on. I presume
that the Phibions are a race of people who dwell
below the clouds.” His gaze left Norman and
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onto Gail, her lovely face still expressionless but
her eyes betraying the astonishment she was
feeling.
Gail sensed his eyes upon her as she
turned and spoke. “This is incredible. I suppose
in comparable terms it must be a computer.”
Jim could sense her inquisitive motives as
he turned once again to Norman. “Just where
are we, Nobby?” He enquired.
Norman turned his head and spoke quietly
to the Scrutiniser.
“Augur, locate present
position.”
The reply came from the Scrutiniser. “One
hundred and ten miles below planet’s surface.
The planet is twenty five thousand miles in
circumference-.”
Jim stopped Augur. “Augur, cease,” he
then leaned forward and looked at the cloud
below, then upward as if in thought. “So it’s
approximately three thousand nine hundred
miles to the centre, down there.”
Varnier stopped his manipulation of the
lights and spoke. “Do not be alarmed, we are
going to project.” He moved his hands to
another column of lights to his right, moving his
fingers skilfully across them. Everything faded
out of focus around them for ten seconds and
then returned to normal. It was astounding, the
console and themselves suspended in mid-air
just under the surface and above the clouds. Jim
glanced backwards, now gazing back through the
internal window from the outside. Varnier moved
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his hands and everything faded into darkness for
ten seconds, and when they reappeared, they
were floating just above the clouds, the planet’s
surface thousands of feet above and no longer
visible to them.
It was a very eerie sensation to them all,
one of disbelief at what had happened. It was
difficult to think logically after such a momentous
projection of physical matter. Sunshine could
not penetrate to the inner planet yet everything
enveloped in a strong daylight glow that seemed
to emanate from the clouds.
Darkness came again as their position
changed to just below the clouds looking down
on one of the most exciting, amazing scenes they
had ever seen. The view was like looking at a
planet’s ocean from outer space, a huge expanse
of blue shimmering light.
Varnier spoke and the translation was
immediate. “Aqua, liquid; this is the total limit of
our projection.” Seeing the amazed look in their
eyes Varnier almost seemed to smile, if one
could smile with a circular mouth, both sides
having to learn how to interpret each other’s
expressions. “Your officers,” said Varnier gazing
into Jim's eyes. “Are down there, on Balayner
Island.” Jim gazed back nodding, he had found
out what he needed to know.
The Scrutiniser on Norman’s back, much
to Varniers surprise, interrupted them in both
languages.
“Danger- danger, two armed
spheroid craft approaching.”
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Varnier moved into action his fingers
running quickly across the light sections. There
was complete darkness for a few seconds and
then they were once again in the cavern from
where they had started. Jim was mildly surprised
at Varnier’s reaction because he was inquisitive
and had wanted to see the strange craft.
As Varnier finished on the keyboard of
light, slowly a solid sheet of white light came
down in front of them between the console and
the gap in the cavern wall. Jim’s curiosity
overcame him as he stood up and touched the
light with both flat palms of his hands.
He smiled and shook his head in
bewilderment. “It’s solid light,” he murmured,
sitting himself down again.
Suddenly Gail
pointed downwards through the prism of light.
There, moving towards them at great speed out
of the clouds below were two spheroid craft. As
they approached, Jim could see they were of a
gyroscopic design with three seats at the centre
and possibly three human shapes in them. The
whole craft was completely transparent. A small
ball of light moved from the cavern outwards,
placing itself between them and the gyroscopic
craft.
The gyro craft stopped and hovered for a
few seconds and then the outer section spun
wildly, releasing circular light forms of energy
then moved at incredible speed placing it only
two hundred yards in front of them. Once again
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the inside remained stationary as the outside
spun rapidly, projecting the bolts of light.
The whole cavern shuddered as the light
hit the screen in font of them. Now both craft had
opened fire and the barrage seemed limitless.
Varnier fired several bolts outwards but the two
craft seemed to skip out of the way at the last
second, leaving the bolts to hit the underside of
the planet, miles away. Varnier then tried a
spread of bolts but still the gyros were too fast.
They moved downwards still firing and then
upwards again, almost laughing at Varnier’s
defences. They then moved in and out, blasting
into the light screen from close proximity. The
cavern began to shake and a siren creating highpitched sound flooded their ears.
At the top of the light screen, a hole started
to appear, increasing in size and moving
downwards.
Varnier spoke to Jim. “We must move to
the transporters immediately.
They have
breached our defences.” Jim nodded, beckoning
Norman and Gail towards him as Varnier brought
the cavern wall back to reality as the light screen
collapsed. Varnier’s operatives stepped through
the transporter wall until only the four of them
remained. It was so quiet, as though the attack
was nonexistent. Then a huge hole appeared in
the cavern wall.
Jim shouted a command. “Defence-attack
mode.”
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The three operated their handguns and a
shimmering light appeared around them.
Standing next to Jim behind the defence shield
surrounding Gail and Norman, Varnier spoke with
urgency. “Quickly, go into the transporter.”
Jim turned and spoke frowning slightly at
the edgy Varnier. “Let’s have a quick look at
what we are facing.”
Varnier took hold of Jim's arm, apparently
alarmed at the thought of meeting their foe.
“The Phibions.”
Jim nodded in agreement. “The Phibions,”
he replied, although not understanding who the
Phibions were.
As they spoke, two humanoid shapes
entered through the torn defence section. The
shapes were transparent with two red glaring
eyes staring out from their face section. It was
only because of the powerful lights in the cavern
that they were seen at all. The front one of the
two stopped then raised his arm and fired from a
weapon in his hand. Rings of light appeared,
some twelve inches in diameter, spiralling
towards them. Varnier closed his eyes, turning
his head away. The rings hit the force field
around Gail and Norman, making them stagger
slightly and then dissolved into the air.
Jim turned to Varnier, who was obviously
staring in astonishment because the spiral
weapon held by the Phibion was ineffective.
“Friendly little souls aren’t they?” he said, firing
his handgun at the same time. Two small bolts of
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light hit the leading figure, causing a cascade of
luminescence around the body structure. The
creature yelled in pain and then slowly collapsed
onto the floor. The second creature fired several
shots picking up the other one and carrying him
out through the gaping hole in the cavern.
The two gyro craft then left and headed
back towards the clouds.
“They don’t like being attacked, do they?”
retorted Jim, as Gail and Norman released the
force field around them.
Varnier placed both his hands on Jim’s
shoulder in some kind of gesture. “You have
acted nobly and with concern, I congratulate
you.”
“How did they break through your
defences so easily,” asked Jim.
Varnier shook his head. “They are rather
too fast for our weaponry systems. Their new
style craft are so quick and fire outwards in all
directions. We are working on it. But even
though they breached the cave they would have
gone no further, you need the travel tags in order
to journey in any direction.”
“It will only be a matter of time Varnier,
before they do find the resources to travel, what
of your world then? You would be defenceless.”
“In that time we will create new defences.”
As he spoke, four men entered the
chamber carrying what looked like a large
vacuum cleaner. The machine was set up in front
of the gaping hole and ten small discs placed in
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equal distance around its periphery. At a given
command, several beams of light from the front
of the machine hit each one of the discs, causing
a wall of light to appear over the hole. Within
twenty seconds, the machine stopped and the
rock face completely filled in again.
Jim enquired of Varnier as to what kind of
machine they had just witnessed.
Varnier
replied, the nearest translation of the Scrutiniser
being rock welder.
He then talked quietly to Grall and then to
Jim. “We have made available some quarters for
you and your party, if you would follow Grall.”
Jim thanked Varnier and they all stepped through
the transporter door and into a small corridor
where Grall pointed his hand in the direction they
were to take. They entered a medium sized
circular domed room in which there were five
doors.
Grall explained, pointing to each door in
turn.
“Door one, two and three, sleeping
quarters.
Four, cleaning room, five, eating
room.” He then showed Jim a panel on the wall.
“Disturb, not disturb.” He ran his hand over the
panel next to where they had just entered; the
wall just solidified in front of them. He did so
again and the opening reappeared. Grall bowed
slightly and then left the room.
Jim sealed the entrance once more as
Norman took off the Scrutiniser pack and stood it
in the middle of the room turning to Jim and Gail.
“At least we can now talk without going through
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the translator.”
He then addressed Augur.
“Augur, place the sensor on guard.”
The
computer would now report on any danger to
them within fifty yards.
Gail glanced though her pocket pack
computer with a faint smile as she took off the
transparent mask on her face. “Oxygen down
here is quite normal, we don’t need these filters
any more.” Jim and Norman nodded and then
took off their masks as she spoke again. “I think
it is time to try room five.” They all entered
through the small square doorway into the food
room.
It was a circular room with a domed
structure, in the centre there was a round table
with a flat top, out of which came four tubular
stems. The flat top was made of a very fine mesh
out of which protruded plate and cup-like vessels
and a spoon with a rotating end section. Norman
took one of the cups or bowls and slowly bent
one of the stems into it. A brown fluid came out
and when he released the stem, it stopped. He
scooped some out on the spoon but as he moved
it towards his mouth, the spoon inverted,
cascading the contents down his suit. Jim
laughed loudly as Gail shook her head and
picked up another spoon.
After inspecting it, she spoke. “There is a
little button on the end of the stem, which when
released allows it to spin, obviously designed for
a circular mouth.” Norman grinned, the spoon
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now mastered, he proceeded to place the brown
liquid in his mouth.
A look of sheer delight spread across his
face. “This is just like stew or gravy,” he
murmured, placing even more in his mouth.
“Delicious!”
They all helped themselves to
portions of the food and some yellow liquid that
was like a combination of every heavenly sweet
once tasted.
Gail yawned. “Time to visit the bedroom,”
she stated, her eyes showing the weariness her
body obviously felt. She entered room three as
Norman leaned into room two. Suddenly her head
popped out again. “You’ll love the bedrooms,
Jim; goodnight,” she said with a faint wisp of a
smile on her face as she retired from view.
Norman
shrugged
his
shoulders,
unimpressed as usual. “There doesn’t seem to
be a bed, skipper; goodnight,” he said, entering
his sleeping quarters. Jim entered room one,
which was dome shaped. The whole floor apart
from the entrance rose by three feet in height,
with four steps leading onto it. He moved up the
little stairway and onto the top; it was all soft and
springy, the whole room was a complete bed. He
lay down and rolled over to a panel on the wall,
enjoying the plush underneath mattress as he
did. He waved his hand in front of one of the
panel sections, and a wonderful sensation
overcame him as the top of the bed became very
soft and shaped to his body, the bottom still
remaining firm. Moving his hand over the right
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hand section of the panel induced different
lighting settings and after finding one that suited
him, he fell fast asleep.
After eight hours sleep, he awoke and
entered room four, the cleaning room. This
section was ten feet in diameter and
approximately twelve feet tall. The door sealed
behind him, and as if by reaction, he turned. He
realised that he had been so tired as to sleep in
his clothes all through the sleeping period. His
thoughts turned to how smelly he must be when
a dust like substance invaded the room; it
swirled around him like a snowstorm, settling on
his skin and clothes. A beautiful perfumed odour
hit his nostrils as the substance reacted with his
clothes and skin, turning into a liquid bubbling
and frothing. It was a remarkable feeling, as
though he had just taken a bath.
The area was bombarded with what he
could only call atomised water; it was all around,
taking away the other substance and soaking him
through like a shower. A bright flat beam of light
an inch in thickness and the same diameter as
the room came slowly down from the ceiling. It
seemed to caress the body when it touched,
drying instantly both himself and his clothes.
The beam came all the way down to the floor and
disappeared as fast as it had entered. The outer
door opened and he stepped through into the
main room very dry and cleansed from head to
foot.
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Norman stuck his head out from the food
room. “Some shower, eh skipper?” he said with
a broad grin on his face. Jim nodded and
entered for some breakfast. Breakfast finished,
they all re-entered the main room. Norman spoke
to Augur. “Augur, give me a visual profile of this
planet.” A thin beam of light appeared from the
Scrutiniser, moving in a straight line across the
room. It then expanded upwards, like a piece of
glass blown into shape, into a huge ball of light,
filling the whole room. The light immediately
changed into a hologram replica of a diametrical
cross section of the planet.
It had a small crust section perimeter and
was completely hollow except for a large blue
circular shape in the centre.
Norman pointed at it as he spoke. “Varnier
called that aqua, it must be some kind of ocean.”
Gail turned to Jim. “That’s what we saw
from Varnier’s control point. It occurred to me
that what we actually saw in the centre of this
planet was a large spherical ocean.”
Jim nodded as he spoke to the computer.
“Augur, relate chemical contents of ocean.”
Augur
responded
immediately.
“Crystalline liquid substance…formula unknown.
Harmless and nourishing to humans.”
Norman smiled, shaking his head in
humorous acknowledgement. “Very simple, it’s
water in another form, a counterpart; Augur, what
approximate size is the liquid mass?” “A cubic
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block encased the hologram, slowly expanding
and contracting.”
“The mass is approximately two thousand
miles in diameter,” replied Augur.
The light around the perimeter door started
to flash and the door faded from view completely
revealing Grall. Norman hauled the scrutiniser
onto his back as they all left with an agitated
Grall who spoke as they walked. “We are going
to the control room, Varnier is expecting another
attack.”
Jim turned to the others as they walked,
taking out his handgun. “Check weapons.” He
gazed downwards for a moment.
“Fully charged,” Norman and Gail replied
together.
As they entered the control room, the
familiar sight of Varnier met their eyes seated at
the control desk, gazing outwards at the clouds
below as if in a trance. “Greetings, I fear we are
about to have another attack.
Four of the
spheroid craft are heading this way. Normally
only one or two move out on scouting missions.
Do you wish to take shelter?”
Jim shook his head. “Can we get our
probe fighter out there?”
Varnier looked surprised, if an alien could
look surprised, especially one with a circular
mouth. “Yes we can do that, but the dangers,
you are outnumbered four to one.”
Jim laughed loudly as he replied.
“Sometimes it is better to hit your enemy head on
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than play cat and mouse. Remember we have a
defence shield and someone called Augur to help
us out.”
Varnier nodded but Jim did not know
whether he understood as he followed him
across the control room and straight through the
wall, this time in an upward direction. They
arrived very quickly at the cavern they had left
behind some several thousand feet above and
reached the two Probe fighters.
Norman spoke to the Scrutiniser. “Augur
release, code three, Probe fighter.”
Augur duly replied. “Released.”
Varnier headed towards the huge control
tower with the sphere at its centre that Jim had
used to go downwards earlier. The three of them
boarded the probe fighter and Norman adjusted
the Scrutiniser back into its fitting, patting it
gently as he did so. “It’s nice to be back,” he
said, moving into the front seat. Jim slid into his
seat as he turned to speak.
“Augur, all functions go, authorisation JL,
four, two, four one, two five one.” The lights on
all panels came on to full and the engines roared
into life and then faded into a low hum, staying in
hovering mode.
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CHAPTER.5

Varnier operated several controls in the
sphere and on the cavern wall to the left, a large
square pattern started to emerge, some fifty feet
square on the rock face. Jim looked on in
amazement as he turned the nose of the probe to
face it. Varnier nodded and pointed in the
direction of the square. Jim slowly edged the
craft into the seemingly solid rock face. As they
moved through, the viewer showed them leaving
a similar square behind. They had now entered
the inner void of the planet.
As Jim's eyes scanned the clouds below,
he rapped out an order.
“Augur, scan for hostile craft.”
Within a second, the computer replied.
“Hostile craft twenty miles away and
closing.
Gyroscopically structured, four in
number.
Force field in operation, weapons
primed and ready.”
Jim glanced towards Norman and then to
the front viewing portal. “Here we go again
Nobby,” he said, with a big grin across his face,
although he knew his heart was beating slightly
faster than before.
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Norman repeated, smiling. “Here we go
again, skipper.”
Gail ran her fingers across the panel
causing the holo-screen to flicker into life and
then she spoke sarcastically. “Well, there’s the
enemy, a trivial four to one, I hope we can all
smile at the end.”
The four craft showed clearly on the
screen and Jim could even see the silhouette of
the pilot Phibian seated centrally in the first craft,
as if hunched into the seat, his red eyes glowing
eerily in the light. Jim wondered if they had
battle tactics as the leader kept coming straight
towards them in a head-to-head confrontation
while the other three stayed back. The craft
suddenly stopped four hundred yards in front of
them and hovered.
Gail moved down the Probe sitting in the
seat to the rear of Norman and then leaned
forward to speak to Jim.
“Jim, I’ve been
monitoring the lead ship, he’s the only one with
communication to someone.”
She pointed
downwards with her finger. “Down below.” She
then directed her command to the computer.
“Augur, monitor transmission to alien craft.” The
computer duly replied.
“Language of unknown origin, Scrutiniser
now in use.”
The alien’s transmission echoed around
the Probe. “Remove enemy…….shoot.”
Jim raised his eyebrows. “Looks like we’re
going into battle, all stations ready, one last try.
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Augur, send a message to lead craft. We are
peaceful, please talk.”
The Phibions head seemed to jerk to the
left and right as he received the message then he
stared directly at them raising both his fists in
the air and a bloodcurdling howl came from the
scrutiniser.
Jim turned to Gail with an inquisitive look.
“Does that mean he’s happy or angry?”
Gail shook her head, a glimmer of a smile
crossing her face as a faint glow appeared at the
top and bottom of the gyroscope craft. “I think
he’s angry.”
The dull glow turned brighter and then two
rings of light sped towards them. The rings hit
the Probe causing a small shudder as Augur
spoke. “No damage, force field intact.”
Jim gave an order to Norman. “Nobby, fire
to incapacitate.”
Norman fired two bolts at the craft and just
as they were about to hit, the gyroscope made a
slick move sideways. Each time the probe fired,
the alien craft seemed to sense and then move at
incredible speed out of the line of fire. Six more
rings of light hit their force field as Norman
spoke. “They seem to be able to hit us skipper,
but we can’t hit them. We could just carry on and
fly through.”
“No, Nobby, then they’d know every move
we made. I need to instil a little bit of respect for
the Probe fighter. I wonder if they have heard of
Augurs fire spread capabilities?”
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Another salvo of light rings hit them as the
computer pronounced the obvious. “Force field
has lost one percent energy, action required.”
Jim leaned back in his chair gazing at a target
that seemingly could not be targeted.
“Augur fired two bolts and the craft moved
sideways as two more were fired, the craft moved
again downwards letting the bolts fly harmlessly
past. This happened ten times and the firing
stopped for five seconds. The Phibion raised his
fist and howled again as Augur fired twenty bolts
simultaneously. The craft moved fast enough to
dodge the first two but into the path of the
second. The bolts hit the outer edges of the
gyroscope and spun it round with a small amount
of debris flying out. It spun out of control
backward towards the other three.
Two of the craft moved with him, steadying
the spinning action and slowing it down whilst
the third came in to attack. Augur fired another
twenty bolts, one scoring a direct hit causing the
craft to explode in a mini fireball as Jim spoke
again.
“Augur, cease attack.”
The three remaining craft sped towards the
clouds below, the damaged craft leaving a small
trail of dark smoke. Gail sat back with her hands
clasped behind her neck and breathed a sigh of
relief.
“Conflict over. Augur, deactivate weapons
and force field.” Norman looked at Jim and then
Gail.
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“I suppose there’s only one way to go.”
Then he glanced downwards. “Augur, plot a
course through the clouds.”
*

*

*

*

*

*

Brad Longhurst strolled across the flight
deck of IGC Pathfinder in a circular configuration
much to the amusement of the scientists seated
at their consoles. He stopped and gazed through
the large portal by the side of the exit door, the
view still a mesmerising vacuum. The black sun
millions of miles away shimmered in its dark
flames and to its right was a grey, black star
constellation, an amorphous inkblot.
The voice of Augur suddenly amplified
around them.
“Informer missile from Probe
fighter now analysed, information on all
consoles.”
He gazed at the console to his left as the
information dispatched from Jim moved across
the screen. After three minutes, the messages
ceased and Brad once again turned his head to
gaze out of the portal. It was a strange universe,
not to be confused with the familiar stable
environment of home. His thoughts abruptly
stopped by a movement in the distance that
caught his keen eyes. He fixed his gaze on the
quadrant of stars to his left, shaking his head and
smiling to himself in disbelief. There it was
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again, there was a definite movement amongst
the constellations.
This was incredible, unbelievable, different
options of why this was not possible ran through
his mind. Could it be base related or an unstable
orbit? He moved quickly across the flight deck
and seated himself in the command chair,
speaking quietly to the computer.
“Augur,
investigate orbit systems in this universe and
report.” There was a silence and Augur replied.
“Investigation in progress.”
Brad sat back in the large padded chair,
his hands clasped behind his neck, and waited.
After a few minutes he stood up and walked
across the flight deck again, behind the flickering
consoles occupied by the busy scientists, each
one examining their own topic of experience.
He smiled to himself at the thought of how
intense they all were in their own specialised
areas unknowing of any potential dangers that
could destroy both them and the craft. As a
trained space officer, he had to be aware of all
the possible solutions that could occur and a
sixth sense was warning him that all was not as it
seemed. With his hands clasped behind his
back, he once again strolled over to the portal,
contemplating the unusual perspective.
He stared rigidly through the aperture with
intense concentration. He stopped, resting his
eyes for a second, and then continued. There
was a definite movement; some of the black
masses were changing shape and form. He
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decided to leave the orbit they were in and
investigate further. “Augur, take IGC twenty-four
and IGC Pathfinder into an opposing orbit of the
moon, distance one hundred thousand miles.”
No reply came from the computer as
vibrations of the giant engines starting up
caused a gentle shaking motion under their feet.
The scientists, suddenly aware that they were
moving from orbit, looked up questioningly and
Brad then made the understatement of a lifetime.
“It’s all right, gentlemen, we’re just going for a
little ride!”
Both IGC’s reached their required position
and the engines stopped. Brad gave a command
to Augur and the holoviewer flickered and
enlarged into a full three dimensional image of
the head and shoulders of CSO Bill Briant aboard
IGC twenty-four. “Bill, stand alert. I’m making
investigative moves into the nearest star system.
Keep in close communication at all times and
operate a strong marker beam to verify our
positions.”
Briant nodded and the image faded as
Brad sat in the control chair. “Augur, set a
course for the perimeter of the nearest star
system light speed mode.” Again, the engines
fired and the slow acceleration to light speed
began.
Within thirty minutes, they had
approached the outer limits of the star system
and Brad issued another instruction. “Augur,
approach nearest star and retain stationary
orbit.”
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Within minutes, the huge engines were
firing forwards, decelerating the huge craft from
two hundred thousand miles a second down to
five and then silence as a stationary orbit
finalised.
Brad then addressed the scientists as
more information began to flood the memory
systems. “Gentlemen, I would like an immediate
and full investigation to all orbital movement.”
The scientists looked surprised as each one
studied their consoles and began the ordered
task. Brad leaned back in his chair stretching his
arms above his head and relaxing the muscles in
his shoulders; now he had to sit and wait.
It seemed as though a long time had
elapsed before Augur once again spoke. “The
planets of this system are moving in an
undefined order around the star. The stars are
not stationary but moving in elliptical orbits
themselves.
Unable to specify orbits or
navigational system.”
One of the scientists spoke.
“This is a
very strange environment completely different in
every aspect to our own. There are regular orbit
changes of both moons and planets, some
moving towards each other and then away. It
does seem that we are in a universe of orbital
chaos.” Brad nodded, he had seen definite
movement through the portal, and now knew
why.
He then asked the obvious.
“What
exactly is orbital chaos?”
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Scratching the top of his nearly baldhead
Derek Jones, the chief scientist answered almost
reluctantly. “To put it bluntly, this universe is
bloody dangerous. There is no discipline or
order, planets, moons; even civilisations can be
wiped out in a few minutes. The movement of a
planet too far away from its sun could cause its
atmosphere to freeze and liquefy in days. Being
too near, the atmosphere will boil and the solid
land will liquefy. Collisions between planets and
moons will occur causing a catastrophic
universe of debris.”
Brad sat down on his chair, a glazed look
in his eyes, he grasped the sides of the chair as
he addressed the scientists. “How will all this
affect Augur in the navigation of this craft?”
Greg Doorland, the scientist in charge of
computer programming stood up leaning over
his console as he spoke. “As I see it there are no
fixed points or standard orbits. If we try to fix a
point from where we came and that point moves,
we can no longer fix a course back to it.
Therefore, navigation becomes unpredictable,
and in chaos, the computer cannot give you fact.
However, coded beacons in orbit between
planets would correct all that, allowing you to
navigate beacon to beacon within its range.” So
saying, he put his upturned palms in the air,
shrugged his shoulders and sat down again.
Brad swung round in his chair and talked
to the computer.
“Augur, locate nearest
planetary system.”
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The computer replied. “There are four
suns in our vicinity the nearest one is located a
hundred and fifty million miles in distance with
fifteen planets and various moons.”
Brad issued a command. “Augur, take us
to the nearest planet of that system, maximum
speed, light six.”
Augur responded as the IGCs engines
reached full power in a few seconds pushing
them forward. “As commanded, light speed six,
E.T.A two point six minutes.” With only seconds
remaining the huge engines began to reverse,
slowing down the craft to a gradual orbital speed.
Brad moved to the front portal and gazed
through. “Augur, visual on holoscreen.”
As the picture formed on the screen Brad
could see, three big patches of shimmering light
reflecting form the surface surrounded by large
mountains. The holo-camera began a scan as
the IGC moved along in its orbit of the planet.
After one full cycle, it changed orbit, moving
them from pole to pole. Brad watched the
scientists at work as the visual points took shape
and the mass of scanned information poured into
the memory banks.
He spoke quietly to Augur, still wondering
whether they could find their way back to Jim
and the other IGC. “Augur - make a standby alert
at
twenty
thousand
miles,
and
open
communication with IGC twenty-four.”
At the centre top of the hologram picture
displaying the planet’s surface, a small unsteady
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spheroid picture of Bill Briant emerged,
intermittent in quality but his voice was audible.
“Nothing to report here Brad no further
contact with S.A Long at present. Marker beacon
is at full output.”
Brad scratched his chin and smiled, and in
doing so realised that he had not shaved for two
days. “Thank you, Bill, be sure and keep alert,
this universe has a lot of surprises.”
The transmission ended and the picture
dissolved from view and Brad now knew that
they could still return to their point of departure.
IGC Pathfinder circled the planet searching
for information covering several different orbits.
The relentless pursuit of knowledge continued
for three days before Brad called a halt. Then
there began an operation to summarise the vast
amounts of information gathered over that
period.
Two hours later the chief scientist
addressed them all. “According to calculations
this planet is already changing orbit, moving
slightly nearer to its sun. This will not affect
Pathfinder as we can compensate for the rise in
temperature. However, it will be interesting to
observe the planet in this strange scenario.”
Brad nodded in agreement, as Derek
turned to him. “I’m sure I speak for the others
when I say we need to stay here a while in order
to consolidate all the new data that is now about
to accumulate.”
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The scientists all nodded with several
grunts of approval; Brad agreed, he was in no
hurry to make the hazardous journey back and
further information and facts could prove
invaluable.
After several hours, when the crew had
rested, Derek Jones again addressed them. “It
seems that in this dimension and in this vacuum
there are very powerful electro magnetic forces
at work. Stronger than anything we encountered
in our own universe. This strange force seems to
radiate from each sun that exists in this time.
Planets and moons seem to be thrown outward
on a negative force,” to convey visually he thrust
his arms forward with both palms raised in front
of him, continuing to talk as he did so, “and
pulled in on a positive impulse.” reversing his
gesture by moving his arms towards himself.
They all listened intently as he continued.
“As we now know there is a substance,
which we have named as Z, emitting from these
black suns which is highly dangerous to all metal
and maybe to human life as well. I don’t know
what it consists of, a possible cause could be
negative plasma.
Direct contact exposure
causes a immediate reaction within hours. For
planets to be affected possibly takes millions of
years, but smaller bodies we do know are
changed; for instance, the meteor storm that hit
space station five O one. An analogy from our
dimension could be rust, it slowly eats into metal,
makes it brittle and causes destruction, but
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element Z works incredibly fast compared to
simple rust.”
Brad stood up and walked towards the
portal, “Derek, we came quite a distance without
making contact with the Z substance, is it only
located in areas around suns?”
“No,” said Derek as he replied, shaking his
head.
“How long till completion?”
“Could be five to ten hours, then a
compilation period to put everything in order:
could be twelve hours.”
Brad nodded as he strode across the flight
deck and sat down once more. “Augur, open
communication to SO1, Duggan.” .
“Transmission open.”
Duggan’s face appeared at the top of the
holoviewer as Brad continued. “Mr Duggan CSO
Longhurst here, I want you to take out Probe
fighter six to initiate a reconnaissance of the
planet from five thousand feet and five hundred.
You are not to land under any circumstances
unless your craft develops a deficiency. If you
encounter any problems, you will return to orbit
immediately, also investigate those three large
shimmering landmarks.”
The picture began to fade as Duggan
replied. “Understood sir, I’m on my way.”
Within ten minutes the probe fighter left
the huge cavernous docking bay, moving out and
down into a lower orbit and ready to enter the
planet’s atmosphere. John Duggan at twenty-five
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years old was a very experienced pilot of five
years and had been a space officer for six. He
spoke to Augur. “Augur, make this a fully
automatic flight. One orbit at ten thousand feet,
fast speed, holo-camera on. Then a secondary
orbit, slow speed at five hundred feet to
investigate three large circular landmarks.
Observation will be from without only.”
The force field warning light came on in
front of him as the nose of the probe dipped into
the atmosphere, causing a tremendous heat
barrier around the force field. Although he had
been through this operation a hundred times
before, Duggan never felt easy encased for
several minutes in a crematory condition. He
breathed a sigh of relief as the flames ceased and
he slowly descended to the correct operational
height. His mind concentrated on the moving
images displayed by the holoviewer. After one
completed orbit the probe descended again to
five hundred feet. He was flying above a hostile
rocky landscape, and to his left was a mountain
range several thousand feet high.
As he cleared the last of the ridges, the
ground seemed to flatten and the drab colours
changed to yellow and orange. For a moment, its
awesome beauty blinded him as he flew towards
the shimmering horizon. The computer startled
his thoughts with a sudden reality.
“DANGER- approaching ahead – Z
substance located in large quantity.”
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The head and shoulders of Brad Longhurst
appeared at the top of the holoviewer speaking
with urgency.
“John, I’m monitoring your
progress on the holoviewer.
Do not pass
through it or over it, skirt around its perimeter."
Duggan nodded to the image as it
disappeared from view.
“I confirm your
instruction. Augur, bank to port and keep at least
half a mile away from the object.”
The probe banked slowly to the left as they
approached the seething mass, which was not
unlike gazing at a vast sandstorm rising a
thousand feet into the atmosphere and stretching
the full length of the horizon. As Duggan gazed
to his right through the front portal, it was
difficult for his mind to take in the validity of what
he visually perceived. The probe fighter was in a
seemingly calm atmosphere whilst half a mile
away was five hundred mile an hour winds with
swirling and driving debris.
It seemed to him unexplainable, an enigma.
The only logical thing he could think of in
retrospect was a giant whirlwind, but whirlwinds
move and this was standing still, there the
comparison ended. He placed one hand on the
power controller and the other on the steering
orb, speaking quietly as he did so.
“Augur – hand over to manual.”
The reaction was instantaneous as the controls
once again became sensitive to his touch, and
the craft veered to the left and as one maelstrom
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receded at the rear, another loomed ahead some
twenty miles away.
The one he now approached was the
largest of the three, extending in each direction
as far as the eye could see, and at least fifteen
hundred feet high. Duggan overawed by the
magnitude of the pounding destructive obstacle
that could cause him instant annihilation gave
him an instant overpowering respect for it, but
overcome by its majesty; he positioned himself
to the left of it but this time from a distance of
three quarters of a mile.
As he travelled down the side of this huge
spectacle, it gave off an intense luminescent
pastel blue. The whole of the internal probe
bathed in the light, giving an almost tranquil
atmosphere. In front of him two huge spirals of
dust plummeted outwards from the heaving
mass, it looked to him like two huge arms
stretching out to immerse him from an immense
dust explosion somewhere within its bulk. His
reaction was instant, he put the probe into a
steep climb and increased power, missing the
spirals completely and chuckling to himself to
relieve the tension.
“You’ve missed, damn it, you missed,” he
yelled to himself elatedly. He felt good; it was
probably due to the sudden circulation of
adrenaline through his shocked system. The
feeling was short lived overwhelmed by a terrible
roaring sound that deafened him completely, the
craft engulfed by a huge spiral of dust.
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For what seemed like an eternity but was
only a brief twenty seconds, the probe buffeted
and tossed across the sky like a fallen leaf in a
tornado. Duggan’s hands frozen to the controls
as the mayhem outside seemed to grow in
intensity. As the spiral ceased, the probe, its
engines still at half throttle, suddenly gained its
own momentum once more and started to climb.
He sighed, a sigh of relief that was welcome to
his overworked human system. He rolled his
head in a circular motion to relax the neck
muscles as the terrible message that he did not
want to hear came from the computer.
“Substance Z has now coated the outer
skin of the probe and into the engine orifices.
Deterioration of the outer skin will incapacitate
guidance controls.”
As the computer finished Brad’s face appeared
on the holoscreen. “John, are you alright?” he
said.
Duggan smiled as he replied. “Yes, sir, I’m
fine.”
“Good: now listen carefully, your outer hull
is starting to glow, and you are completely
impregnated with the Z substance. Suggest you
make immediate orbit” Duggan nodded in
agreement, as he prepared for a steep climb,
increasing the engine to full power, as Brad
continued. “When you reach orbit I’ll give you
further instructions.”
Brad’s face faded from view as the probe
reached full power pushing Duggan back into the
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seat with the tremendous G force initiated. He
reached orbit within eight minutes and spoke to
Augur.
“Augur, standing by for further
instructions from Pathfinder.”
Duggan already knew the hidden danger
that the Z substance possessed and how quickly
and lethally it had destroyed space station five 0
one. He felt calm, cool but also a nagging feeling
of self-preservation. Moving to the rear of the
Probe he opened the first of four compartments
and took out a survival suit, checking it visually
as he started to dress. From another storage
hold, he gripped the small Scrutiniser with both
hands and magnetically attached it to the chest
part of the suit. He gazed down at his right cuff
where a small screen some five centimetres
square activated and a stream of information
passed across it from left to right.
Duggan nodded to his own thoughts. The
suit was on and the power was now connected.
Two more things to complete were the life
support and helmet.
He spoke to the computer.
“Augur,
connect life support.”
Two small pipes came out of the side of
the Scrutiniser, curving around and automatically
There was a dull glow around the pipes as they
self welded onto the suit as Duggan placed the
globular helmet upon his head hearing the voice
of Augur in his ears. “Power and artificial
atmosphere complete, full diagnostic check in
operation.” Duggan could feel the cool air upon
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his cheeks as the transparent helmet faded into
darkness, and then it operated through the
various colour filters and back to transparent
once again. “System check complete, survival
suit operating at one hundred percent. Incoming
message.”
He held his right arm horizontal in front of
his face as small speckles of light jumped into
the air forming an eight inch cubed hologram
picture of Brad. “John, depressurise and leave
the probe immediately. Your outer hull is starting
to turn transparent.”
“I’m on my way,” he replied. The holo
picture faded from view, and he opened a small
panel to the right of the airlock. His gloved
fingers ran across the panel of lights inside and a
large red light blinked on and off above his head.
Within thirty seconds, the air inside the probe
was gone as he opened the inner airlock door
and stepped inside.
“Augur….open outer door.”
“Damage to outer skin structure, door will
not operate,” Augur replied
John gave another command as he
grabbed tightly hold of the two bars on either
side. “Augur, jettison the door.” The craft gave a
violent shudder as the door propelled away and
within two seconds had disappeared from view.
He gazed out into the white void and then slowly
let himself float face forward, giving a short burst
from the Scrutiniser, which thrust him outwards
through the door. As he gazed back, he could
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see the whole probe was glowing and already he
could see through one section of the outer skin
into the inner.
Within minutes, the probe craft was just a
speck on the horizon as he tried to inspect his
survival suit for any traces of the Z substance.
For a few fleeting moments, he felt very alone
and vulnerable, floating along in his almost paper
like material that encased his body with a
functioning ten-hour life span. The huge shape
of IGC Pathfinder came as relief as it dwarfed him
into insignificance.
A ten-foot wide portal
opened above surrounding him with a green
pulsating light. The tractor beam slowly pulled
him into the IGC and the portal closed, shutting
out the hostile environment.
He slowly floated downwards as the
artificial gravity took effect and two large
scanning beams came into operation above him.
They flashed in a criss-cross pattern moving the
full length of his body and then ceased. There
were two doors in the airlock, one red one green,
and he smiled as the green door opened,
indicating no contamination.
On the holoviewer Brad and the scientists
watched the probe fighter slowly lose orbit and
plummet into the heavy atmosphere, leaving a
huge ten-mile trail as it burnt out. The loud audio
warning alarms came into effect on the flight
deck as Brad stood up waiting for the warning to
follow.
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Augur spoke. “Danger- alert. Two satellite
moons coming out of orbit.”
Brad looked toward the other scientists as
he shouted out an order. “Augur, put the moons
on the holoviewer.”
The two moons came
quickly into focus on the viewer, one above the
other, and increasing in size.
Derek Jones leaned across the panel
talking softly to Brad. “There’s been a large solar
flare from the black sun and it has changed the
orbits of the moons. One is approximately six
hundred miles in diameter and the other two
thousand on a shallow elliptical orbit that will
actually
skim
the
atmosphere
causing
catastrophic effects. I suggest we leave
immediately."
Brad instantly reacted. “Augur, take us
into a three hundred thousand mile orbit from the
planet.” The engines fired and the planet and
moons suddenly receded on the holoviewer and
within seconds, they were in orbit.
Brad turned to Derek Jones enquiringly.
“Derek, what’s going to happen?”
Derek shrugged his shoulders as he
replied.
“The moons will bounce off the
atmosphere each time they return in orbit. The
energy released will be enormous, quakes,
eruptions maybe some of the atmosphere will be
ejected into space.”
Brad sat down and moved his gaze
towards the holoviewer. “We’ll stay here and
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observe as long as we can, Augur - magnify
holoviewer times five.”
The planet was now in full view with the
two moons just entering the picture. As the first
moon passed, the disruptions were phenomenal,
huge mountains erupted from flat plains, and the
two huge whirlpools of Z substance released into
space with a piston like force. The blast effects
were so enormous that they even shook the
Pathfinder in the outer orbit. Derek Jones spoke
again alarmingly. “The Z substance is now in
billions of particles starting to form an orbit
around the planet.”
Brad scratched the side of his nose trying
to ease a nervous irritation. “I think it’s time for
us to go. Augur, make course marker beacon
IGC 24, light speed six. Initiate immediately.”
As Brad sat down, he could feel the
welcome engines through his feet, trembling
through the structure.
Within seconds, the
devastated world and its two moons had
disappeared from view. He leaned back in his
chair relaxing his mind, in the background the
hubbub of conversation between the scientists;
discussing the strange aberration in excited
voices, made him chuckle to himself, noting that
death and destruction had been but a wink away.
He heard the pitch of the engines change
as the craft reached light speed six, a million
miles a second and there was no sign of
movement without or within. It left him with a
profound sense of helplessness, as the analogy
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of his home planet Earth and its sun came to
mind. If a sun appeared in front of them at the
same respective distance, in nine point two
seconds Pathfinder would no longer exist.
Duggan arrived on the flight deck and opened up
the conversation as Brad motioned him to sit
down.
“Has the planet been destroyed, sir?” he
said inquisitively.
Brad gave his head a little shake. “No,
nothing seems to get destroyed, but our chances
of hitting something are very real.”
”The two patches of Z substance on the
planet turned the probe transparent, would that
have happened to me?”
“Unknown, but you were lucky not to find
out.”
Both men stopped talking and stared at
each other for a second. They could both feel the
vibrations from the floor, first a slight trembling,
then a heavy shaking. The engines were in full
reverse thrust as the craft’s speed moved from
light six to zero. Brad opened his mouth to
speak as Augur broke the silence.
“Gaseous clouds of matter and the Z
substance ahead. Taking avoiding action.”
The engines fired again as the IGC altered
course and Brad spoke to Augur. “Augur what is
the approximate size of this cloud?”
The computer replied.
“Approximately
four by two light years. It is also expanding and
moving at the same time.”
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“Augur, under no circumstances must we
come in contact with the Z substance.”
Augur acknowledged as Brad relaxed a
little, pondering on the situation. He turned to the
scientists.
“Gentlemen, we may have a little problem,
which will delay us reaching IGC twenty-four.”
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CHAPTER 6.
The probe entered the huge cloud
formation, which completely enveloped the
centre of the planet, similar to the two cloud
bases on the surface. The craft entered a cloud
layer that was two to three miles in depth,
moving nearer to the domain of the Phibions,
where Carlton and Beldan had last travelled. The
three of them gazed forward through the front
aperture into a seemingly blank fog of white grey
and blue, which gradually became sparse and
started to scatter.
After a few seconds, the probe burst
through into the clear sky below where an
amazing sight beheld their eyes. It was an ocean,
a huge expanse of water, glowing with a strong
luminous energy of its own. The light was intense
but not blinding in its own profusion.
Norman spoke his words aloud as he
gazed downwards. "Incredible, just incredible,
that an ocean could exist at the centre of a
planet. I don't think this could happen in our own
dimension."
Gail interrupted him, pointing to a position
on the ocean. "Can you see, there's a gap in the
ocean stretching for miles." All three viewed the
unusual sight below, as the probe circled the
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area at three thousand feet. It was an astounding
and mesmerising vista.
There was a dry channel in the water,
approximately five miles wide to the left and right
of them. The water on both edges curved round
in a smooth radius before disappearing from
sight.
Jim spoke to Augur. "Augur, give a full
holoviewer matrix of the centre of the planet
including the ocean with a description.”
Within ten seconds a three dimensional
picture of the ocean projected in front of them,
slowly turning as Augur spoke. "Due to the low
gravity at the centre of the planet, five globular
oceans have evolved." Here the picture sprung
apart showing the five different individual shapes
that linked together as one. The shapes then
merged back together again as Augur continued.
"There are various sized asteroids scattered
between the oceans and at the centre, a spherical
rock base some five thousand miles in diameter.
Large energy readings coming from the rock
base indicate some kind of production is in
operation. Further size-ratio configurations
available…"
Here Jim halted the proceedings. "Augur,
cease descriptions, hand over to manual
control.” He then moved the probe down to five
hundred feet above the ocean and circled in a
twelve-mile diameter. It was an eerie sensation
flying over a strange ocean in an unlikely
environment as this, which prompted him back to
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reality as he spoke. "Augur, scan for probe
craft."
There was an analogy between the new
breed of Augur computers and a family of human
brothers and sisters; all of them inter-linked,
sharing communication and information with
each other over vast distances.
The ten-second silence was broken as
Augur spoke. "Faint signal received from probe
fighter craft three, two, four, one. It is on S.D.A
(Standby-defence-alert) mode and intermittent.”
Jim spoke out aloud to the others. "The
outer skin has been breached but at least we can
now find it." He referred back to the computer.
"Augur, take us to it."
One probe now locked on to the signal of
the other and dropped two hundred feet on a
horizontal heading towards the channel.
Following the large radius of the channel inwards
gave a spectacular view as the second large
ocean now occupied the space above them. The
craft kept to the centre of the channel then turned
slowly to port, putting the two oceans to the left
and right of their vision.
For two hours, they sped down the
channel, then slowly upon reaching a large
junction where three of the oceans met. The
engines fired again as they took the right hand
channel and moved along it. Seated in the back,
Norman reached forward and took a pair of
goggles from a small compartment, mumbling to
himself as he did so. "Magnification five." The
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lenses on the goggles lit up and numbers moved
across, magnifying and focussing on the small
circuit card he held in his hand. Each item
seemed huge and one showed a shadow across
its length, indicating a burnout. "Magnification
ten." The goggles now showed the break in the
metal strand in huge proportions. "Ha, there you
are. Repair in mode two, action."
Two very fine green laser beams projected
from the centre of the goggles converging and
concentrating on the broken circuit. After one
minute, they changed to red for five seconds and
stopped the area now repaired and functional.
The goggles were unique, they could magnify
and repair and operate in several colour
spectrums. While Norman repaired and all
seemed quiet, Jim and Gail were witnessing an
astonishing vista of floating oceans, a site never
seen on a conventional gravity environment.
They were both in euphoric states, beholding the
wondrous décor of floating water.
After a few minutes of contemplation, he
ended his sanguine thoughts with an order to the
computer. "Augur, scan for any spheroid craft."
There was a slight hesitation as Augur
concurred. "Now scanning normally and with
zeta waves."
Zeta waves were the natural successor to
sonar, but also able to penetrate through water
and rock, ably producing a detailed picture of any
given area up to a thousand miles in distance.
The energy produced was large in consumption,
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depending on the length of the scan. As if in
order of progression one of the engines cut down
to quarter power, allowing the powerful zeta scan
to function. After one minute, the engine power
returned, and silence followed. The blip of light
on the holoviewer expanded into a cloudy blue
picture. An orange spot of light blinked
continuously, showing their present position. A
computer-enhanced matrix of transparent cubes
covered the whole area monitoring the distances.
The cubes became smaller, showing a wider area
and finally at the centre of the oceans a huge
rock face became visible some thousand miles in
diameter.
As Jim took in the visual contents of the
viewer, the craft moved to the left around a huge
protrusion of water as Augur spoke again.
"Danger, large craft three miles ahead." As the
probe negotiated the large bend and turned into
the straight, they could see the huge craft, its
bulk nearly blocking the whole channel. The low
dull tones of the audio alarm activated as
Augur's voice penetrated their ears, initiating the
force field to full intensification.
"Twenty
spheroid craft now moving towards us and
preparing to fire."
Jim watched through the front portal as the
spheroids formed a diamond shaped pattern and
fired simultaneously, creating a wave of circular
energy patterns towards them. As if in
anticipation, Augur spoke. "Expected force field
depletion, five percent."
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Jim's thoughts turned into action,
confrontation and damage was not possible at
this stage, his voice almost shouting as he
triggered Augur. "Augur, plot nearest course to
the large central asteroid using zeta waves.
“Course
plotted,
ocean
penetration
required."
Jim picked up Gail's countdown behind
him. "First wave due to hit in eleven seconds.
Ten, nine-."
Jim gripped the side of his chair as he
spoke. "Augur, full force field, proceed."
All engines fired as the probe veered
sharply to starboard, entering the large globular
ocean with a violent shudder. Gail swung round
as she stopped counting. "Two!"
"You did it again, skipper, you got us out
of the heat," Norman retorted with his usual
optimistic demeanour.
Conversation
stopped
with
Gail's
pessimistic jibe. "And into the fire."
Jim laughed as he finished with an aside.
"I think water would be more appropriate." Then
he added a command. "Augur, investigate craft
integrity."
The computer furnished the answer. "Craft
integrity one hundred percent, force field holding
and stabilised."
Gail continued the investigation. "Augur,
position of spheroid craft and estimated time of
arrival at central asteroid."
"Spheroid craft have not entered the
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ocean; our speed is approximately two hundred
miles per hour, estimated time of arrival in five
hours."
"Augur, can we attain more speed?"
"Negative, force field would be reduced,
causing pressure on the structure. Force field
now holding at one hundred percent, a threehundred-centimetre
projection
from
the
structure. Below eighty-percent water damage to
structure may occur. Below fifty percent water
damage will occur."
Augur, initiate scan, radius one hundred
miles."
"Scan in operation and holding."
Jim swung his seat inwards inviting
suggestions from Norman and Gail. "Well, any
ideas, prognosis? The spheroids didn't follow us
in. Why?"
Norman replied.
"They probably don't
operate in water, skipper, their mobility could be
impaired."
Gail nodded in agreement. "Their design
would certainly confirm that."
"One thing for certain, skipper," said
Norman grinning. "We've left them far behind."
The computer interrupted his theoretical
smugness. "Craft ahead, ninety miles in distance
and closing. Water-turbo power, maximum speed
fifty miles per hour. Weaponry, explosive
torpedoes."
Jim instantly enquired the obvious.
"Augur, confirm our weaponry status in a water
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environment."
"Thaser bolts only,” replied Augur.
"Effective up to eight miles."
Jim laughed out aloud, much to Norman
and Gail's astonishment. "I've now become a
submarine commander," he said, leaning forward
and gazing through the front portal. "When do
you think he'll fire his torpedoes, Nobby?"
Norman shrugged his shoulders as he
replied. "At a guess, five to ten miles."
Jim nodded in agreement, addressing the
computer once more. "Augur, how did they
locate our position?"
"Their scanners are limited to one hundred
and twenty miles."
"Augur, keep on course, but divert to get
out of range."
The probe fighter immediately responded
by moving upwards and to starboard, and within
fifteen minutes had lost the tracking alien craft.
Gail looked up from her instruments and spoke.
"I don't know where we are but, in ten seconds
we will be out of this ocean."
Jim and Norman gazed through the front
portal as the probe suddenly left the water and
into a passageway between the oceans. In a
further few moments, they had re-entered the
ocean on the other side.
Jim was stalling. He did not want a
confrontation with the Phibions, he knew that he
could outdistance them and would have to
continue with his tactic of passive retreat. From
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the front portal, he gazed at the vast ocean
outside and could only marvel at its clarity.
Ahead, he could clearly see a large dark shape,
not unlike an eel, some fifty feet in length moving
in a wave-like-motion. Covering the length of the
body was a shell cluster, which glistened and
reflected the light. Its head was large in
proportion to its body and grotesque with
bulging eyes set on either side of its face. Within
seconds, they had sped past, leaving it behind in
the wake of the craft.
Four hours later the computer alerted
them. "Now preparing to leave the ocean. Zetascan complete. Signal of incapacitated probe in
our vicinity."
Jim spoke as he placed his hands onto the
left and right controls situated on either side of
the seat. "Thank you Augur, return to manual
control.” The switch came almost immediately
as he slowed the craft to twenty miles per hour
and then to almost a crawl. The nose of the probe
came out of the ocean, leaving them gazing down
onto a huge landmass stretching as far as the
eye could see. They had reached the centre of
the planet.
The probe moved out of the ocean and
travelled across the rugged, rock-like landscape
at two hundred feet, scanning below for signs of
life or movement. They suddenly came upon the
other probe craft lying in a small valley. It was in
two halves, as though an explosion had blown it
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apart.
Jim landed the probe two hundred yards to
the left of the other craft and issued instructions.
"Frosty, take command of the probe, Nobby, get
the scrutiniser, we'll go and take a look."
Norman left his seat, opening a panel to the rear
whilst fastening the scrutiniser onto his back.
They stood for a few minutes trying to come to
terms with the contradictory scenes before them.
The rugged rocky landscape and an immense
ocean skyline stretching as far as the eye could
see, the water just hanging in the sky, its waves
defying the laws of gravity.
The spectacle was unimaginable; it had a
strange
fascinating
beauty
beyond
comprehension. They approached the other craft
cautiously as Jim moved inside the front half. A
small flashing light on the control panel gave an
indication that the front power pack was still
operating. He moved his hand under the control
panel and gently removed the triangular box from
its case, then slowly turned and spoke to Norman
who was inspecting the rear portion.
"I've
retrieved the log," he said, "Anything from your
side?"
Norman nodded, as he poked in the
wreckage wiping away the dust on a control
panel. "Something short circuited the engine
controls and the power pack. At a guess, I would
say it was water from the oceans. Their forcefield must have been compromised for engine
power." He pointed upwards towards the oceanic
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skyline, pausing for a second at the breath-taking
spectacle above. "If their force-field diminished,
water would have leaked in. I think it’s been left
on standby-alert”
Jim pondered. “But with the power drain,
its defences were inadequate." He shoved the
small triangular box into a compartment at the
top of the scrutiniser pack. Within seconds, a sixfoot-wide hologram picture emerged, projected to
Norman's left. The head and shoulders of Beldan
appeared, and his recorded image began to
speak. He told of the force-field failure and the
water affecting the engines, compelling them to
land. Here, the transmission ended and Jim and
Norman returned to Gail.
She addressed Jim as he entered.
"According to Augur, there are five centres with
large power sources, the nearest one being ten
miles away." Her voice changed to one of
urgency. "Also we are monitoring a sleeve
transmitter from one of our suits in the near
vicinity."
As they all knew, each suit had a powerful
transmitter and receiver in the sleeve,
incorporating a one and a half-inch paper-thin
video screen. It was possible to communicate
with each other up to five hundred miles in
distance. "Good," Jim replied. "At least we have
something to aim for."
Norman nodded, his thoughts reflecting on
the distance they had travelled, and had yet to
travel. "Shall we use one scrutiniser with the
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travel-pack?" he enquired carefully.
"An excellent idea, with this low gravity we
shouldn't have any problems," said Jim as he
selected a handgun from the weapons
compartment.
"Norman spoke to the computer. “Augur,
standby-alert conditions, authorisation Norman
Clark, four, two, zero, zero." Augur responded as
they left the probe craft. The inner and outer
doors closed and a red warning light flashed a
warning. Norman adjusted the large but light
scrutiniser pack to his back and gave a
command. "Augur, activate the traveller."
Two arms came out on either side of the
pack, and the ends wrapped around the waist of
Jim and Gail, fastening automatically. Norman
quickly checked them both and gave the order.
"Augur, activate thrusters and follow sleeve
beacon."
A deep throbbing sound ensued as the
three of them began to rise slowly in the air,
pausing at approximately fifty feet and then
moving rapidly forward. As they sped outward,
the view of the landscape was rugged and barren
in sharp contrast to the oceanic skyline, which
was deep blue in colour. In the distance, a green
fluorescent spread of light reflected off the
ocean, causing a mesmerising twinkling effect.
The nearer they approached the more the
landscape erupted into a shimmering, dancing
light reflecting the water movement above. Now
two miles away, they could see clearly a mixture
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of tall buildings with pointed, square, and
rounded tops. Norman carefully set them down
just outside the city and they all moved to a
position where they could see the buildings more
clearly. The city was vast in size with large, tall
buildings each with differing tops, which they
had viewed from a distance. Inter-linking the
buildings were open and closed passageways,
some curving, some straight and all at different
levels. The toned flat ground had a silky smooth
finish showing the different rock grain in various
ad-lib patterns. All was very quiet, unusually
quiet, a complete lack of people or anything that
could be associated with a thriving city. In the
near distance could be seen a huge building, so
tall that it penetrated the sea above.
Norman took a reading from the scrutiniser
glancing at the building as he spoke. "The
sleeve signal is emanating from that building
over there."
Jim smiled as he beckoned them forward
moving towards one of the many passageways
that sprawled in front of them. They entered the
nearest of the buildings and moved upwards on a
spiral walkway until they reached second storey
level. In front of them was a huge square room
full of operating consoles of some kind with a
strange language scrawled over the controls.
Norman swiped his hand over the console
moving a cloud of dust into the air and into his
mouth and throat causing him to cough. Jim was
studying the type of controls situated on the
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panel and he knew he had seen them before.
Realisation came as Gail spoke. "These
are the same control panels used by the Kalar
race," she exclaimed. "I'm sure of it."
Jim acknowledged as Norman checked the
scrutiniser again. "There are no power readings
in here, I suggest we move on," he said.
Jim turned as he spoke. "Nobby, scan the
building and equipment, I want to know whether
it’s derelict or out of use."
After a few minutes, a surprised Norman
replied. "Well, I didn't expect to have those
readings at all, you'd be amazed to know that all
the equipment is in good working order, just no
power."
They moved towards the doorway leading
outwards to a long transparent passageway that
stretched for at least a mile towards the huge
building ahead. It gave a nervous feeling looking
down at your own feet to a drop of fifty feet
below, as Gail made a comment. "I hope their
engineering capabilities are up to standard," she
said, gazing down at the ground below. "I don't
see any signs of support."
It was a long walk and after thirty minutes
had elapsed, they reached the building. If there
was an entry to the building it was not visible,
only accesses up or down via a spiral path.
Looking upwards, the building structure seemed
to stretch into infinity, disappearing into the
ocean above at fifteen hundred to two thousand
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feet in height. Jim pointed his finger in a
downward direction as Norman and Gail nodded
in agreement. Going upward would take hours,
even days.
Reaching ground level, they entered a
rectangular precinct with circular doorways
situated along the perimeter. Suddenly, a figure
cloaked from head to foot ran out of one of the
doorways, pausing briefly whilst looking back. A
large two-legged bird-like creature was pursuing
him with sharp razor teeth protruding from a
large mouth dripping with saliva.
The creature outpaced him and the figure
fell to the floor exhausted, holding his arm in the
air for protection. Jim levelled his gun and fired.
A bolt of thermal energy hit the bird causing it to
freeze and then collapse onto the floor. The
figure stood up staring at the bird in disbelief of
its demise then slowly drew back the cloak from
his head. They were now looking at the
translucent head of a Phibion, his two red eyes
staring in amazement at them. "Who are you?"
he asked, holding his hands apart and lowering
his head in salutation.
"I am Jim Long and these are my two
companions, Norman and Gail."
"I thank you for killing the stkar."
"We did not kill the stkar."
The Phibion looked at the bird and stepped back
in fear.
"It is not dead?" he said his red eyes wide
open. Jim replied shaking his head.
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"No, only stunned. What is a stkar?
"We keep them as pets but they get hungry
and we have not much food."
"So the pet becomes the predator."
A long conversation ensued as the four of them
followed the Phibion, who was called Basra, into
the basement of the tall building. There were
rows of cloaks hanging from hooks on the wall
and Basra invited them to take one each. He
informed that the reason for wearing them was
that of identification, for without, being invisible
they could walk into each other in crowded areas.
Jim, Gail and Norman listened carefully as
Basra explained some of the questions they
needed answering. The social order split into
three categories, the workers, the domestics and
the military. The workers were the miners who
extracted minerals and other items from the
rocks in a huge processing plant located several
storeys above them. The domestics were the
worker’s partners or relatives, food merchants
and entertainers. The military were a law unto
themselves, purporting to act in the defence of
the mining community, but in fact had developed
into a lawless band of renegades patrolling the
ocean and upper areas. Jim sensed that amongst
the miners and domestics, was a strong tradition
of service and community spirit. He knew there
was a definite link to the race of Kalars near the
surface but he could not pinpoint what it was.
Basra had the same physical attributes as
the Kalars including the circular mouth.
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Somehow, the one race had split into two and
become separated from their purpose or design
whatever that was. Gail suggested that a history
check would be interesting so Basra took them to
a room on the fifth storey. As they entered,
Norman remarked that he had detected the power
source, although slight, in the centre of the
structure. He ran the hand scanner from the
scrutiniser in the air above their heads aiming at
the upper wall. On the wall was a circular
protrusion with several small holes spread over
the surface, a similar design to that of the Kalars'
elevator system. Jim stuck his fingers in three of
the openings and a long band of light three
inches in width spread outwards across the wall
and around the full perimeter of the room in
seconds. Then other small bands of light moved
downwards to the many consoles spread around
the room. Jim turned to Norman triumphantly.
"Now we have power, Nobby."
Gail accessed one of the many consuls in
front of her, trying to get used to the finger
patterns needed to operate the system. On the
screen unknown scrolling hieroglyphics flickered
from left to right. Norman blinked at the huge
array of lights before him as he gave the
computer a command. "Augur, access alien
computer and translate."
Immediately, four small beams of light
projected from the scrutiniser moving along and
up and down the console in a criss-cross pattern.
As the lights ceased Augur spoke. "Reading
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sub-station of many, technical data only."
In deep thought, Jim stroked his chin
slowly as he spoke. "We need Beldan and the
others; they may be able to explain what this is
all about."
Norman answered Jim in an indifferent
way. "We have to go upwards to find what we
are after," he stated. "All the major power
readings are above and also the locator signal
from the coat."
An alarmed look came over Basra's face
concerning Norman's statement. "There is great
danger there," he said clutching his hands to his
chest. "The large processing plant is located in
the centre and is patrolled by the military."
Jim calmed down Basra with quietly
spoken words of a positive nature.
"We have
to go and find our colleagues above, if you wish
to remain here then so be it."
Basra nodded a reluctant look on his face
as he pulled the large hood over his head and
gestured forwards with his hand. He started to
walk up the spiral path and Jim and the others
followed, pointing with his right arm to the place
they were going. It was about halfway from the
ground to the sea above; a large cut away
section yellow in colour.
The structure they were climbing was so
vast in diameter that nothing could be seen on
either side, only the forward view outwards.
They moved steadily upward, Norman wishing
that the scrutiniser could have carried them all,
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and finally reached their destination. The area
had a distinct yellow band texture around its
circumference, blending in to the smooth
structure. In the centre was a large circular
entrance, which proceeded internally, creating a
tunnel effect.
Basra became agitated as Jim held his arm
and gazed cautiously around the circular
entrance. The area inside was strongly
illuminated and split into two sections
approximately fifty yards ahead. As they slowly
moved along the tunnel there was astonishment
at the silky smoothness of the structure that
whosoever had built and created it were masters.
They reached the intersection and Basra
indicated with his arm the direction to take. It was
not right or left but the straight wall separating
the two sections.
On it were strange writings and the small
marked indentations that Jim had become to
know. Basra put three of his fingers over the
centre indentations and for a moment, they
disappeared inside causing a rumbling sound.
Then the wall started to disappear from the top
downwards, revealing an opening. Both the
Phibion and Kalar technology were quite
astounding, the profound machinations of
dissolving and solidifying matter were unique.
Design did not upset the internal structures, the
creation of a doorway happened when necessary.
The third passage was smaller and at the end
was what looked like a small balcony. As they
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approached, the sounds of machinery became
audible and then the visual sites of the huge
cavern stretching hundreds of feet below. It was
unbelievable that a building could be so huge
and yet majestic in appearance, an architectural
dream. Because the structure projected into the
sea to a great height above, the base would have
to be colossal in size with load bearing
properties of great proportion.
Looking out across the vast distance
inside, several miles in diameter, they found it
difficult to see the other side of the structure in
any detail. In the centre, from the ceiling to the
base, was a cylindrical shaped framework
projecting downward. Immediately Jim knew that
it was a similar elevator to that used in the
domain of the Kalars.
There were other
balconies stretching as far as the eye could see,
each with its own pathway to the centre. The
pathways were twelve feet in width and made of a
black marble substance that was smooth and
shiny all proceeding from the perimeter to a
central point with the intricacies of a spider's
web. Below and above between the precisionmade web were machines and huge transparent
containers inter-linked by various transparent
tubes and pipes flowing with different coloured
substances reminiscent of a well-stocked
laboratory.
After a long silence Norman spoke.
"Scanning for life forms." He raised the portable
hand-held scanner in the air, pointing towards
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the centre section. "There is nothing here only
machinery." He handed the scanner to Gail. "See
if you can make anything of it, Frosty."
She gazed at the information flowing
across the scanner; it was sometimes slow,
sometimes quick and never ending in content.
After several minutes had passed she looked up,
shaking her head. "It is all very basic mining
materials but there are no minerals in the rock
any more; that has completely dried up. The
substances you can see are for cleaning and
extracting, everything seems to be in a
continuous mode, circulating and re-circulating."
She paused for a moment and then continued.
"There is one alarming feature being recorded,
there are great quantities of Z substance in the
atmosphere, very concentrated."
Jim swung his head towards her a
concerned look on his face. "I presume that is
the same substance that destroyed the space
station?" he queried.
Gail nodded, taking another reading on the
scanner. "Here it is not too bad, but above it is in
many areas like pockets of gas."
"What about the effect on us?" replied Jim.
"Unknown, but depending, I would
presume, on exposure time."
As she spoke, she cast a glance at the
Phibion Basra. Realisation showed for a second
in Jim's face as he turned to Norman. "Let's take
an elevator ride," he quipped. They all secured
their hoods and headed centrally towards the
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elevator. Upon reaching their destination, Basra
placed the tips of his fingers into small circular
markings on the control panel located on the side
of the huge travel tube. Several seconds later the
seemingly solid surface disappeared from the top
downward, showing inside a large transparent
sphere-shaped compartment with a flat base.
Basra indicated the direction they wished
to take using his fingers in an upward and
downward motion. Jim responded by pointing
upward and Basra operated the control panel
closing the wall behind them. The spheroid
moved vertically slowly and then quickened its
pace. Above them, travelling downward at the
same speed was a replica sphere. The two
passed through each other and for a split
second, the interior went out of focus and then
back to normal. Again, they had witnessed a
strange matter displacement of two physical
objects occupying the same space at the same
time. There was no awareness of inertia as the
sphere suddenly slowed and stopped. Basra
opened the doorway and they stepped out to
another amazing sight.
They had arrived at the part of the
structure that was at ocean level. Looking
upward was the ocean penetrating inside the
huge circular orifice. The acoustics in that area
were superb, even a whisper amplified its sound.
Along the perimeter were large cradles, each
supporting a submarine. A strange abnormal
sight to the human eye, submarines launched
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through the roof of a building. At that time one
was coming out of the ocean whilst another was
being launched into the water. They had found
the military submarine base.
Jim spoke quietly to the computer.
"Augur, pinpoint the signal from the sleeve
transmitter. No audio announcements until
notified. Use video signals only."
Norman glanced at the scanner screen as
he received information looking at Jim and
pointing downward. They all moved into the lift
and proceeded toward the ground, stopping as
Norman gave a signal by positioning his hand in
a horizontal direction. They had arrived at the
base of the building, which was not well lit and
dingy, and there was no sign of Beldan or
Carlton. Norman held the scanner at arm length
and moved it horizontally in an arc. His arm
stopped moving as he centred onto the faint
signal and started to move forward.
"This is the direction alright," he
commented, engrossed in the direction he was
taking. "Now let’s see where that leads us." They
were walking towards a huge square machine
directly in their path.
Norman was excited, as the signal was
close just behind two supporting pillars. He leapt
around the corner, grabbing hold of a black cloak
and yelling as he did so. "It’s alright, sir we're
he-!" His voice ending abruptly as they all stared
down on the transparent form of a Phibion
wearing Beldan’s uniform jacket.
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It took a few moments for Basra to
establish what had happened. Imprisonment for
all strangers enforced by the military stated that
all property had to be relinquished according to
Phibion law. The man gladly handed the jacket
back and moved away as Norman placed it in the
scrutiniser pouch.
They had now established that the four
Earth-people were now imprisoned somewhere in
the vast structure above. Jim questioned Basra
as to the position of the prison areas and he
complied with the information of the location. It
was the area below the submarine quarters and a
stronghold of the military. The chances of a
successful rescue seemed to be slim, the
element of surprise being the only advantage.
They again took the central lift with a slightly
perturbed Basra operating the controls. The level
or area that they now had reached was quite
different from the other levels they had seen.
There were corridors, hundreds of them crisscrossing in all directions.
Jim was restless; all that they had done up
to now was visit different areas of the complex
achieving nothing. Basra moved forward slowly
indicating caution his eyes glancing quickly up
and down each corridor. He was moving in a
particular direction that seemed to be left
inclined. Finally, they reached a large precinct
landscaped out of rock and through the centre
flowed a stream of blue water. A tranquil
ambience
invaded
the
whole
precinct,
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understating the dangerous area in which they
stood.
People in cloaks were walking about, some
were seated, others talking. There were different
levels around the perimeter, some were veranda
style, others small pathways, all with an egress
or ingress. Placed in various locations through
the complex were bench type seats with tall
backrests, some in clusters of ten and five, made
from some kind of moulded material. The four of
them continued walking and as they approached
one of the small clusters of seats, Jim indicated
with a hand movement for them all to sit.
Once they were seated, Jim whispered to
Basra. "I need to know the direction of the
building or area housing the prisoners." Basra
nodded and indicated using his eyes to point to
an entrance in the corner far left of their position.
The entrance comprised four circular arches
some twenty feet across and ten feet high.
Basra leaned forward towards Jim his eyes
watching the arches as he spoke. "There are
four different passageways leading from here.
The one on the left is the direct approach to the
prison section, probably with one or two armed
guards. Usually this section is full of the military;
because it's so quiet I can only guess that they
must be out on manoeuvres."
Jim nodded, gazing away from the
entrance and back to Basra. "That will give us a
slight advantage if nothing else," he stated glibly.
"Do we just walk in there?"
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Basra shook his head answering. "If seen
you would be immediately challenged; only the
military enter there," he stated guardedly. "There
will be at least two armed guards on duty and
they are not pleasant people to deal with." Jim
replied, a smile touching his lips. "Neither are we
when provoked."
The situation then took charge of itself as
three Phibion military personnel walked through
the arches talking loudly. They were thugs,
uncouth and uncivil in temperament. They were
dressed in a strange green uniform more
reminiscent of a space suit, their translucent
heads a dominant feature as they moved to a
position on the small pathway adjacent to the
stream, talking loudly and raising clenched fists
in the air. Two cloaked figures walked towards
them and the three military men folded their
arms, forming a line across the path blocking it
deliberately. They laughed aloud as the cloaked
figures bypassed them, soaking their feet by
using the stream, a puerile act that seemed to
please the military men intensely. They were now
obviously on a high because of their bullying
tactics and were looking around for further
pleasure. One of them pointed toward Jim's
party, whispering to the other two, who all
bellowed in agreement, as they approached. The
leader of the military stopped and leaned forward
with an outstretched arm on the back of the
bench and spoke, sneering as he did so.
"You are in our way, move now."
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Jim quickly stood up his weight now off the seat
caused it to unbalance and tip over taking the
leader with it causing him to fall onto the ground.
It was a pure moment of complete buffoonery but
if the Phibions were laughing, no one could tell
because of their circular mouths. The leader
certainly was not as he stood up now trying to
intimidate Jim. He grabbed at the hood and
pulled it back, his eyes froze, as Jim's smiling
face and a handgun were unveiled. Their cover
broken, Gail and Norman pointed their guns at
the other two military personnel, moving them
forward Jim spoke quietly.
"We are going for a walk, please don't do
anything stupid."
They all proceeded through the left-hand
archway into a corridor considerable in length
until they reached a rectangular shaped room
with a large console preceding it and one Phibion
military man behind. On the walls were
approximately fifty or more small square marked
areas each with tiny finger-size circular markings
inside. Jim glanced at the corridor ahead and
realised there were no more guards in attendance
as the lead Phibion made a dash for the consul
shouting as he moved.
"Intruders, sound the alarm."
Jim fired from close range a bolt from the thaser
pistol hitting the Phibion in the back causing a
haze of light to surround him as he collapsed
heavily onto the floor, unconscious. In the same
split second, Jim's pistol was pointing at the
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guard behind the console moving to sound the
alarm. Another bolt hit him square in his stomach
and he fell to the floor almost in slow motion.
Jim was certain now that the Phibion
military was not as large and organised as he had
first feared. Looking to the left and right of the
consul were two long corridors, so vast in length
that the end was not in view. Along each side
were six-foot-square apertures approximately
one foot in depth, each one separated by a fourfoot wall space. He turned to the markings on the
wall, speaking to Gail as he pointed. "Opening
controls I presume?" he stated, cradling his chin
with his hand and thinking aloud. "Each of these
must open something."
The control features were hundreds of
small squares, each with five or six finger
apertures inside, placed into the wall in a
symmetrical pattern. Gail pointed to larger
perimeter squares across the top.
"Master
controls, I think," she said, placing three of her
fingers in one of them.
A loud rumbling noise occurred as several
of the corridor squares dissolved and various
surprised faces appeared through the openings.
She continued along the top line, moving her
fingers nimbly in the apertures until nearly all the
cells were open. The vast corridors now filled
with people as Jim spoke to Norman. "Nobby,
amplify my sleeve microphone," he said, holding
up his left wrist in front of his mouth as Norman
adjusted the scrutiniser. He then spoke again, his
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voice booming down the corridor. "You are now
free, go quickly."
The
inmates
needed
no
further
instructions, as the exit corridor became full of
escapees. Jim thought he saw a glimpse of a
uniform through the melee of translucent bodies
and climbed onto the consul looking out over the
many heads beneath him. He felt euphoria well
up inside his whole body. There they were,
Beldan, Carlton and the others, Merson and Lain.
Carlton grabbed hold of Jim's hand and shook it
warmly. "Thank God you're here," he gasped as
Beldan did likewise with Norman. "You're not
prisoners then?"
Jim shook his head. "Not yet," he said
jokingly as Jane Merson started to collapse
behind them. Gail steadied her and sat her down.
Carlton bit his bottom lip as he replied,
nodding towards Merson. "She's had a hard
time," he stated. "Women are not favoured by
this rabble. Which way are we going, Jim?"
Jim replied with a faint smile on his lips. "I
haven't quite worked that out, sir," he said,
beckoning to Norman to give everyone a pistol
and locking the two guards in one of their own
cells. "Shall we try going with everyone else?"
Carlton nodded and they proceeded down the
passageway with the others.
Jim thought deeply, there was still no reply
from the military and several minutes had passed
since the initial action. His thoughts answered
when suddenly screams came from ahead.
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Twenty feet in front, the corridor floor had
disappeared, leaving a gap of thirty feet onwards.
The packed section of people was now some
thirty feet below and all clawing to get out.
Somehow, someone had operated the matter
transference and blocked the means of escape
with unusual technique.
They headed quickly back to the console
and Jim now knew that it would not be long
before the full Phibion military power re-directed
to the prison area. Reaching the console, he
renewed his efforts to escape from the
compound. Some sixth sense and experience
told him there must be another exit and Gail
assisted him in trying to find it. Moving away
from the main panel Gail found finger controls in
the central pillar situated on the back wall. She
inserted her fingers and the entire fascia
disappeared. The view they experienced was
outwards across a large bridge that spanned a
huge open area, obviously a back way in which
to transport prisoners. Jim beckoned their party
through while Gail closed the wall behind them.
Across the bridge, a thousand yards in
front, was a huge inner tube-like structure, which
stood vertically as far as the eye could see up
and down. Jim turned and fired two shots into
the finger mechanisms behind them on the wall.
He hoped that would give them more time to
initiate their escape. Travelling across the bridge,
they reached the centre portion within minutes
and accessed an elevator to travel upwards. The
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sphere elevator travelled at a tremendous speed
until it reached its highest level and the door or
wall automatically opened onto a balcony ledge,
which was now on the perimeter of the structure.
Across the roof, an enormous funnel type
structure filled the whole area, descending
downward several hundred feet, ending in a tube
that disappeared from view. Linked in were
spirals of pipes in various colours located in all
directions.
Norman took several readings and then,
scratching his head, he spoke quietly to Jim.
"This is some kind of processing plant, but
what's puzzling me is a reading of an unlimited
power supply." He then pointed upward with his
forefinger. "And it's up there." Jim nodded and
directed the party around the perimeter to the
right of their position. They were walking on what
seemed to be a perimeter balcony or lip
structure, which was eight feet wide, and a sheer
drop from the edge.
Jim turned to Carlton and spoke. "Sir, if
we can reach that power source we may have
some bargaining power and a chance to escape.
I'll take Farmer with me whilst you protect the
elevator exit." Carlton nodded in agreement his
trained eyes looking in all directions trying to
determine on how to proceed. Jim and Gail
moved on to the right keeping in the middle of
the narrow balcony. He gazed forward, watching
every step with the knowledge in his mind as to
the disappearing floor sequence that had
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confronted them in the prison section. There was
an eerie silence for a place so huge, no sounds at
all and a complete absence of machinery and
workable
engines
for
an
acknowledged
processing area. The only presumption one
could make was that the plant had ceased to
work years ago because of a lack of minerals and
other materials. They had traversed a quarter of
the way around the perimeter when a loud
commotion came from the others at the elevator.
The Phibions had tried to enter with
negative results, stopped by Carlton and the
others firing shots.
The atmosphere around Jim and Gail
suddenly changed from a still to a draughty
environment, causing Jim to shout across to her.
"Create force-field."
Both
adjusted
their
handguns
simultaneously encasing them in a shimmering
light whilst a gusty wind around them completed
the operation. A gyro machine appeared from
below, coming fully into view about thirty feet in
front of them firing its weapons. Several rings of
light hit Jim and Gail full front, throwing them
back against the wall, the force-field taking most
of the blast. They both levelled their guns and
fired but the gyro was too fast for them, skipping
in several directions at a speed that impressed
Jim immensely.
Another four rings of light hit them for the
second time, forcing them against the wall as Jim
spun round yelling as he did. "Frosty, full
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spread, now." The guns adjusted in a split
second as they turned and fired, two arcs of light
left their weapons in a forty-degree spread above
and below the craft. The gyro craft simply jumped
into the top beam with devastating results as the
inner gyro left the outer and the Phibion fell out
and downward, the craft slowly following. Jim
waved Gail forward. They had to find an exit and
quickly. Moving on a few hundred yards Jim saw
another control panel on the wall and could only
hope that it was another elevator. They were
within twenty feet of the controls when a loud
rumble occurred and the balcony disappeared
from view in front of them. This is what Jim
feared; the matter displacement technology was
at work again. The control panel must have been
very important to the Phibions to stop Jim and
his party from gaining access.
Jim moved his left arm up to eye level
activating the sleeve communication viewer as
he spoke.
"Nobby, activate the Scrutiniser
traveller. I need to access this out of reach
control panel and advise everyone to move up
here as quickly as possible."
Norman floated in the air as the other four
started to move cautiously towards them and
then within seconds he was flying across the gap
and operating the control panel. A huge opening
appeared, revealing a circular entrance and
inside a spherical elevator. Without warning a
square section of the wall moved outwards
slowly in a jerky time sequence, seemingly
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disembodied from its starting point. As it reached
a projection of thirty to forty feet hanging in the
air, the square structure dissolved into the head
and shoulder image of a Phibion with a large
epaulette on each shoulder.
His face was huge and his mouth moved
outward and inward like the iris of a camera as he
spoke. "Go no further or you will be destroyed.
You are trying to enter a holy temple of the
Phibion Empire. I am Allarr, chief of the military."
Jim faced the image as he spoke. "I am
Jim Long of the Space Police Federation. We
mean you no harm. We require safe passage
back to our craft."
"No, escape is impossible I order you to
surrender immediately."
"We will not surrender to imprisonment,
you must let us return to our craft."
"There can be no escape; you are captives
of the Phibion Empire."
Jim sighed and shook his head as he
concluded, wagging his forefinger in the air.
"Then we must carry on doing what we have to."
Allarr started to rant and shout moving his
arms in the air and shaking his fists. "You will
die. We will die, if you enter the holy temple.
There are destructive psychic forces that you will
unleash on us all."
Whilst they had been talking Norman had
been ferrying the rest of the group over to the
elevator and now there was only Jim left on the
ledge as Norman floated over towards him.
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Suddenly the image disappeared and a few
seconds later, the ledge slowly dissolved under
Jim and he started to drop. Norman swung the
Scrutiniser into free fall, matching Jim's descent
and falling alongside, he swung out his arm as
their wrists and hands locked onto each other.
Operating the controls with his other hand
Norman swung them round and headed upward
to the elevator. As they moved toward the
entrance, four-gyro craft appeared from below
moving upwards. Beldan and Carlton opened fire
on the lead craft, which broke up in mid-air
narrowly missing the other three as it spiralled
down to destruction. They all moved inside as
Gail operated the doorway and the entrance
became solid again as several spiral bolts of
energy unleashed from the gyros hit it
harmlessly.
The elevator accelerated and then as
quickly as it started it stopped. Gail manipulated
the doorway controls and they stepped out into a
large oval room. The bottom half was a
technological paradise with large operating
panels and screens all around the perimeter,
moving inwards to an oval console in the centre.
The top half was transparent showing the clear
glowing ocean above and a large submarine
moving out of a hatch to the left. They had
reached the top of the huge structure and the
views were spectacular.
Norman took several readings on the
Scrutiniser as Beldan, Carlton and the others sat
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down and rested. "Wow," he exclaimed loudly
with his eyes wide open in surprise. "We're on
top of a huge unlimited power source. The
readings are infinite."
One thing that Jim was certain of was that
this was the main control area for whatever was
controlled. A technological scientific area had
somehow become divine through lack of use. Jim
was astounded, Allarr was partly correct in his
assumption of great power - not psychic but
manufactured and the recipients had long
forgotten its purpose.
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CHAPTER.7
Carlton walked over to Jim with his eyes
asking questions, as the senior officer he was
intrigued and needed answers quickly.
Jim
spoke quietly as he reviewed the large panel with
Gail in the centre of the oval complex.
"Obviously the main operating controls are all
here in the centre but in what order do they
operate?" he stated. "We don't even know what it
is for. At a guess if what we have seen previously
has the answer then it is linked with matter
transference." He pointed down at the left side of
the console as he continued. "This I think is what
I named as a light keyboard when we observed
Varnier operating it in the world above." He
moved his hand cautiously across the top of the
keyboard causing a hundred small beams of light
to project upward to a height of twelve inches
above the console.
In the next instant, the oval wall behind
them faded and dissolved, showing the Phibion
military forces amassed on the ledge and newly
formed bridges on the outside. Hovering to the
rear were ten to fifteen gyro-craft, seemingly
motionless in the air. Jim realised that their small
party was hopelessly outnumbered, the means of
escape blocked and the sea above now the only
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way out. There was an element of surprise
shown by the military as no one moved or
attempted to enter. No guns were raised or fired,
they simply stood there looking in.
The huge figure of Allarr identified by his
large epaulettes walked into view, followed by his
second in command. They turned and stopped as
Allarr shouted facing Jim and the others. "You
are on holy ground, you must come out."
Jim replied, raising his voice slightly and
moving forward with his back to the console.
"We need to talk, Allarr, in order for us to decide
what to do."
"You will be destroyed if you stay on holy
ground."
"Then you must help us, as you can see
we are quite safe at the moment."
Allarr edged forward with the other Phibion
by his side, his head moving to the left and right
trying to see inside, obviously in fear of the
chamber and all it stood for. As the two reached
the perimeter wall, Jim swung his arm backwards
over the keyboard and the wall faded back into
view, pushing them into the chamber. They
became distraught, lying on the ground with their
arms over their heads in anguish.
Carlton
quickly took away their guns and Jim spoke
again. "Allarr, look around you. This is a control
section full of computers and operating
mechanisms."
The Phibion still lay prone on the ground
as he returned the conversation. "This is the
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holy room and to enter is death, the ancient ones
decreed that we shall all be killed by its awesome
power."
Jim replied shaking his head. "The Kalar
have the same instrumentation as this in the
clouds far above. You have the same in your
submarines, your history decreed you were here
to protect and police the population. Through
thousands of years or more, your destiny has
been corrupted and changed, you now no longer
realise your prior vocation. Please look around
and see for yourself."
Allarr now peered upward from the floor
slowly moving until he was in a crouching
position glancing at all the instrumentation
around. A puzzled look came upon his face and
then anger as he stood up, staring at the
consoles spread out before him. "We have been
tricked," he stated. "Now you will never escape
from here."
Jim shook his head again before
answering, moving swiftly to inside the central
console next to Gail.
"I had hoped that you
would decide to let us go, now that you know the
truth, but obviously you are still a pirate at heart,
not understanding the profound nature of your
ancient caste. They did not want you to meddle
with what you did not know. Now alas, you make
me do so."
He gazed at the console and winked at Gail
as he placed his finger in the smallest orifice
situated on the operating panel to the left of the
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light keyboard. "Small things first," he said as the
light beams on the keyboard moved upwards
from twelve to twenty-four inches. "Now for the
next one."
Allarr looked on in horror, stretching out
his arm showing the palm of his hand. "Stop,
you will destroy us all," he boomed out, his red
eyes opened wide in disbelief. "The higher the
lights raise the more power you use." Jim smiled
to himself, so Allarr did understand some of his
own technology.
Jim leaned over the console speaking
slowly to Allarr. "Do you understand these
controls?" he asked, staring into the Phibion’s
eyes.
Allarr shook his head. "Only the power
signals," he replied nervously. Jim believed him
and realised that destiny had plunged him into
the unknown yet again.
He used the next orifice upward on the
panel and the lights again grew to a height of
thirty-six inches causing him to make a
comment. "Now we need a pattern," he stated,
trying to remember all that he had seen Varnier
operate. "I think we should try the right hand
panel next?" he enquired, gazing at Gail as he
did so. She nodded in anticipation, placing her
finger in the smallest orifice. The lights flickered
and then began to arrange in a curved pattern,
moving up and down gently causing a breeze in
the air around them and a low humming sound.
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Jim nodded toward Gail and she placed
her finger in the next orifice and so on, until she
reached the top and largest one. The air around
them became forceful and the humming sound
was so loud that to be heard Jim had to shout
loudly. "Go for the last one, Frosty," he yelled.
She plunged her finger into the orifice and the
whole ground and building shook as if an
earthquake was imminent. Everything was
vibrating, causing a double vision effect to the
participants.
The two Phibions flung themselves to the
floor in anguish as the others clung on to the
nearest solid object. Large beams of light
erupted all around the perimeter of the room,
causing a blinding, dazzling effect, combined
with a heat factor equivalent to a warm oven. The
room had started to distort, stretching in an
upper direction to twice its original size. It
became apparent because of the pressure on
their feet that the whole structure was moving
through the ocean with tremendous velocity and
yet the water around them showed no sign of
movement.
Within seconds, they had left the water and
moved into clear air and then the clouds
appeared and just as quickly enveloped them.
Then they were through the clouds, projecting
forwards in the direction of the formidable huge
formation of the underside of the planet. The
speed of transition was overpowering and it
seemed inevitable they were going to smash into
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the lower crust of the planet. At point of contact,
the vast structure melted through the solid rock
and continued its acceleration through the
lithosphere of the planet. A braking inertia
suddenly interrupted their travel with a violent
shudder, and the whole structure plunged
through into the atmosphere above.
A strange eerie silence filled the room,
overwhelming the occupants by the enormity of
the science that they had just witnessed. They all
now looked out of the upper half of the oval room
onto the planet surface, marvelling on how they
had reached there. Another puzzling feature was
the two moons in the sky that Jim could not
remember having seen when they first landed.
The power used to create the transference was
formidable; nothing like it existed on their plane
of reality.
Jim realised this was how the mining was
accomplished - an equal amount of matter had
now been deposited at the planet’s core for
mineral extraction. Yet the planet surface was
bare and barren, the mining accomplished many
years ago and the machine shut down after the
'Z' radiation had taken effect on the population.
The Kalars and Phibions separated, each forming
their own kingdoms, one on the outer planet and
one on the inner. The same race of people split
irreparably because one had a transparent image.
The following few hours were spent in
extracting the two probe fighters from their
respective positions and sending one back with
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Carlton, Beldan and the others for a medical and
rest to join the two Inter Galactic Crafts in orbit.
Jim had no further desire to operate the controls
and desperately tried to contact Varnier of the
Kalars. He alone might understand the
complicated technology plant unleashed on to
the surface. Returning to the planet via another
probe craft was the Chief Scientist Derek Jones
and a physicist called Day. Jim stepped out onto
the planet surface a warm wind caressing his
face as he greeted the two scientists. "Good to
see you again Derek," he quipped. "And you, Mr
Day."
Derek had a concerned look on his face as
they slowly turned toward the oval room. "I hear
that you had quite an adventure and this is quite
a machine." He stated gazing admirably through
the doorway with the thirst for knowledge that
only a scientist could radiate.
As they entered the oval room, he saw Gail
and Norman in deep study and neither looked up.
The two Phibions, their hands secured behind
their backs, sat staring blankly at the computer
consoles before them. Upon reaching the central
oval section, Derek stopped and looked down at
the information on the screen below. "This is
amazing technology. I would never have believed
it except for seeing it. Such a waste, such a
shame that it all has to go," he said glumly.
"Go?" replied Jim startled by the negative
outburst. "Why?"
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Derek shook his head in sudden
realisation. "Of course you don't know about-."
Here his voice trailed off as he quickly gathered
his thoughts. "Orbital chaos Jim we have a
universe without discipline. Moons crashing into
moons, moons crashing into planets, the worst
scenario you could imagine." He pointed up into
the sky. "There she is we call her the moon of
doom she's going to crash into this planet in
under twenty-four hours. There will be nothing
left but billions of lumps of debris."
Jim frowned, the information that shortly a
civilisation would cease to exist stunned him.
“Can't we do something?" he said, trying to think
of an idea but being totally inadequate.
Derek shook his head. "Way out of our
league I’m afraid, a meteor yes, a comet
probably, a moon no."
Jim thumped the console in front of him.
"There must be something that can be done," he
growled. He always growled when frustrated. "I
wish I had been informed earlier and a plan of
action could have materialised."
Derek shrugged his shoulders, replying
with a sigh.
"Unfortunately with the
communication problems we could not download
to the Scrutiniser."
The two scientists then started a detailed
analysis of the centre controls and consoles,
moving in and out of the many base units. Jim
stood thoughtfully at the entrance, gazing out
across the planet and the thousands of pylons he
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could see scattered over the landscape. What
did it all signify? Was their only function to
'earth' the violent thunderstorms raging in the
atmosphere above? The shrill alarm activated on
his wrist sleeve screen interrupted his thoughts
and he held up his arm to converse.
A probe pilot appeared who seemed quite
excited as he explained. "Hello, sir, just to
inform you we have communicated with, I believe
his name is Varnier, and he is now on the way to
meet you on the surface." Jim smiled and
thanked the pilot as the picture faded from view.
He looked out from the doorway again, this time
at the domed structures scattered over the
landscape, the nearest one a hundred yards
away. It was hard to believe that each one was a
doorway to the underworld. Suddenly, without
warning, the distinct figures of two men appeared
from the nearest dome, materialising from solid
structure; it was Varnier and an aide.
Jim addressed the two men nodding his
head forward in acknowledgement. "Regional
Controller Varnier, it is good to see you again,"
he said.
"It is good to see you again Mr Long, we
have a lot to catch up,” he said gazing at the
machine. “What have you brought us here?" His
eyes sparkled and his arm pointed toward the
oval structure. Jim briefly explained all that had
happened at the centre of the planet, the only
escape to use the fantastic machine that had
transported them to the surface and moreover,
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the sadness that enveloped them all because of
the moon that was coming to destroy the planet.
Varnier looked upward to the ever-larger
growing moon seen through the clouds, and
spoke. "We are ready to evacuate the planet and
Grall is to take over the Phibion territories as
Chief of Security. It is hoped that we can get
everyone off in time."
On entering the building Varnier became
mesmerised by the layout and instrument
structure. He scratched his head and became
excited, pointing to the different controls and
stating strange names.
"Eltacar, Matacar,
Drellfocar," he exclaimed moving into the centre
array of controls.
Jim was puzzled as he spoke. "Varnier,
what is this machine?" he questioned in
complete ignorance.
Varnier grabbed Jim by the shoulders as
he spoke ecstatically.
"This is a mythical
machine from the very basis of our culture and
society it does not exist only in the literature of
magic and folklore. Yet here it stands, a Tecklaa!
I cannot believe it. It is contained and written on
all our ancient manuscripts. The Tecklaa is a
huge machine controlled by the power of the sun.
It could mine materials from space itself." He
extended his hands toward the heavens.
"Extracting the minerals and ore needed for trade
and commerce. It is a legend talked about by
scholars and philosophers alike. You, Mr Long
have found it."
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Jim smiled and shook his head. "I think it
found me," he said uncomfortably and then
bringing the conversation to the present. "We
must evacuate your planet before we are
destroyed."
Varnier smiled, shaking his head. "You
don't understand," he said emphatically. "If this
is indeed a Tecklaa, there is no need to worry any
more." Jim looked baffled, not understanding
how a machine could save them. Even as he
looked, Varnier and his assistant started to
operate the controls from the central oval
section. Arrays of pencil beam light moved from
all panels, rising to a height of ten inches. A
couple of hours passed by as the lights were
nurtured and manipulated by Varnier, and the
moon grew larger in the sky, warning of its
intending path of destruction. The two IGC's had
now moved away to a different orbit and most of
the planet evacuated except for a few trying to
salvage whatever they could.
Derek Jones moved over to Jim and spoke
quietly. “For our own safety we have to leave
within two hours," he stated.
Jim nodded and turned to the others as he
spoke. "We shall have to leave in approximately
ninety minutes so please have everything packed
and ready for transit." A second assistant had
now arrived and was with Varnier in deep
discussion.
Varnier called everyone to the centre area
and asked them to be seated. "There is no need
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to leave, please remain seated and do not move
from the central area for what you are about to
see is miraculous." Jim felt the excitement in
Varnier’s voice as he started to operate the
controls. Bright beams of light appeared all
around the perimeter of the large oval room and
hundreds of small beams of light appeared on
every panel. The lights on the perimeter seemed
to fuse into one another, causing a wall of light of
blinding ferocity around the room.
Varnier waved his arm over a control panel
and the light changed to total darkness. Now all
around them was a black curtain with the lights
on the control panels casting eerie shadows
upward on their faces. From the ceiling above
came a darkly stained oval-shaped canopy
moving downward like the cover of a huge
cockpit.
It fitted snugly down around the
perimeter of the consoles with a dull thud.
Everything was still black; nothing was visible
outside the centre oval position.
To the front of their location, a sphere of
light appeared, some three feet in diameter,
glowing and alive through the dark canopy with
blue, yellow and red flames dancing from the orb,
its blinding light dampened by the canopy. There
were mini explosions and eruptions emanating
from its aura, shooting outward for up to six feet
or more.
Varnier shouted out above the crackling
loud sounds that came from the sphere. "A star
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in miniature Mr Long, with all its unlimited power
and ferocity encased in an amazing force-field."
Jim knew that there was a force field in
operation because from that distance nothing
could live only ashes. Varnier waved his hands
across the control panel and the room reverted to
light again. They had just witnessed something
deemed not possible yet they had seen it, a
miniature living active sun the ultimate power
source. Varnier was euphoric as he operated
more and more of the controls that were
conversant to the Kalar race. With another few
movements of his arm, the outside building
structure disappeared, leaving them on the open
planet surface.
There was tremendous air
pressure around them as thousands of huge
circular pipes thirty-feet in diameter or more and
twenty-feet in height, lifted from the ground in a
ritual pattern, filling the skyline above. Magnetic
forces of a huge and ferocious nature emanated
large circles of light above them in a terrifying
spectacle of power. The drifting cloud layers
above dissipated, pulled apart by an invisible
force, showing the cold uninhabitable face of the
scarred moon hurtling toward them.
Jim glanced at Gail her eyes wide open
and staring her long hair streaming upward
caused by electromagnetic forces. Norman was
also mesmerised by the tremendous display of
power, none of them had realised the potential of
this amazing machine.
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Looking back, Jim had operated the
Tecklaa with only a smattering of knowledge, the
thought filled him with apprehension, now
realising the potential of destructive force.
A single ray of light came from the top of
each pipe bending inwards to their central
position and then fusing into one beam of
intense light above them. The beam hurtled
outward, hitting the moon surface in seconds
and then covering the whole diameter and just as
quickly it expanded and returned downward, the
light shimmering around them. The moon, some
two thousand miles in diameter, now changed
course and moved in a direct line toward them,
becoming larger in the sky second by second.
Varnier looked upward and then at the
others as he spoke. "Keep your nerve and don't
move from your position. If you are brave and
fear nothing, watch an amazing terrifying vision.
If not, close your eyes."
The moon moved agonisingly slowly
toward them and Jim was completely hypnotised,
watching a large crater grow in size and small
mountain ranges projecting downward with
pointed pinnacles. The crater, several miles
across, began to increase in size and the moon
itself filled the complete skyline above. Jim’s
mind seemed anaesthetised by the sheer
enormity of the vision and the ever-busy Varnier,
still manipulating the light beams, numbed the
thought of a sudden and dramatic death.
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Then the speed increased and the crater
enveloped them as Gail and Norman closed their
eyes for a moment as the yellow dusty surface
came down to meet them in a sudden surge,
reaching the top of Jim’s head in seconds. The
surface of the moon passed through and carried
on downward, both men and moon merging in a
dissolved
partnership.
Jim
blinked
in
astonishment.
They had collided with the moon with no
impact and no crashing and mangling of
substance against substance. The moon now
encased them as they watched large formations
of rock from its interior gliding past downward.
There was a shuddering stop, causing an
echo effect around their ears. The whole moon
had now disappeared into the lithosphere leaving
an uncanny silence. There was a brief moment of
stillness and a jerky movement upward showing
rock stratum in motion. The movement
quickened and then there was a sudden reversal
of what they had just seen as a proportional lump
of the planet moved away from them, another
moon had formed and was moving outward into
space. In the next moment, Varnier turned and
clapped his hands almost in triumph as he
finished the light sequence.
Derek Jones
relieved the stress of the magnificent technology
they had witnessed by shaking hands with
everyone.
Gail looked at Jim, her eyes filled with
wonder as she spoke quietly. "I don't think there
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will ever be another spectacle to match that,
ever."
They had all witnessed an alien
technology so advanced that it was Godlike in its
implementation.
The time had come to say goodbye to this
realm of reality and return to their known
dimension. The two inter galactic crafts sped
toward the dark hole and then inwards. There
was a wide scale vibration throughout both craft
as they reached the white hole, the entrance to
the other black universe of their own. For a few
minutes, trapped in its motion then both craft
turned sideways on and fired their engines,
pushing them out into their own environment.
Now they only had to find the way home to
Krakor where other adventures awaited Jim, Gail
and Norman.
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COMPUTER BIBLIOGRAPHY
One light year the light that travels ten million, million
kilometres in one year. The speed of light, light that
travels at one hundred and eighty six thousand miles
a second.
The universe itself a vast void of
unimaginable distances of space and time. The
galaxy a mere pinpoint of existence, measuring
approximately in length one hundred thousand light
years and twenty thousand in depth, possibly
containing a hundred to two hundred thousand
million stars, much still uncharted.
Federation rank structures consist of:
The Ruling Galaxy Council with its Chairman
Supreme Chief Officer Vanders (SCO)
Deputy chairman Assistant Supreme Chief Officer
Gray (ASCO)
and ten other ASCO's
plus two Space Agent Chief Officers (SACO)
forming the supreme council.
The rank structure continues downward with:
Twenty operational Space Agent Officers (SA) Solar
System Controllers (SSC) for each solar system.
Further officer structures are Planetary/ Space.
Chief Planetary Officer (CPO)
Chief
Space Officer (CSO)
Assistant Chief Planetary Officer (ACPO)
Assistant Chief Space Officer (ACSO)
Planetary Officer 1 (PO1)
Space Officer 1 (SO1)
Planetary Officer 2 (PO2)
Space Officer 2 (SO2)
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Planetary Officer 3 (PO3)
Space Officer 3 (SO3)
A solar system council consists of one SSC,
one ACPO, one ACSO, five CPO's and two CSO's.
A council would be the ruling body in that system for
the federation existing laws standing.

FEDERATION POLICY and STRUCTURE
The federation would try to consolidate the moral and
humanitarian laws of each solar system. They would
protect all life and stop contamination upholding the
law governing travel between solar systems. The
laws dictate to stop any one race or creed from
dictating or interfering with another and to act as an
intermediary between warring systems.
Armed
technological aggression against lower life forms
would be actively neutralised and interference in the
development or progression of other life forms not be
tolerated. Police embassies are visible on any planet
above ratio five, invisible observation on all planets
below. The mode of travel of the federation is
primarily intergalactic craft (IGC) incorporating
shuttlecraft for use between the mother ship and
planets and interceptor probe craft for defence and
attack all capable of sub light speed. Each IGC is
powered by the natural successor to electricity,
electonity that produces power from the atom in the
form of colossal magnetic forces producing antigravity, gravity, electonic force field, traction and
disable beams and a light speed propulsive force.
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The IGC reaches light speed and then
switches to Space Time Warp Drive (STWD)
changing the craft to travel in another parallel
dimension of time. A relative speed achieved of ten
thousand light years for every day travelled in normal
time allowing the occupants to traverse the length of
the galaxy within ten days. One of the greatest
scientific gifts ever bestowed on the police federation
by the ancient ones of light.
The IGC weaponry is thermo-micro laser bolts
and beams plus black observation satellites for
planetary surveillance and control.
Matter
transmitter-receiver transport's still in a stage of
development only used over short and concise
distances.
Sophisticated tracking scanners and
sensor arrays plus the new advanced audio
computers now in service called Augur (Audio
universal guidance ubiquitous randomiser). Each
computer operates on verbal commands and named
after earth's ancient soothsayer - predicting and
making decisions from signs and input.
At the centre of the planet, Krakor were
installed two amazing computers an amazing gift
from the ANCIENT ONES OF LIGHT – the great
spiritual ones- guardians of the galaxy spreading
order, light and goodness.
The
(CTD)
coextensive
transcendent
dimensions of time computer allowing its recipients
to unlimited travel and exploration in unknown
dimensions of time and space.
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The (TC) telepathic computer allowing out-ofbody travels in spirit form to the domain of the spirit
world and astral planes.
Two men have the only access to these
computers – Supreme Chief Officer Vanders and
Special Agent Jim Long. Each have bracelets on
their wrists which when activated by their brains
allow them travel to other dimensions or move out of
body into astral spirit form.
PERSONAL DISC DATA
JIM LONG- Qualified space agent
35 years of age- an experienced astro-pilot,
navigator, and a trained detective.
NORMAN CLARK –SO1. 25 years of age –
astro-pilot and engineer – Specialist in craft
structures and propulsions – nicknamed ‘Nobby’
Clark .

GAIL FARMER – SO1. 24 years of age –
Specialist in computers and astro-navigation.
Nicknamed ‘Frosty’ Farmer because of her ice cool
disposition.
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